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Westinghouse is Radic
Acquisition of Infinity stirs mixed emotions in adland
MERGERS / By Scotty Dupree

The $3.72 billion acquisition of Infini-
ty Broadcasting Corp. by the West-
inghouse Electric Co., announced
June 20, was greeted on Madison
Avenue with a mixture of suspicion,
acceptance and alarm. Advertising

media executives interviewed last Thursday
and Friday were somewhat divided in their
views of the deal, with some taking a "What's
good for radio will be good for the market-
place" perspective and others taking a strong
and vocal dissenting view. One fact is clear:
Westinghouse, if the deal clears the regulatory
sump, will be the greatest force in radio since
David Sarnoff ruled RCA.

The deal will give Westinghouse 83 sta-
tions in some of the nation's biggest markets
and more than $1 billion a year in ad rev-
enue. It will be structured as a stock -swap
deal; additionally, Westinghouse will assume
Infinity debt of $1 billion. The deal does not
include Westwood One, of which Infinity ceo
Mel Karmazin is and will remain president
and ceo.

What advertising media executives fear is
a company that controls up to 40 percent of
the ratings and ad dollars in a top -10 market.
They believe such a colossus could manipulate
the advertising marketplace.

"Eliminating the competition in the mar -

Reach and Frequency
Number of Westinghouse and Infinity stations

in the top 10 markets and their total share
of listeners 12+, 6 a.m.-midnight

Market

New York
Los Angeles
Chicago*
San Francisco
Philadelphia
Detroit
Dallas-Ft.Worth*
Washington
Houston
Boston
must reduce total number
federal ownership limits

Stations

4 AM, 4 FM
2 AM, 4 FM
4 AM, 6 FM
3 AM, 4 FM
3 AM, 3 FM
2 AM, 4 FM
3 AM, 8 FM
1 AM, 3 FM

Aud. Share

22.3%
21.0%
32.4%
16.5%
31.1%
25.8%
38.3%
18.0%

3 AM, 2 FM 13.3%
1 AM, 5 FM 33.7%

of stations to 8 to comply with
Source: BIAS MasterAccess

ket will dramatically affect our ability to
negotiate. We see it as a clear black -and -

white problem; eventually prices will go up,"
said Page Thompson, U.S. media director at
DDB Needham.

Other agency executives and even radio
sellers see the deal as a good move for both
Infinity and Westinghouse. "Of course, you
can look at it as a possible monopoly," said
Bob Igiel, director of national broadcast at
Young & Rubicam. "This will be a powerful
radio consortium, and it's good for Westing-
house. But the marketplace has to decide."
Igiel suggested that "if they (Westinghouse)
don't shoot themselves in the foot," by hiking
prices arbitrarily, the deal could be good for
both buyers and Westinghouse. Igiel suggest-
ed that benefits may come in the form of one-

stop shopping or combo deals for advertisers
that would be much easier to negotiate.

Other buyers wonder whether the new
combination will have any effect at all on the
radio marketplace. "This deal is all about
increasing margins, not revenue," said one
buyer who would not speak for attribution. "I
haven't seen any deals yet that are about
increasing revenues. And I don't think that
you can, because there is a fixed number of
dollars available, so that even if you raise rates,
you'll just have more unsold inventory. And
just try to get the movies and car makers to
take their money out of newspapers."

Karmazin, who will run the newly formed
radio division and will emerge as Westing-
house's largest single shareholder, empha-
sized that he plans to grow revenue for the
stations and indicated that he is targeting
other local media-mostly newspapers-for
that growth.

Still, buyers and sellers are skeptical that
even a goliath radio operation could have such
a huge impact on the marketplace. "I don't
think 7 percent of the total ad market will
influence ad dollars in any significant way.
They may be able to price, package, promote
and even sell differently, but there are too
many alternatives to pose a threat," said Stu
Olds, president of the Katz Radio Group.

The radio community has strong confi-

dence in the deal and in Karmazin. "Mel is the
personification of radio," said Ralph Guild,
ceo of Interep, a radio sales firm that now rep-
resents Infinity. "He's the guy you want run-
ning the largest radio group."

In fact, the deal was contingent on Kar-
mazin joining Westinghouse. "We wouldn't
have done this without Karmazin," said Fred
Reynolds, cfo of CBS and Westinghouse.

The deal raises question regarding Infini-
ty's sales -rep agreement with Interep, which
has a little more than four years to go on the
current contract. "I'm confident that Interep
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Active
will continue to represent" the current Infini-
ty stations, said Guild. Interep also represents
the Group W stations which have been expect-
ed to join CBS' in-house rep firm.

Under the deal, responsibility for the
radio division passes from the hands of CBS
president Peter Lund to Karmazin, who will
report directly to Michael Jordan, ceo of
Westinghouse.

Nestinghouse chairman/ceo Michael
Jordan (left) and Infinity ceo Mel Karmazin
::elebrate their deal at a press conference

Upping the Ante on Emmys
Lavish, Oscar -style campaigns are creeping into the TV awards
TELEVISION / By T.L. Stanley

The Emmys have gone glitz. The com-
petition for TV's top award is begin-
ning to rival the Oscars in the ways
some contenders are vying for atten-
tion-and votes. For the first time,
Emmy hopefuls are spending as

much as $1 million on eye-catching packaging,
brochures, screenings and bookshelf -ready gift
boxes to hype their products.

"The packaging has be-
come a powerful tool to get the
product seen," said Scott Saf-
on, senior vp of marketing for
TNT Originals. "It also works
strongly as an overall image
campaign for the network."

Just a few years ago, Holly-
wood studios, production com-
panies and other program sup-
pliers simply sent out review
tapes of Emmy-nominated
shows in plain cardboard boxes
with simple labels slapped on
them. Not anymore.

Cable networks are leading
the razzle-dazzle, but the broadcast nets are
jumping in as well. Elaborate mailings have gone
out to the 8,300 voting members of the National
Academy of Television Arts and Sciences from
HBO, Turner, Hallmark, CBS and Lifetime.

"We've definitely seen an uptrend in the
packaging and number of tapes mailed out,"
said Jim Loper, executive director of ATAS.
"This year it's the most we've ever seen."

Lifetime's Savitch-pic
pack is an eye-catcher

Until five years ago, the Academy did not
allow program suppliers to send out tapes. In
1992, a few generic -looking tapes began trick-
ling in to Academy members. This year, 80 dif-
ferent tapes in specially created packages are
being mailed to some or all of the voters.

Nearly every producer has increased its effort
this year. TNT is spending close to $500,000 in

support of Andersonville, Kis-
singer and Niron and other pro-
jects. HBO reportedly spent
almost twice that amount to
back The Larry Sanders Show
and the network's slate of
movies, sources said.

Those kinds of investments
are justified, said execs, partic-
ularly by cable networks that
want to be seen as major play-
ers in original programming.

"Cable wasn't really part of
the Emmys because the level of
programming didn't match the
broadcast networks'," said Bar-
ry Kresch, senior vp of research

and marketing for Lifetime, which mailed out
a slick pop-up package for its movie Almost
Golden: The Jessica Savitch Story. "Now that
there's better programming and more of it, you
have to do everything you can to get noticed."

Bucking the trend, Touchstone TV set up a
page on its Web site for its Emmy-supported
shows instead of mailings. "We took a risk," said
Marian Effinger, Disney Television vp.

Have -Not Nets Struggling
Specialty channels waiting for business to spill over from big boys

THE CABLE UPFRONT / By Michael Biirgi

The cable upfront marketplace contin-
ued to move last week, with the big
entertainment networks nearly sold
out. The smaller niche networks strug-
gled to keep cost -per -thousand in-
creases at or near 5 percent. Networks

such as CNN, ESPN and A&E seem to be the
only ones who have been successful in landing
those kinds of price increases.

Several agencies continue to negotiate and
close cable business, including Young & Rubi-

cam, Wells Rich Greene BDDP and Leo Bur-
nett. Not as far along are McCann-Erickson,
J. Walter Thompson, DDB Needham and
Western Media International.

"It's going quite well," said Larry Goodman,
executive vp of ad sales for CNN and Headline
News. "We've closed deals with a lot of big shops
and a lot of other big deals are coming through.
And we're getting the kinds of increases we
expected." The average CPM increase, Good-
man said, is in the 7 -percent range, and this week
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AT DEADLINE

Someone to Watch Over 'Weight Watchers'
Southern Progress, the Alabama -based subsidiary of Time Inc., is
expected this week to announce the appointment of a new editor,
Kate Greer, at Weight Watchers, its most recent acquisition. Greer is
currently editor of Hemispheres, the in-flight magazine for United
Airlines. Greer also served a stint as editor of Better Homes & Gar-
dens. WW will relaunch under its new ownership this fall.

'Slate' Signs Three Charter Advertisers
Slate, the highly anticipated online political and cultural magazine
being edited by Michael Kinsley and produced by Microsoft,
launches today at http://www.slate.com. Sources said
the Webzine will premiere with three advertisers:
Ford Motors, financial services company Dun &
Bradstreet and Virtual Vineyards, an online winery.

Wells Rich Exec Joining Turner
Barry Fischer, senior vp and deputy media director of
Wells Rich Greene BDDP, is moving to Turner

Broadcasting Sales as exec-
utive vp for marketing and
research, a new position.
Fischer, considered one of
the most knowledgable buy-
ers of cable, whose prin-
cipal client was Procter &
Gamble, will create new
sales and marketing oppor-
tunities for clients across
the entertainment, news
and sports sales divisions at
the group. "The market -

Fischer shifts to
the sales side

place is doing so much
more now and there are so
many lines to be connected.

That's what I'll be doing," said Fischer, who will offi-
cially join Turner on July 15.

A Ball for Fox Sports International
The Fox/Liberty Sports partnership, now called Fox
Sports International, has appointed Tony Ball as coo
and executive vp. Ball comes from British Sky Broad-
casting, where he was general manager of broadcast-
ing, and has particular experience running Sky Sports.

Burstein, Penney, Spanfeller to Ziff -Davis
Ziff -Davis Publishing Co. announced three major appointments
last week. Lawrence C. Burstein, the former publishing director of
Esquire, becomes the company's senior vp of consumer advertising.

Alexandra Penney leaves her post as editor -in -chief of Conde Nast's
Self to become creative director -at -large. And James Spanfeller,
publisher of Inc., takes over as publisher of Yahoo! Internet Life.
Meanwhile, Inc. has named J. Riley McDonough as publisher.

Western Media Said to Be Buying Media Inc.
The lnterpublic Group of Cos. and its subsidiary, Western Interna-
tional Media, were finalizing a deal last week to acquire Media Inc.,
a New York -based buying firm that handles more than $175 million
in billings. The deal, which sources said will be announced this
week, is being negotiated by Western chairman Dennis Holt and
company president Michael Kassan. Media Inc. handles such clients

as Meineke Discount Muffler Shops and Club Med.
Once the acquisition is finalized, Media Inc. will con-
tinue to operate as an independent, freestanding firm
reporting to Western, sources said.

Disney TV's Move to Youth
Following a disappointing development season, Walt
Disney Television has hired a senior -level executive to
oversee development and production of the division's
projects. Peter Aronson, 30, who has been a consul-
tant to the studio since spring, becomes senior vp of
creative affairs. The appointment comes after Disney
Television produced 17 pilots for the networks; three
were picked up for fall and two for midseason.

AOL Shaking Up Ad Strategy
America Online is expected to announce details of a
revamped ad strategy this week. With its subscriber
growth slowing, Vienna, Va.-based AOL has made
several moves lately that indicate that company offi-
cials see advertising as an increasingly important
route to revenue growth. Last week, AOL hired Katz
Media Group's Katz Millennium Marketing unit to
handle advertising sales on GNN, AOIN Internet-
access service. Earlier this month, the company
entered into a deal with Netscape Communications
to represent the Netscape site on the World Wide
Web. AOL may also be hiring more staff to form a
bigger in-house ad sales force, said one source close
to the company.

Addenda: Jamie Tarses was named president of
the ABC network entertainment division, succeeding Ted Harbert,
who was promoted to chairman of the division. Tames will be re-
sponsible for all areas of programming except for late night. Har-
bert will handle late night and all financial and business affairs of
the division...Robert L. Miller, former head of Time Inc. Ventures,
is forming a new company, GoldRush Media, to acquire magazines.
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CNN expects to pass the halfway point in
upfront inventory sold.

The other large cable networks-Discovery,
Lifetime, Family Channel and Weather Chan-
nel-have been quite frustrated by the low
increases of large -dollar volume deals the gener-
al entertainment networks cut early in the
upfront. "They're bitching like crazy, because the
big guys have been closing deals at low increas-
es," said one bemused agency media buyer.
"We've made a clear statement to them: Don't
even bother submitting budgets if you're north
of 5 percent."

Smaller cable networks-those at or under
30 million subscribers-are rapidly discovering
a disturbing trend: Agencies are consolidating
their dealings with cable to fewer networks.
Networks such as Home & Garden TV, The
Food Network (and to a lesser degree, fX and
Court TV) are having a tougher time getting
large -volume agencies and advertisers to trick-
le money down to their level. Instead, the adver-
tisers are spending more dollars on fewer chan-
nels-not only to simplify their buys but also
because attractive deals are available on the
larger networks.

Midsized cable networks like E! Entertain-
ment TV, Comedy Central, the Sci-Fi Channel
and the Learning Channel are also being pres-
sured by the trend. But because they have more
than 40 million subscribers each and in most cas-
es share ownership with larger networks, those
networks have still been able to obtain CPM
increases in the range of 1-2 percent.

One sales executive of a midsized network
pointed out that another factor influencing his
ability to land business is prowess in electronic
data interchange (EDI) and back -office sophis-
tication. "If I can show them that I'm in 40 mil-
lion homes and that I'm as good or better than
others at moving EDI along, and I'm not an
administrative nightmare, then I'm going to get
the business before someone who isn't," said the
executive. "It has everything to do with the labor
intensity of buying cable."

There remains one big unanswered question
among the cable networks: What will happen in
the scatter marketplace? For the most part,
agencies and advertisers who felt they were pay-
ing too much in the broadcast upfront did not
turn to cable-though Joe Uva, executive vp of
ad sales for Turner Entertainment Networks,
said he did get some bump -ups from agencies
siphoning dollars from broadcast.

So far, most agencies appear to be holding
back for the scatter marketplace. But most cable
networks decided to stand pat rather than shift
inventory to scatter. Because the networks
expect ratings increases will continue, there
should be enough gross rating points available to
accommodate scatter buyers.

Sweeps Contests Up 55%
BJK&E vows to discount ratings of stations that promo to excess

TV STATIONS / By Mark Gimein

Nielsen Media Research says the
number of unusual sweeps -period
station promotions-most often
giveaway contests on local news-
casts-is growing faster than ever,
up 55 percent between the Nov-

ember 1995 and the May 1996 sweeps. Six sta-
tions, an exceptional number, were cited by
Nielsen for appealing directly to Nielsen house-
holds with special promotional spots.

After last February's sweeps, Nielsen told
the American Association of Advertising Agen-
cies that its research had found that giveaway
promotions substantially affect TV station audi-
ence share and that contests
were a growing problem in
fairly measuring audiences. In
Pittsburgh, CBS briefly can-
celled its Nielsen contract for
KDKA-TV to protest extensive
contesting by Cox-owned
ABC affiliate WPXI-TV.

Now BJK&E Media, the
media buying arm of advertis-
ing agency Bozell, Jacobs,
Kenyon & Eckhardt, has become the first ad
agency to discount ratings of stations that con-
duct giveaway contests during the sweeps.

During the May rating period, the number
of station -sponsored contests reached an all-
time high of 234, more than half again as many
as the previous high of 151 contests during the
November 1995 sweeps.

Officials of the ad agency said last week

"This was born out of

frustration. Nielsen is

unable to measure

kids' viewing."

-GM Howard Shrier

that, to account for the effect of the special pro-
mos, BJK&E will reduce by 7 percent to 23
percent ratings of stations that sponsor sweep-
stakes. The degree of discounting is based on
a special Neilsen survey commissioned by
BJK&E in one unnamed metered market that
has seen heavy contesting.

The promotions are "muddying the waters
and we can't get clean ratings," said John McSh-
erry, BJK&E research director.

Howard Shrier, general manager of Omaha,
Neb., Fox and WB affiliates KPTM and KXVO,
argued that his station promotions were a re-
sponse to Nielsen's inability to accurately mea-

sure kids' viewing. Shrier's sta-
tions were flagged at the front
of the ratings book for appeal-
ing to Nielsen households-
seen as an especially serious
transgression by both the rat-
ings service and ad agencies.

According to Shrier, in the
year since the May 1995
sweeps, Nielsen showed KPTM
falling from a 38 share to a 0 in

the 3-3:30 p.m. time slot, when the station airs
the popular Fox Kids' Club. KXVO, which had
not been on the air in May 1995, showed a 35
share of the kids' audience in the same time slot,
when it airs the Disney Afternoon. "Why not
encourage youngsters to tell their parents what
station they're watching?" Shrier asked. "This
was born out of frustration that Nielsen is
unable to measure kids' viewing."

L.A. Rivals Salute KMEX
Competitors air reports on Univision's win in news ratings race

LOCAL TV / By Mark Gimein
The May ratings are in and the results
for channel 34 are astronomical," a
newscaster announces in his most
astonished voice. "KMEX is first in
news in key demographic categories
at 6, at 6:30 and at 11!" Sounds like

shameless self -promotion for fast -rising Uni-
vision Spanish -language station KMEX in Los
Angeles. Except that this news report was
broadcast recently by KTLA Morning News,
the daily breakfast show on the Fox Broad-

casting station in L.A.
A segment on KTLA is not the only plug

KMEX has received from its competitors.
Tony Valdez, host of Midday Sunday on L.A.
WB affiliate KTTV, interviewed KMEX 6
p.m. anchors Andrea Kutyas and Eduardo
Quezada in an 8 -minute segment. "Growing
up in northern Mexico, did you ever imagine,"
Valdez asked Quezada on a recent broadcast,
"that you would one day be anchoring the No.
1 newscast in Los Angeles?" Quezada replied
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NETWORK TV

CBS has asked Nielsen Media Research to
look into the variances between its nation-
al and local ratings. David Poltrack, CBS
executive vp of reasearch, said the net-
work is concerned about the growing dis-
parity between the NTI (national people
meter) ratings and the sweeps ratings that
are collected four times per year in 216
local markets, which can be averaged to
produce ratings for network program-
ming. Analyses of the two sets of numbers
as well as a special analysis by Nielsen
show that the national NTI ratings consis-
tently report lower viewership than the
diary ratings, and the disparity between
the two samples is greatest on CBS. For
example, The Late Show With David Let-
terman nationally earns just 65 percent of
the audience share reported in diaries,
while NBC's The Tonight Show With Jay
Leno has only a 4 -percent disparity and
ABC's Nightline has only a 1 -percent dif-
ference. CBS argues that another signal
that something is wrong is that people
meters typically increase the ratings of
younger -appeal programs and dayparts
such as late night, but that has not hap-
pened in this case. Buzz Moschetto, senior
vp of marketing for Neilsen's NTI unit,
said that while Nielsen stands behind its
research methods and results, it is also
committed to helping CBS identify and
understand the problem. Moschetto noted
that the two different ratings services are,
by nature, likely to produce different
results becase they are based on different
samples of viewers and because the calcu-
lation methods are different because the
national sample is electronic and the local
sample relies on viewers filling in diaries.
CBS estimates that the disparity could be
worth as much as $40 million in advertis-
ing revenue to the network.

Fox last week named Tammy Haddad as
executive producer of its Washington bur-
eau. Haddad will assist in the production
of the network's Sunday -morning news
program and will oversee talent develop-
ment for Fox's planned cable -news chan-
nel. Haddad was producer of CBS' The
Late Late Show With Tom Snyder and
before that was the senior producer for
CNN's Lany King Live. Haddad had been
rumored to be headed to a top job at
MSNBC before accepting the position
with Fox. By Scotty Dupree

Banking on anchors: Quezada and Kutyas
are helping Univision's Spanish -language
KMEX win the local news war in L.A.

that he did not.
Kutyas and Quezada are being interviewed

by competitors because their newscast-the 6
p.m. Noticias 34-outdelivered all other L.A.
newscasts in all younger demos in May, win-
ning the ratings race in men and women 18-34,
18-49 and 25-34, according to Nielsen Media
Research. In what might be one of the most

peculiar news wars anywhere, English -
language stations in L.A.-long used to
ignoring their Spanish -language rivals-
are tipping their hats to KMEX.

KMEX is the only Los Angeles station
to post year-to-year ratings increases in the
May sweeps. According to Nielsen data
provided by KMEX, the station's Mon-
day -to -Sunday sign -on -to -sign -off ratings
rose from a 2.8 to 3.1 from May 1995 to
May 1996. Ratings for all other L.A. sta-
tions fell-nearly 30 percent in the case of
Chris -Craft's UPN affiliate, KCOP.

The ratings jump is striking for a sta-
tion that did not take the ratings race very
seriously. "Up to 18 months ago, we did-
n't subscribe to Nielsen," said Michael

Wortsman, executive vp for corporate develop-
ment at Univision. "We got ratings from Strat-
egy Research that showed we were the cat's
meow. Then we subscribed to Nielsen and our
ratings fell. They weren't what Strategy Re-
search told us. So our stations began improving
their programming to compete in the Nielsen
environment." So far, it's working.

TCI: The Sleeping Giant Stirs
Primestar spin-off Viacom cable deal put MSO back in spotlight
TELEVISION / By Michael Bfirgi

Tele-Communications Inc. made two
significant moves last week, following
several months of relative inactivity.
The country's largest cable operator
said it will spin off TCI Satellite
Entertainment into a separate com-

pany in the hopes of raising $1-3 billion. The
principal property within TCI Satellite Enter-
tainment is Primestar Part-
ners, the medium -power
direct -broadcast satellite ser-
vice that has penetrated 1.2
million homes two years after
repositioning itself to accom-
modate digital compression
and boost its channel capacity.
TCI owns a 21 -percent stake
in Primestar; other major cable
operators control the rest.

TCI has not been shy about
its ambition to get into the full-
fledged high -power digital DBS
business. It's a step Primestar was thwarted from
taking last year, when the FCC took away the
company's license to upgrade to a high -power
satellite transponder because the FCC claims
Primestar took too long to make the move. That

satellite spectrum space was then auctioned off
for $682 million to News Corp. and MCI, which
plan to launch ASkyB in 1997.

Having failed to get News Corp. and MCI
to let his company in, TCI president John Mal-
one has resorted to getting into the business
through the back door: TCI stands poised to
join a Canadian DBS concern called TeleSat

and has been said to be nosing
around new Mexican satellite
concerns. Both could give Mal-
one entry into the U.S. DBS

2.8 market, which is crowding up.
DirecTv launched almost two
years ago and counts 1.6 mil-
lion homes, and EchoStar has
passed the 60,000 -sub mark.

Primestar in recent months
has been plagued with higher -
than -average subscriber turn -

11
21 °. offs because of an overly len-

ient approval process to lease
dishes to new subs. TCI officials said the prob-
lem had nothing to do with the spin-off decision
and that Primestar's more -stringent approval
steps have curbed the churn rate dramatically.

TCI's other move last week involves the

How High the Moon
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SYNDICATION

Saban Entertainment last week made an
unusual late -season decision to pull
Masked Rider from the Fox Children's
Network's Saturday -morning schedule.
Saban plans to use Rider as a replacement
for its VR Troopers series as a Monday -to-

Friday syndicated strip next fall. The
unexpected cancellation of VR Troopers, a
once-highly touted spin-off from Saban
and FCN's hit Mighty Morphin Power
Rangers franchise, is the result of the ser-
ies' meager 2.2 rating among the kids 2-11
demo group this season (NSS, Sept. 4,
1995-June 9, 1996). Saban plans to use
Masked Riders as a key piece of its "Saban
Network, For Kids" fall lineup, which also
will include two new animated weeklies,
Dragonball Z and Saban's Eagle Riders.
Both weeklies will join the educational
series Saban's Adventures of Oliver Twist
and The Why Why Family. The four shows
will be offered in even 2.5 -minute national
and local barter splits. The previously
announced Samurai Pizza Cats and
Masked Rider will each be stripped on
weekdays as 2.5 -minute national/3-minute
national barter offerings. FCN sources
said the network agreed to Saban's desire
to move Masked Rider into syndication in
exchange for receiving a guarantee that
Saban will deliver 13 episodes of an
unnamed animated series-either a
library or newly produced program-to
fill the Saturday vacancy this fall.

'The Rosie O'Donnell Show' continued
its impressive start in syndication in its
second week on the air early last week.
The Warner Bros.-distributed talk/variety
show had a 4.1 rating/16 share average in
32 markets after seven days (NSI, June
10-18), posting 45- and 14 -percent share
improvements from May 1996 sweeps and
lead-in programming, respectively. Dick
Robertson, president of Warner Bros.
Domestic Television Distribution, hopes
the strong numbers will encourage stations
such as WPVI-TV in Philadelphia (where
Rosie airs at 2 a.m.) and KING -TV in Se-
attle (2 a.m.) to upgrade the show to 9 a.m.-
to-noon time periods. Robertson also plans
to pitch Rosie and other WB talk shows to
stations that currently carry Paramount's
Maury Povich, whose host will be leaving
the show in fall 1998 to coanchor a
Dream Works SKG magazine with wife
Connie Chung. By Michael Freeman

takeover of Viacom Cable, now that Viacom
has received approval from the Internal Rev-
enue Service to spin off its systems to share-
holders in a tax-free "Dutch auction." Upon
completion of that step, expected to take place
by July 24, TCI will assume control of the spun-

off entity, adding 1.2 million cable subscribers
located in northern California, Oregon, Wash-
ington state and the Cleveland area to its 15-

million subscriber base.
What remains to be seen is what TCI will do

with one key system, Viacom's interactive cable
operation in Castro Valley, Calif., outside San
Francisco. When Viacom announced in Janu-
ary 1995 that it planned to sell off its cable oper-
ations to help reduce its debt load, most of the
interactive tests of new services planned with
AT&T were scuttled, though a Viacom official
said that cable -modem tests have continued on
the Castro Valley system. TCI officials said that
no decision has been made on resurrecting the
interactive -TV testing.

Angling for Promotion
Networks and syndicators vie for valuable hype time on stations
TV PROGRAMMING / By Michael Freeman and T.L. Stanley

The Olympics, the expansion of the
WB and UPN networks in prime
time, and the November elections are
putting a major squeeze on syndica-
tors this year, forcing distributors to
become more creative in getting pro-

motional time from TV stations to hype next
season's new shows.

NBC will air 20 different promotional spots
during the Olympics that will mingle prime -time
shows and stars with the Games. NBC's new
Saturday -night lineup-Dark Skies, The Pre-
tender and The Profiler-will get a major push
in the Olympics effort, which
will total $85 million worth of
air time. "There are people
watching during that time that
aren't regular network view-
ers," Warren Littlefield, pres-
ident of NBC Entertainment,
said at last week's Promax
marketing convention in Los
Angeles. "We have an oppor-
tunity to recapture an audi-
ence that has gone away to
cable or Blockbuster."

As the networks attempt
to stem the erosion in their
shares by prying away more

wraparounds are being produced and offered to
stations for free and take away no unit time
from stations. Mark Curry, star of Hangin' With
Mr. Cooper-a Warner sitcom that will launch
in syndication in September-will be featured
prominently in the "Hang Time"-themed spots.

While stations may be receptive to having
studio stars promote their local lineups, adver-
tisers-which have been concerned about grow-
ing promotional clutter-may not be enthused
about a new wave of syndicator -produced spots.

Nonetheless, Barry Thurston, Columbia Tri-
Star Television Distribution president, said that

network branding of stations
("UPN17," Fox29," etc.) may
have led stations to be "sacri-
ficing their own identities at
the network's altar." Thurs-
ton said that the networks'
desire for more promotional
time on stations' daytime and
early -fringe schedules could

2
z weaken the stations' lead-in
F: ratings going into prime
0 access and prime time. "My
g concern is that if stations

aren't allowed to more prop-
; erly promote daytime and

early fringe, the weakening of
promotional time from sta- Love promoter: White will those stations' dayparts could
tions, syndicators are trying to sing the praises of Dating serve as self-fulfilling prophe-
challenge them at their own
game. At Promax, Warner Bros. introduced a
plan in which stations will be given customized
promo spots to be added to the end credits of
lead-in shows and local newscasts.

Jim Moloshok, Warner senior vp of market-
ing and advertising, said that stars will host the
"wraparound" segments promoting WB-sup-
plied programs as well as stations' local sitcom
lineups. Moloshok stressed that the promo

cy for the networks," he said.
Of course, Thurston's Columbia TriStar has

a vested interest in daytime, with the fall launch
of The Dating/Newlywed Hour block. Columbia
has hired singer Barry White to appear in TV
and radio promos supporting the rollout of the
block; the campaign is themed "Make a Date.
And a Commitment." Columbia has more than
220 station clearances (representing 98 percent
U.S. coverage) for Dating/Newlywed.
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Fox Baseball:

No Homers Yet
Saturday games off to slow start

TV SPORTS / By Michael Freeman

lillust as fans in some Major League
Baseball cities have been slow to
return to the ballpark this season fol-
lowing two years of labor strife, telev-
sion viewers so far have not enthusi-
astically reembraced the habit of

watching a Saturday Game of the Week on net-
work TV In their first three weekends on the
air, Fox's Saturday games averaged a 2.9 house-
hold rating/11 share nationally, down 13.7 per-
cent from CBS' 3.3/11 national rating for its
first two weeks of games in 1993, the last full
season of baseball without a work stoppage.
Fox's ratings have dipped 16.1 percent week -to -
week, from a 3.1/12 on June 1 to a 2.9/10 on
June 8 to a 2.6/10 on June 15.

Fox officials point out that comparisons with
CBS' 1993 numbers are not strictly apples -to -
apples. CBS' games aired in April and early
May, at the beginning of the baseball season and
in months when HUT (households using televi-
sion) levels traditionally are higher. A direct,
June -to -June comparison with CBS is not possi-
ble because CBS did not air Saturday baseball
between late May and mid -July in 1993.

Fox is confident that its coverage of Saturday
games, backed by the network's multimillion -
dollar "New Game, New Attitude" promotional
campaign, will reestablish the network Game of
the Week as appointment viewing for baseball
fans. Ed Goren, executive producer of baseball
for Fox Sports, notes that this is the first season
with regularly scheduled Saturday games on
network TV since 1989, when NBC had the
rights. Goren admits that Fox's June rollout of
baseball wasn't the most "opportune timing" but
said the net wanted the extra lead time to polish
its production and work out special effects,
including miking bases and coaches and attach-
ing Mini -cams to umpires. Fox will have a 26 -
week game schedule in '97, beginning in April.

"When we started, we thought it would be a
significant accomplishment to be approaching
[ratings] numbers in the neighborhood of what
CBS did three years ago," Goren says. "In light
of what has happened with the strike and no
Saturday network game for more than seven
years, we didn't expect that we could rebuild
viewing patterns overnight. As we've said all
along, baseball is a long-term rebuiding project,
and we've made a five-year commitment to do
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TV STATIONS

Nexstar Communications, a company
formed this month with the backing of
financiers ABRY Partners, made its first
acquisition last week. The firm bought
Scranton, Pa., station WYOU-TV, a CBS
affiliate, from Diversified Communica-
tions. Nexstar has a substantial purse
available for further acquisitions; the com-
pany's total resources are said to exceed
$300 million. Nexstar is the second com-
pany to be backed by the ABRY fund
since the dissolution of an earlier ABRY
partnership. ABRY holds a majority stake
in Nexstar and in TV station group Sulli-
van Broadcasting. General partner Peggy
Koenig said that Sullivan is concentrating
on Fox, UPN and WB network affiliates
while Nexstar will focus on CBS, ABC
and NBC stations. Koenig also said that
ABRY is negotiating other deals and will
expand into radio. The shortage of TV
properties priced at acceptable multiples
could mean that it will take some time for
Nexstar to exhaust its $300 million. Sulli-
van, with $500 million in reserve, has
looked at several deals in the last year but
has not proceeded with any major buys.

The FCC's recent approval of Barry Dil-
ler's takeover of the Silver King station
group-which rejected most of the
charges leveled at Silver King by affiliate
Urban Broadcasting-does require modi-
fication of several important affiliation
agreements. Silver King's affiliation deals
with several partners, including Urban, St.
Louis -based Roberts Broadcasting and
Chicago -based Jovon, currently give the
company broad powers to call in its loans
to the partners if they drop Home Shop-
ping Network programming. The FCC
ruling forces Silver King to eliminate any
links between Silver King's loan and equi-
ty agreements and HSN programming,
effectively freeing the stations to look
elsewhere for program partners. In Chica-
go, Silver King owns WEHS-TV and has
an option to acquire 45 percent of Jovon's
WJYS. The FCC ordered Silver King to
restructure its agreement to reduce the
potential stake to stay within federal rules.
That move could wind up costing Diller
substantial money. While the FCC's or-
ders apply immediately only to Jovon and
Urban, it is expected that other Silver King
partners will also seek similar changes in
their contracts. -By Mark Gimein

that. For us, this is a marathon, not a sprint."
Indeed, it may take Fox a long while to get

viewers back in the habit of watching network
games on Saturday afternoons. After NBC
exited in 1989, CBS had a four-year deal that
offered sporadic Saturday telecasts. The Base-
ball Network, a two-year partnership between
NBC, ABC and MLB,
also did not offer reg-
ular weekly games;
the players' strike pre-
empted TBN's sched-
ule at the end of the
1994 season. Last year,
the opening of the
baseball season was
delayed until late Ap-
ril; TBN offered irreg-
ular Saturday telecasts
after the All -Star break
in July and concen-
trated on the expand-
ed playoff format in
prime time.

For Fox, which is
offering four regional
baseball telecasts each
Saturday, local meter-
ed -market ratings have
yielded some bright
spots. On June 15, the Dodgers -Braves game
averaged a 4.6 rating/14 share in six metered
markets, while the Indians -Yankees telecast
averaged a 3.8/13 in a half -dozen markets.

On cable, ESPN's ratings so far this season
also are off a bit from the pre -strike year of
1993. ESPN (which airs games Sunday and
Wednesday nights), averaged a 1.6 rating for its
first 33 MLB contests through June 12, down
5.9 percent from a 1.7 in '93. ESPN officials
note that the network has added 1.4 million

Fox games featuring stars such as
Tom Glavine of the division -leading
Braves have earned decent ratings

households to its universe since 1993, so this
year's games are reaching more total viewers.

Despite the tentative start to Fox's first
season with baseball, Goren is counting on
MLB to "expand its reach" and "build up new
rivalries" when inter -league play is introduced
next season. Baseball will stage a total of

12-15 games between
National and Ameri-
can League teams in
1997, most likely on
holiday weekends such
as Memorial Day, the
4th of July and Labor
Day. Fox and ESPN
are expected to get
most of the tradition -
defying games to air
nationally.

Neal Pilson, for-
mer president of CBS
Sports, estimates that
Fox and ESPN could
increase their average
ratings by 20-25 per -

n cent for inter -league
broadcasts. "Inter -
league play is going to
generate an intense
level of media interest

and strong word of mouth among fans," Pilson
says. "The purists wanted no part of it [when
the idea was introduced in the early 1980s], but
there is more of sense of crisis [for Major
League Baseball] right now. The sense of dan-
ger is reflected in the fact that [MLB] has been
more of a willing and open partner with the
broadcast and cable networks in trying new
things. They know they have to market the
game better, and regain interest in baseball
from the youth -to -adult levels."

Granite Links With Yahoo
Station group and Internet directory to distribute news reports
TV STATIONS / By Mark Gimein

In a multimedia -ready conference room in
New York last week, three television -sta-
tion executives presented their view of the
newscast of the future. The dummy news-
cast featured an actual story-the recent
crash of a ValuJet plane in the Florida

Everglades. A sunny announcer bounced onto
the bank of video screens. With impeccable
composure, he reminded viewers about his sta-
tion's site on the World Wide Web and advised
how it would provide more information on the

day's top story. Breezily, he described three
places to go on the Web, including the ValuJet
home page.

The demonstration was held at the offices of
New York -based Granite Broadcasting, owner
of nine strong network -affiliated TV stations
around the country. Granite last week formed a
wide-ranging partnership with Yahoo, the
hottest marketer of World Wide Web directories
and one of the best-known names in the online
world. Within the next month, all nine Granite
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NEW MEDIA

The letters ADSL might not make man-
ufacturers of cable modems too happy,
but in some areas of the telecommunica-
tions industry, there's hope that the
abbreviation will replace the cable
modem as the primary vehicle for high-
speed Internet traffic. AT&T last week,
through its Paradyne unit, announced an
enhanced version of its GlobeSpan
Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line
(ADSL). The product promises speeds of
of up to seven megabits per second, fast
enough to send video -on -demand to liv-
ing rooms all over America. While some
cable modems can move data as fast as
10 megabits per second, the real race may
be in who can get their product into the
marketplace first. AT&T says that it
may begin consumer distribution of its
ADSL by the end of this year. Mean-
while, cable modems are in something
of a deployment phase, depending on
how narrowly one defines the term
"national rollout."(continued on page 13)

stations will begin broadcasting news segments
linked to Web content developed by Yahoo
especially for Granite.

Granite's deal is one of several major Web
initiatives among broadcasters. Shadow Broad-
casting, an Infinity
Broadcasting unit that
supplies programming
to approximately 350
radio stations, has part-
nered with software
company Luckman In-
teractive to create a na-
tional network-The
LINE-of Web sites
built around the radio
stations' programming.
Individual stations and
companies in both TV
and radio have created
scores of promotional
Web sites in-house.

Granite's move is significant because it is
one of very few Web/TV links to have a sub-
stantial on -air component and expands Web
content beyond "repurposed" station program-
ming. Repurposing-the wholesale conversion
of traditional magazine or TV content to Web

Sure, we have
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issues America cares about to the audience you
care about. To reach these upscale news viewers,
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Austin news anchor Daniel Plante
demos KEYE-TV's Web site for viewers

formats with little variation for the new medi-
um-is a dirty word in the online world, but for
TV stations, it has been the reigning model.

For the Granite TV stations (located in mar-
kets including Buffalo, N.Y.; Austin, Texas; and

Grand Rapids, Mich.),
the project represents
an opportunity to
bring younger viewers
to the news. "This will
drive the kids who are
leaving TV back," said
Stuart Beck, Granite
president. For Yahoo,
the opportunity is to
take its national fran-
chise local. In addition
to its huge national
directory, Yahoo will
be able to create cus-
tomized sites for indi-
vidual cities. Yahoo

and Granite will share advertising revenue, with
ads sold by Granite's sales staff.

The promotional aspect is key for both part-
ners. "We'll double the hits Yahoo gets in our
markets overnight," predicts Beck. Granite's
plan is to provide exposure for the Web sites on
each station's daily newscasts. Each day, a
Yahoo Web developer will update each station's
Web site with a directory of where viewers can
find more information on the day's top stories.

Although Granite's initiative marks a leap in
how TV -station executives think about the
World Wide Web, the gap between concept and
execution is substantial. The resources being
devoted to the project are minimal: Beck said
that Granite's stations will hire no additional
staff and, in the effort's initial stages, the nine
separate Granite Web sites will be developed
and updated daily by only one Yahoo employee.
So Granite's local -news competitors are not
likely to spend any sleepless nights worrying
about the additional competition. In San Jose,
Calif., for instance, where Granite owns station
KNTV-TV, the local Web site will go up against
Mercury Center-the Web site developed by
Knight-Ridder's San Jose Mercury News that is
one of the oldest and best -developed news pro-
viders on the Web.

Mercury Center executives are sanguine
about their prospects. Says Chris Jennewine,
director of the Knight-Ridder New Media Cen-
ter in San Jose: "The typical local newspaper
brings much more than the typical local TV
station-much larger staff, considerably more
content, in-depth archives"-to Web sites.
"Video content is valuable, but you need much
more than just that to have impact locally. So I
think local newspapers are the significant fran-
chise in this area."
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Morning Becomes Eclectic
How the breakfast shows on ABC and CBS are being revamped

NETWORK TV / By Scotty Dupree

The timing may be co-
incidental, but it's no
accident that both
ABC's Good Morn-
ing America and
CBS' This Morning

are revamping their breakfast
shows this month. Both pro-
grams are looking to grow in
ratings and ad dollars. GMA is
reaching for a more sponta-
neous, fun show with an
emphasis on the day's news,
while CBS is aiming to pro-
duce a program that local affil-
iates can build into their morning newscasts.

The morning daypart is a valuable one. The
ABC and CBS shows billed more than $340
million for the year ended last March, accord-
ing to Competitive Media Reporting. While the
shows are profitable, network executives say
there is room for both revenue and audience
growth. Ratings have been steady for all three
shows over the past year-around 4.1/19 in
homes for both GMA and NBC's Today, and
2.0/9 for This Morning.

ABC's audience research shows that peo-
ple tune in to the morning shows to get news.
So the network believes the key to adding
younger viewers-who watch earlier and for
shorter periods of time-is delivering news
more quickly and more often than its rivals,
while creating a buzz about the show. "Our
hope is that if people didn't see GMA, they'll
feel that they missed something, something
valuable or useful," said Alan Wurtzel, ABC
senior vp of newsmagazines.

CBS' tack is different, but the idea is similar.
"People start using the TV again in the morn-
ing in the fall," said Jim Murphy, executive pro-
ducer of This Morning, who hopes to get some
viewer sampling during the summer.

ABC began its revamp in April 1995, by
transferring the show from the network's enter-
tainment division to the news department. Last
January, Marc Burstein, former senior broadcast
producer at GMA and before that at Prime Time
Live, was named executive producer. Since then,
the show has been slowly making changes-toss-
ing out the living -room background for a new,
bigger set that looks a bit like the Fox After
Breakfast "apartment." New contributors have
come aboard, including designer Tommy Hil-
figer and computer expert Gina Smith.

At home on their new set, GMA's
Charles Gibson and Joan Lunden

CBS will roll out
extensive changes,
including a new for-
mat, a new set, new
music and new
graphics, on Mg. 12.
The show has contin-
ued to suffer from
low ratings even af-
ter a shakeup last
year that included
bringing in a live

audience. Hosts
Paula Zahn and
Harry Smith left the

show before their scheduled departure at the end
of June. Filling in this summer will be corre-
spondents from CBS News and 48 Hours, includ-
ing Erin Moriarty, Harold Dow and John Rob-
erts. "We had seven weeks to fill, so we're having
fun with the anchor spots," Murphy said.

NEW MEDIA

Time Inc. New Media last week named
a new managing editor, Meg Siesfeld, who
will oversee several properties in addition
to Pathfinder, the Time Warner mega -site
on the World Wide Web. Seisfeld, who
was deputy editor of News Corp.'s
iGuide, will also assume editorial respon-
sibility for several operations, including
Linerunner, the content element in TW's
cable -modem efforts; the Full Service
Network in Orlando, Fla.; and the News
Exchange, an interactive TV service. Sies-
feld replaces Jim Kinsella, the founding
editor of Pathfinder, who left in February.

Ted Casablanca, a nine-year veteran of
Premiere, has left the movie magazine to
go online as gossip columnist for E!
Online, the cable network's planned
entertainment Web site. Casablanca has
been a featured tattler on E!'s The Gos-
sip Show on cable. C/Net is assisting in
the launch of E! Online, expected later
this summer. -By Cathy Taylor
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NEWSPAPERS

Most of the newspaper industry was in
Las Vegas last week at the NEXPO 96
convention. At the meeting, two surveys
were released that likely boosted the mor-
ale of attendees. According to the News-
paper Association of America's annual
Preprint Insert Volume Survey, daily U.S.
papers distributed 86.27 billion preprint
inserts last year, up 15 percent over 1994.
Though Sunday remains the primary out-
let for insert distribution, weekday edi-
tions showed larger growth. Sunday
preprint circulation increased 0.8 percent
in 1995, to 51.80 billion, while weekday
circulation grew 2.5 percent, to 34.47 bil-
lion. Full -run insert circulation was down
3.1 percent, to 45.51 billion. Separately,
Gannett released a survey on newspaper
readership that found that seven in 10 peo-
ple read at least one newspaper per week
and 57 percent read a newspaper daily.
Households with incomes of $35,000 to
$75,000 have a past -week readership of 75
percent, the survey found. (continued on

Visit ANN on the Web at

http://www.amnewsnet.com

or totally bail and call
1-800-697-1221

Cleaner Sites for Sore Eyes
Pathfinder and Starwave give their Web pages a makeover
NEW MEDIA / By Cathy Taylor

Until several weeks ago, visitors to
the highly trafficked Addicted to
Noise music site on the World Wide
Web were probably not enticed to
click on a mysterious icon called I
Robot. "What the hell is that?"

thought Michael Goldberg, Addicted to Noise
editor, of the icon for an ATN section devoted
to the technological side of music. The les-
son-that people are
not likely to click on
links that are not
explained-is but one
of many lessons being
learned by ATN and
several other sites that
are changing their
designs. Last week,
Time Warner's Path-
finder and the Star -
wave entertainment
site, Mr. Showbiz, un-
veiled makeovers.

For the most part,
the redesigns do not
use any of the latest
technological gizmos
to infiltrate the Web.
Mr. Showbiz, for ex-
ample, contains only
one stock -ticker style
piece of animation to
run entertainment
news. Rather, the new
looks are indicative of
the fact that most
users access the Web
at 14.4 or 28.8 bits per second, speeds barely
capable of handling densely designed sites.

The redesigns are an effort to combat what
Paul Sagan, president and editor of Time Inc.
New Media, calls "the over -design disease of the
1990s." In Pathfinder's case, this meant cutting
down the site's chunky home page by half, from
a 70K file that used to take up to two minutes to
download. The new page is "slimmer" and more
informative, splitting content not only by maga-
zines but by topic. "Music," for example, has
links to a number of TW record labels and to
music Webzine Vibe Online. The new look is
expected to reduce confusion; at one point, the
Pathfinder home page displayed 90 of Time
Warner's brands. "[The site] grew like kudzu
last year," Sagan admitted.
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Mr. Showbiz also now sports a simplified
home page that no longer has the tiny logos that
signaled the site's sections. "Our home page is
beautiful, but it's way too fat," Susan Mulcahy,
Mr. Showbiz editor -in -chief and publisher, said
just before the new version went up last week.
According to a June survey on the site, 67 per-
cent of the Mr. Showbiz audience accesses the
site at modem speeds of 28.8 or less.

Addicted to Noise
faced a different chal-
lenge. Many members
of its core audience of
high school and college
students have high-
speed Internet access
through their schools.
Roughly half the 2,000
people who responded
to a survey on the site
said that they access
the Internet at speeds
faster than 28.8, via an
ISDN or T1 line. So
ATN now features an
evolution upon the
text -only option avail-
able on many sites.
Visitors to ATN can
pick between "lo-fi"
and "hi-fi," which was
formerly available only
on certain parts of the
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Do the logo -motion: The redesigned
Pathfinder site (top) eliminates much
of the previous clutter from TW

site. The Lo-fi ATN
isn't without its visual
interest: Like its super-
duper counterpart, it

includes illustrations from famed rock -poster
artist Frank Kozik. However, it doesn't include
frames, a new Web technology that allows pages
to be broken down into small, scrollable win-
dows. Last week, the hi-fi version sported two
stories, encased in side -by -side frames, devoted
to Patti Smith's reemergence on the music
scene.

With users' ability to complain just a mouse-

click away, all the sites admit that they will prob-
ably hear from detractors about the make-
overs- although the ease of complaining on the
Web also makes it difficult to weigh criticisms.
Mulcahy noted last week that one Mr. Showbiz
reader had already e -mailed to say they hated
the redesign-even before the new version had
made its debut.
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Weeklies Face the Nation
Alternative city papers seeking bigger share of national ad dollars

NEWSPAPERS / By Anya Sacharow

Alternative weekly newspapers, once
fiercely local and independent, are
thinking about the greater good
these days. When the 103 member
papers of the Association of Alter-
native Newsweeklies gathered in

Utah recently for their annual meeting, the
national market topped the agenda. Alternative
news weeklies are trying to leverage their youth-
ful readership to grab a greater share of the
national advertising dollars traditionally re-
served for daily newspapers.

The AAN's sales pitch to national advertis-
ers: combined circulation of AAN-member
papers (including the Boston Phoenix, Chicago
Reader and LA Weekly) is 6 million; most read-
ers fall into the 18-49 age group; average house-
hold income is $50,583; 71.7 percent of readers
have attended some college. In other words, the
young, the affluent and the educated. They're
going to health clubs, buying CDs, going out to
movies, concerts, theaters and bars and are
planning to have families, buy homes and trav-
el. "For any product that is targeted more for
boomers or Gen X, the alternative papers are
more efficient than dailies," said Jeff von-
Kaenel, president of Alternative Weekly Net-
work, an ad sales rep.

Alternative weeklies have generated most of
their ad revenue from local businesses. But two
companies, Alternative Weekly Network and
the Ruxton Group, are facilitating national buys
through their client papers. "We constantly were
faced with a multi -city marketing problem on
national accounts and we were bringing a single -
market solution," said AWN's vonKaenel. "Now
we provide the multi -city solution." AWN gen-

erated $6 million in ad sales last year for its
client papers.

Even individual weeklies are making moves
on the national front. Stern Publishing's LA
Weekly and The Village Voice (New York) will
begin pitching advertisers this summer on joint
buys in the papers. "We have the two best mar-
kets for youth advertising," said Voice publisher
David Schneiderman. Schneiderman said the
Voice may also pursue growth by launching a
Long Island spin-off similar to the Orange
County Weekly companion to the L.A. paper.

As established papers like the Voice and the
Boston Phoenix have proven, alternative week-
lies succeed through deep roots in their com-
munities and strong penetration in local mar-
kets. But there are only so many local ad dollars
to tap. At the 30 -year -old Phoenix, local business
had reached a plateau. Carola Cadley, national
advertising director for the Phoenix papers
(there are separate papers in Boston, Providence
and Worcester, Mass.), said that AWN sold
about 45 percent of the Phoenix's national ads
in 1995. National sales made up some 12 per-
cent of total ad sales, including classifieds.
"National business is where the growth will be,"
Cadley said. Large national retail chains such as
the Gap, Barnes & Noble and Starbucks Coffee
are slowly penetrating virtually every market
across the country, driving out some of the local
businesses that have been the alternatives' core.

National makes up about 15 percent of total
ad sales for the Chicago Reader. Ruxton sells
about 5 percent of the Reader's total ads. Total
sales last year were more than $13 million, up 10
percent from 1994. Year-to-date, the Reader is
up 10 percent, said Jane Levine, publisher.

Upfront Getting You Down?
10 Second National TV Advertising Can Perk Up Any Media Plan

Call Now For More Information

PIC-TV, INC
212-197-7707 312-214-6335

New York Chicago
818-563-1500

Burbank

NEWSPAPERS

The Washington Post Co. launched a
new Web site last week in a move away
from a paid, subscriber -based format to a
free one. Last July, the company an-
nounced The Washington Post's Dig:tal
Ink, a $9.95 -per -month online publication
delivered via AT&T's Interchange Online
Network. AT&T plans to discontinue
Interchange by the end of this year. "Two
things killed Interchange," said Jason
Seiken, editor of Washingtonpost.corn.
"The technology took too long to stabi-
lize. And it was overtaken by the Web. By
the time it was launched, the Web had
come to the forefront as the area where
most of the developers were." The new
free Web site offers news and about two
weeks of back Post articles. The site.
unlike Digital Ink, is updated continuois-
ly and contains more photos and better
graphics. Though Washingtonpost.com is
now completely free and unregistered,
once the Post archives go up, access fees
will be charged. -By Anya Sac4iarow
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LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

Reversal of Fortune
Iread with interest your June 3 article
"The Tower of Sour," regarding the

legal battles between Rainbow Broadcast-
ing Company and Press Broadcasting
Company. I represent Rainbow Broad-
casting Company before the Federal
Communications Commission, one of the
forums in which the parties have vigorous-
ly litigated their positions.

In a case as protracted and ffaught
with important policy decisions as this
one (the FCC's minority -ownership poli-
cy, transmitting -tower contractual rights
affecting a station's market success, and
the implication of the FCC's convoluted
ex parte rules), it follows that there would
be a significant amount of acrimony
between the parties and no small amount
of invective. I have no wish to fuel the
controversy further; however, I must dis-
pute several statements made within the
Mediaweek article.

First, you err by writing that "when
[Press] WKCF was finally able to move
its transmitter in 1995, [Rainbow's]
WRBW was on the air as the local UPN
affiliate." In fact, Press' station was first
on the transmitting tower, having begun
operations in the fall of 1991. It was Press'
ability to occupy the top position on the
tower that resulted in the Florida court
battles. Second, Rainbow's antenna was
installed in January of 1994, and it was
Press' station WKCF that would not pow-
er down their transmitter to allow workers
to install the Rainbow antenna. You had
your facts in reverse. Finally, Press filed a
lawsuit which, as you state, was intended
to recoup its legal expenses incurred in
the tower fight. That lawsuit was dis-
missed as baseless. There are no pending
lawsuits at this time.

Bruce A. Eisen, Esq.
Kaye, Scholer, Fierman,

Hays & Handler; LLP
Washington, D.C.

Audits on the Web
our article in the June 10 issue con-
cerning auditing Web sites essentially

overlooked the real news of the previous
week: BPA International's audit of
d.Comm, a site of The Economist Group.

While some groups have only recently
emerged from the "beta test" phase, and
others are essentially gathering data from

sites without any independent verifications,
BPA conducted a real audit for traffic at
d.Comm for the three months Jan. 1-
March 31, 1996. Our audit findings are
public and available to advertisers. The
audit report analyzes traffic for both regis-
tered and nonregistered users of the site.

In developing our audit methodology,
BPA took into careful consideration sug-
gestions from key industry groups, most
notably Casie and the Magazine Publish-
ers of America. We thus insisted on full
access to d.Comm's logfile for the period
audited. BPA International feels that our
audit is significant since it is the first inde-
pendent, third -party audit of a Web site.
We are of the opinion that a company or
organization cannot be both a counter
and auditor at the same time. The situa-
tion is not so different from a bank that
collects and stores money on behalf of
depositors. Has anyone every heard of a
bank auditing itself? For Web sites and
advertisers that are relying on the tracking
and measurement services offered by for-
profit firms, we have only one suggestion:
Get a real audit.

Michael Marchesano
President/CEO

BPA International
New York, N.Y.

All the Print That Doesn't Fit?
fter reading Mediaweek for a short

After I find that reports on electron-
ic media dominate your publication.
Hopefully, print can find a few more
columns of space in the future regarding
our industry, not just national advertising
lineage sales by agency.

E.A. Nichols Jr
President/Publisher

`The Citizen's Voice'
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Editor's response: Mediaweek carries
news and/or feature stories and regular
departments on the print media in nearly
every issue. As the mission of Media -
week is to provide coverage of all con-
tent -based media, we remain committed
to regular and accurate coverage of the
print media.

Mediaweek welcomes letters to the editor. Address
all correspondence to Editor, Mediaweek, 1515
Broadway, New York, NY 10036 or fax to 212-536-
6594 or e-mail to mediaweek@aol.com. All letters
are subject to editing.
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THE INDUSTRY

Last year, Creative Artists Agency
lost its three principals.

Today, it is a bigger shop, at least in TV

Getting
Over Ovitz

By Betsy Sharkey
PHOTOGRAPHY BY STEPHEN SHADRACH

Lee Gabler's year of living danger-
ously ended as it began. In Man-
hattan. In May. In the Creative
Artists Agency's war room, a
suite at the St. Regis Hotel where
Gabler, now one of CAAs three

cochairmen, has gone for more years than he can
remember to partake in the spring rite of creating
the fall TV season.

May, 1995 should have been the best of times
for Gabler and his cadre of agents. He knew that
as the prime -time shows started to premiere in
the fall of '95, there were 16 that had been pack-
aged by CAA, including the dramatic juggernaut
ER. CAA would have stars, writers and
writer/producers on about 40 shows in all. It was
the agency's best year ever. By comparison, the
William Morris Agency, long considered the
dominant television agency, would have 15 series.

But rumors had begun to shadow CAA, an
agency many already saw as a dark and sinister
place reigned over by the most powerful man in
Hollywood, Michael Ovitz. It was no secret that
new MCA Inc. owner Edgar Bronfman Jr. was

courting Ovitz to run the entertainment con-
glomerate. And if Ovitz left, many believed,
CAA would be losing its soul. Gabler and his
agents lived though 20 -hour days and nights that
spring trying to do business while fielding ques-
tions to which they did not have the answers.

Among competitors, clients, network execu-
tives, studio executives, the press, family, friends
and enemies, the questions were the same: Was
Ovitz leaving? And what would CAA do with-
out him?

A year later, Gabler knew the answers.
In short: Ovitz, and the shadow he cast, were

gone. CAA was not. The longer version is a story
of transformation that was fueled by ambition,
anger, passion, uncertainty-and fear.

For years, CAAs TV group was guided by the
dictum of another of the agency's founders, Bill
Haber, which said, "We never talk about our per-
sonal lives." That dictum, like Haber, has left the
agency too. In the last 10 months the assaults on
the agency have become very personal, and for
now, Gabler is talking. He has good reason.

Television is a numbers game. By the time the



Lee Gabler,
cochairman
of CAA
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pilot season ended this spring and the schedules
were announced, CAA had packaged 32 prime -
time. shows. It was twice the number CAA had put
together in 1995, and it came during a year when its
demise was frequently and fervently predicted.

That means roughly a third of all the prime-

time entertainment on network television, spread
across NBC, CBS, ABC, Fox, The WB and UPN,
will be dramas and comedies packaged by CAA.
On Monday night alone that includes Dangerous
Minds on ABC; Ink on CBS; The Jeff Foxworthy
Show on NBC; Melrose Place on Fox; Sparks,
Sparks & Sparks on UPN; and The Parent'Hood,
Hightower 411 and Savannah on The WB. There
are 17 returning shows. And of the 40 shows CAA
had in development this
spring, 15 got series
orders for the fall.
Another three, at least,
are likely to get mid -
season orders.

Drop into late night
and CAA is there with
The Late Show With
David Letterman and
The Late, Late Show
With Tom Snyder; and
the agency is packaging
the new Jon Stewart
show through Letter-
man's company, World-
wide Pants. On cable,
there is The Lany
Sanders Show and Tales
From the Crypt, both on
HBO; Little Bear on
Nickelodeon; Family
Challenge on the Family Channel; and Wild
CATS. on USA Network.

The off -network group, which was founded only
two years ago, just sealed a deal that will put 22
episodes of a new drama series, The Hunger, from
feature -film directors Tony and Ridley Scott, on
Showtime. The Cape, a drama starring Corbin
Bernsen (LA Law), will begin airing in syndica-
tion this fall, as will the entertainment/talk show
Scoop With Sam and Dorothy.

The four -person, off -network team, headed by
David Tenser, will go into NATPE '97 with a num-
ber of action dramas substantially in place. Includ-
ed among them are Soldier of Fortune, which is
already an international sensation; and a series
based on a Gene Roddenberry script that, on the
strength of his Star Trek legacy, is generating a lot of
interest abroad. There are two more packages that
are close to having all the pieces in place, including
the rights to Red Sonya. High -concept, action dra-

David Tenser will travel to NATPE '97
with action dramas such as a new show
based on a Gene Reddenberry script

mas, says Tenser, are working particularly well
whether the shows ultimately land on network, on
cable or in syndication.

For talent agencies, packaging is everything. It
means owning a piece of the revenue stream, the
same fundamental reason that networks pushed so
hard for ownership stakes in the shows they air. But
not everything is packaged. There are scores of
CAA -client writers and actors who are working on
shows that either other talent agencies in town have
packaged or that are not part of a package.

In the upcoming season, for example, CAA
clients created and will write and produce a num-
ber of new prime -time shows. Among them is
Matthew Carlson, who wrote Men Behaving Badly,

which NBC picked up for
Wednesday night at 9:30;
and Townies, a new ABC
comedy set for Wednesday
at 8:30. He will split his
time between them. Anoth-
er is Dennis Klein, a writer
on The Lany Sanders Show.
This spring, after Bill Cos-
by rejected a script for his
new CBS comedy, Klein
was brought in at the last
minute and in three weeks
turned out a script Cosby
liked. Klein will now serve
as an executive producer of
the show.

"As the pilots get picked
up in January and February,
we start sending the scripts
back to our clients and say,
`Read this, educate yourself

about what the networks are developing, what
they're interested in and what you like,'" says Sonya
Rosenfeld, who heads the TV literary group. "Then
we contact the show -runners of those pilots and
those series. We want to make sure they read our
clients before they read anyone else."

In addition to series, CAA has packaged more
than 30 TV movies since October, which is the start
of the movie -of -the -week development season. A
few, including Shattered Mind starring Heather
Locklear, have aired. But the bulk are in production
for next season. Among those are some of the net-
works' high -profile projects such as The Shining for
ABC and The Odyssey and London Suite for NBC.

Since January, CANs TV group has signed 53
new clients ranging from writer/producers such as
Carol Leifer, who leaves Seinfeld for Almost Per-
fect in the fall, where she will be a supervising
producer; to Hank Azaria, who has a recurring
role on Mad About You and was a breakout star
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in the hit comedy, The Birdcage.
And then there are the stars: David Letterman;

Jerry Seinfeld; Helen Hunt; Jennifer Aniston,
Courteney Cox and Lisa Kudrow (Friends); Ted
Danson; Michael J. Fox; Nancy Travis; Jeff Fox -
worthy; Ben Bratt (Law and Order); John Lithgow;
Jimmy Smits; Jonathan Silverman; Grant Show,
Andrew Shue, Patrick Muldoon, Brad Johnson;
Garry Shandling; and Bill Maher among them.

y last August, with the malaise
caused by the Ovitz/MCA negoti-
ations gone, Gabler thought CAA
and Ovitz were secure. And the
agency was showing signs of recov-
ering from the unexpected depar-

ture of Ron Meyer, another of CAAs founding
partners, who had jumped to MCA in July after the
Ovitz deal fell through. Though the fog still hugged
the California coastline as he pulled away from his
Malibu home and headed to work on Aug. 14,
Gabler thought everything was clear.

At 9:15 that morning, Ovitz called. He was
leaving, not for MCA but to join Michael Eisner
at the Walt Disney Co.

At 9:30, Ovitz called the entire staff together
and repeated the announcement.

"Everything crashed in that moment," says
Gabler. "In a way I'm glad we didn't have more
than 15 minutes. If I had thought about it, I might
have done something else. Instead there was this
flash of all the things that had to be done."

Within days, virtually all of the press reports
suggested that if CAA didn't fracture completely,
which was still a possibility, its television division
would surely disintegrate. Bill Haber, the partner
who had been most active in television, had joined
Ovitz and Meyer in deciding to leave the agency, in
Haber's case to work with a charity.

"Change frightens most people, and everyone
looked at the partners as the foundation of this
company," says Gabler. "That was just lifted out,
like the roots were torn away. It was scary. And
business didn't stop. There were people here who
were concerned about what their futures were going
to be like. I was concerned with trying to make
everyone comfortable, figuring out how much of
the press reports they were believing. We talked, in
big groups, in small groups, for days."

Gabler, for 31 years a television agent and since
1990 the head of CAAs TV division, reporting to
Haber, suddenly found himself a part of the new
management team, one of three cochairmen with
Rick Nicita and Jack Rapke, who had run the
motion -picture division together. Richard Lovett,
one of the agency's most aggressive younger talent
agents, was named president. Those four, along

with five other senior agents, comprise the agency's
board of managing directors.

"When you get backed into a corner and people
are saying things that are not true, my first reaction
is one of being hurt, which is a strange word for an
agent," says Gabler. "But then you shake it off and
you get angry, and when you get angry you become
very competitive."

"Everyone looked at the

partners as the foundation of

this company."

For weeks, Gabler left his home at 7 a.m. and
rarely returned until 2 a.m. Virtually every client
at the agency had to be re-signed. Some, who had
been handled directly by Ovitz, Meyer or Haber,
left, but within the television division, more than 95
percent remained.

Each of the agents too had to decide whether
they wanted to stay with the new organization.
Since all CAA agents work without contracts, leav-
ing the agency is not that difficult.

In the TV group, which includes about 35
people, one agent, Michael Rosenfeld,
left with everyone's blessing to take
a position with ABC handling
negotiations with agents.
Another agent was asked to
leave. Everyone else opted
to stay.

Joe Cohen, at 31, has
been an agent in CAAs
TV literary group for the
past 10 years. "Within a
week or two of this going
down, our core group said
`Hey, we're committed
here,'" says Cohen. Like
many of his CAA colleagues,
Cohen was wooed by other agen-
cies, various studios and the net-
works. "We all share one thing in com-
mon...we had opinions-strong opinions-about
where the future was going."

Change, says Jeff Jacobs, another aggressive
young TV agent, became opportunity. "With
Michael, Bill and Ronnie moving on to pursue oth-
er things, it's allowed us to broaden our relation-
ships with the networks, with production compa-
nies, to go out and sign more clients," he says.

Rosenfeld: "You
never leave your
colleague hang-
ing."
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A meeting at CAA can
often involve a huge
force of agents, each of
whom might even like
the person to the right

THE INDUSTRY

"They set up this great environment, but it's incum-
bent on all of us to move forward."

None has wasted any time. In part, the new
structure has helped. "Before you'd have to go to
your department head to try to get something
accomplished, and they'd have to check with Ovitz
or whoever. But that top layer isn't here anymore,"
says Rosenfeld. "Now it's us and them, and if we
have a problem, we walk into Lee's office, talk
about it, resolve it."

On the outside, there were just as many issues
to work through."I think everyone wondered what
the relationship would be like with Bill [Haber]
moving on," says Garth Ancier, head of enter-
tainment at The WB. "But Lee stepped quite
seamlessly into Bill's shoes. They don't come in
and say, 'What do you need?' They get what we're
about. They know the types of shows we put on the
air and why.

"And," says Ancier, "they were the first agency
to recognize that The WB could be a lucrative mar-
ket for an agency. They were the first to really

embrace us and bring us their A
talent."

This fall, half of The WB's
12 shows were packaged by
CAA. Two of them are pro-
duced by Aaron Spelling, a
CAA client.

0 n most Wed-
nesdays, Ga-
bler, his No.
2, Steve Laf-
ferty, and a
contingent

of CAA agents head out from
their Beverly Hills base. They ride
in packs, four or five agents to a
car, as they make their way to
Holmby Hills, where Spelling

built his legendary 100 -room manse. This is how
CAAs TV group takes a meeting-in force.

Spelling, with four prime -time dramas set for
the fall and a daytime soap opera in the works for
NBC, is one of the most powerful, prolific and well -

paid producers in television. He also counts Bill
Haber, who was for years the lead agent on
Spelling's business, as one of his closest friends.

When Haber joined Ovitz and Meyer in leaving
the agency, "it was difficult. Bill truly was a very
close friend, still is," Spelling says. "I don't want to
sound pretentious, but I got a few calls."

It is an understatement.
With CAAs three senior partners departing en

masse, the agency's client list began to comprise the
daily call sheet for many of its competitors.

Television, because it had so often taken the
back seat publicly to CAAs golden movie stars
(such as Toms Cruise and Tom Hanks), was con-
sidered particularly vulnerable. Not long after the
departure of Ovitz, Gabler got a call from Don
Ohlmeyer, NBC West Coast president.

"When the transition took place, I made it
clear to them we were their friends at NBC," says
Ohlmeyer. "I told them if we could do anything to
help in the transition, we'd do it if it made sense
for us."

There are eight shows in NBC's prime -time
schedule that were packaged by CAA, including a
new drama, The Pretenders. "That was really very
much of a long shot," says Ohlmeyer. "We were
trying to develop a sequence of shows for Satur-
day that would give us a totally different
look...They helped put together what was a very
good package, not necessarily recognizable talent,
but very talented people that give us a show we
have a lot of faith in."

One of the cardinal rules of business at CAA is
that there is a direct correlation between the agents'
ability to collaborate with each other and the
clients' success. Within the TV group, agents not
only work together, they actually seem to like each
other, a fact that was noted by virtually every exec-
utive interviewed for this story.

"You never get a call from two CAA agents
where they will contradict each other," says Anci-
er. "They are that buttoned up. It's not the case
with other agencies."

Sonya Rosenfeld attributes the success of the
new CAA at getting along in a business known for
its backstabbing to a deeply ingrained philosophy
that "you never leave your colleague hanging." The
flow of information between agents is constant; the
aim is to cover all the bases for the client and always
have the answers.

Though a client will have a given agent that is
their lead agent and their first call, whether it's
Aaron Spelling or a new writer like David Simon,
there is a team of agents working on their behalf.
Six months ago, Simon was a journalist at The Bal-
timore Sun when Jacobs heard about him, hopped
a plane to Baltimore and signed him. He's writing
for Homicide now, and, because Jacobs made sure
the motion picture agents met Simon, he has just
sold a feature script.

Gabler and Co. have spent much of the past year
working to convince people that CAA was not
wounded by the loss of its founding partners. Perry
Simon, president of Viacom Television, had a pro-
ject, Sabrina The Teenage Witch, that had been
developed as a Showtime movie with the plan then
to sell it as a half-hour series. Before development
season began, the star, Melissa Joan Hart, was
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signed by CAA. Simon went over to talk
to CAA, but didn't know what to expect.

"It became apparent to me very
quickly that CAA was prepared to mar -
shall all their resources for this project,"
says Simon. By the end of the meeting.
Simon brought in CAA as partners on
the deal.

"They brought in a show run -
ner, they coordinated pitch
meetings, they were very instru-
mental in working with us in
negotiations with the nil -

work," says Simon. "The] c
was competition for the prop-
erty between several net-
works, and CAA was instru-
mental in helping us evaluate
those competing offers and ulti-
mately landing at ABC.

"I know they had a number of
issues that they've been working through
during this transition," Simon says. "But
these guys just surrounded this and really delivered.
I got the sense that these guys had something to
prove, and in our experience they proved they're
still a force."

It was, in a sense, a coming of age for the televi-
sion department. If no one had kicked sand in their
face, they might not have pushed quite as hard.

"People here woke up and realized this compa-
ny was made up of individuals who work here," says
Cohen. "We were always thinking that Michael was
doing things that were very special. The fact is that
we're doing the things that are really special."

Knowing who the real masters are, however, is
essential. Ultimately the agent business is about the
talent. "We represent people who are incredibly tal-
ented and creative, and they are the engines that
create the shows," says Gabler.

There is a talent in picking talent. Cohen, for
example, signed an unknown writer named Jason
Katims based on a 10 -minute play he'd written.
Katims has since gone on to write the movie, The
Pallbearer, and he created the ABC drama Relativ-
ity, on which he's serving as executive producer with
Marshall Herskovitz and Ed Zwick, the team
behind thinysomething.

Nancy Jones was another coup. Jones is one of
the most respected TV agents in the business. Until
April, she was at United Talent Agency where she
handled some of the hottest new writers in the busi-
ness including Bill Martin and Mike Schiff (3rd
Rock); Rob Borden (The Drew Carey Show); and
Al Higgins (NewsRadio).

Jones could have gone to any other agency in
town. She decided to come to CAA. On a prag-

The young turks at

CAA: Jeff Jacobs

(foreground) and

Joe Cohen

matic basis, she says, it was the sheer
reach of CAA and the ability to give
her clients access to all the resources
from TV to film, off -network, new

technology and the international
marketplace. But there were

other factors that played
almost as heavily.

"I'm coming from
a place where people

didn't work togeth-
er, and it doesn't
work," says Jones.
"In television,
there are now six
networks, there

are major studios,
independent stu-

dios, mini -majors. No

one individual agent no
matter how talented they

are can keep up minute to
minute with what's going on out

there. You need a group of people to
gather that information and then you need to have the
opportunity to sit down and share that information
freely and openly."

During her first week at CAA, two CAA pilots
produced by Dream Works SKG were being taped -
Ink starring Ted Danson, and Spin City starring
Michael J. Fox. Both shows were picked up, both
clearly have high profile talent. But what stays with
Jones is the car ride to the tapings.

"To go to those shows with a team of agents,
with everyone together in the car and actually

"You never get a call from two
CAA agents where they will con-
tradict each other," says Ancier.
"They are that buttoned -up."

enjoying ourselves, to me was something I'm not
quite sure I've ever experienced," she says.

Dean Valentine, president of Walt Disney Tele-
vision and Television Animation, says he senses a
new spirit at the agency. "There is less of a sense of
what used to be called that 'CAA culture'," he says.
"The individual personalities of the agents come
through better and things are more direct. The
strength they had was always there in that group of
Lee and the younger agents around him. They
finally got their day in the sun."
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No one covers life at home like Meredith. We have over ninety years of experience.
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About to burst onto

the national scene,

radio host Derek

McGinty is aware of

the unspoken rules

WASHINGTON
Alicia Mundy

The Great McGin
Shutting off Marion Barry's
microphone in the middle of
a Washington mayoral
debate is either a sign of
grandes cojones or suicidal
tendencies. To moderator
Derek McGinty, it was just
the only way to ensure, as

he'd promised, that all the candidates invited would get
equal time to state their positions without interruption.
So on a warm September night in 1994, while Barry
babbled on inside the Shiloh Baptist Church, cutting off
his opponents' answers to questions, McGinty leaned
over and signaled the engineer to flip the off -switch.

"Vintage Derek" was the reaction from his
colleagues at the Washington affiliate of National
Public Radio. "He was being fair, that's all," says Mark
Plotkin, the station's political analyst. To Barry's
entourage, it was an affront, an indication that McGin-
ty didn't understand just who Marion Barry is. Sure
enough, after his election, Barry boycotted McGinty's
popular radio show for a year.

"[Barry] was on my show, and he wasn't following the
rules," McGinty explains. "I said, 'You're not coming on
my show and taking over. You can do that down at the
District building.' He may be the mayor, but on my show,
I'm the mayor." Barry and McGinty later reconciled,
and Barry now frequents the show in person or by phone,
getting the full McGinty treatment: Derek decorum.

McGinty can afford to be gracious as well as coy
these days. He's hot. Television wants him-ABC and
CBS are courting him. His local D.C. talk show on
WAMU, which is the second highest -rated NPR affili-
ate (behind only WNYC), is going national on July 1.
He's hosting a three-part special on PBS called Straight
Talk that airs its last segment on Monday, June 24; the
series got a glowing review from The New York Times.

A publicist's dream, the 36 -year -old McGinty is a
cross between a Boy Scout and a Disneyland dog-
faithful, kind, warm, helpful, smart. He tutors children
and won't brag about anything he's done that's good for
others. He's also single, slim and sexy-what Whitney
Houston was really waiting for in Waiting to Exhale.

Such seeming perfection is presenting a small
problem for the Public Broadcasting System and public
radio. And for various voices within Washington's
African -American elite. And, in a subtle way, for the
folks who would love to sign him to a contract. The
dilemma McGinty poses is twofold: First, they have
to explain how they initially overlooked him. And
second, how will they be able to label him?

These issues aren't nearly as simple as they appear.
McGinty has many traits going for him these days, but
one that comes to mind immediately is moderation. He's

not too right or too left, liberal or conservative. Neither
Johnny Cochran nor Clarence Thomas. Always black, he
never emphasizes it for drama or to make a point. The
consummate professional, but not homogenized. Think
Bernard Shaw. Or Ed Bradley. Do not think Bryant
Gumbel, Montel or Armstrong Williams. If Derek
McGinty had his druthers, you'd also think Tim Russert
or Larry King in his prime radio days. Or Cokie Roberts.
Producers won't be able to neatly categorize him.

Yet categories are marketing tactics in the broadcast
world, and sources in public and commercial radio and
TV agree there is a box being built around McGinty by
some of the very people who
want him to succeed.
"I think he can go
all the way," says a
veteran ABC
anchor. "But he
can only do it if
he rejects what
many of his
biggest fans at
the network Nklevel will want
him to do."
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All McGinty wanted to do was be a reporter. He
had a middle-class upbringing in D.C. and Maryland.
His mother went to Radcliffe and had a fellowship at
Oxford. His father produced theatrical shows. He went
to public high school and studied journalism at Amer-
ican University. After stints on the news desk at ABC
and on local radio news, he tried out for WAMU's
afternoon slot in 1993. More than a hundred broad-
casters with more experience applied; McGinty won
out. "He got the job because of his brains and his per-
sonality," says one of his former producers. "He was so
comfortable in the host's chair-he made everyone else

around him comfortable."

The show took off. Pledges to NPR rose during
fund-raising drives on the McGinty hours. Writers
began to request him on their tours. Unlike many other
talk show hosts, McGinty actually reads the books.
Judith Miller, the New York Times reporter and author
of God Has 1,000 Names, was in awe of him. "He read
all [of my book]. Not just the condensed publicity
sheet." In radio, this is akin to learning that Alan
Greenspan washes his own car.

More important, McGinty never lets the show or
guests get out of control. "You don't end up listening to a
yelling match, and that's refreshing," says Pat Piper, who
produced Larry King's radio programs for 10 years. That
freshness took awhile to be heard at NPR. Sources at
NPR say the organization has difficulty recognizing suc-
cess at its affiliates or acknowledging stars it hasn't pre -

Producers won't be able to neatly categorize McGinty. Yet

categories are marketing tactics in the broadcast world.

selected. Two years ago, McGinty auditioned for the
afternoon NPR talk show Talk of the Nation. He lost out
to Ray Suarez, a pleasant host without McGinty's ability

to discuss complicated issues. McGinty didn't mind. He
began branching out, with the local PBS affiliate running
his Friday talk show as a regular TV feature.

McGinty didn't register much on the Washington
black -media carousel for a while, either. He was, says a
former colleague, "too mainstream to be seen as a
major African -American on -air figure. NPR wasn't
sure they should promote him heavily unless he had the
blessing of the more radical names in black politics and
the more vocal black media. So now he's mainstream
media and going places."

Mainstreaming is what got him the Straight Talk gig
with PBS-a smart host with a point of view who wasn't
about to do a show on himself. The first segment, on
race, included a panel discussion of why the same issues
and racial shibboleths of a hundred years ago still keep
cropping up. "It was not 'high energy,'" says a radio col-
league. "But it was not at all boring." The second
segment, on class and money, pitted Ralph Nader with
Arianna Huffington, an oddball pairing not unlike Sean
Connery and Nicholas Cage. It worked.

McGinty received general plaudits for his work.
Left unsaid was the unmentionable factor in the
McGinty ascension. As a veteran African -American
TV personality notes, "He's the best talk host in the
market, one of the best on air. But they don't all want
him just because he's terrific. He's terrific, and he's a
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WASHINGTON

black man. Audiences, not just radio and TV execu-
tives, want to see a black man filling a broadcast spot.
They don't necessarily want Jesse Jackson or Arm-
strong Williams. Derek has that personal quality-
you'd like him for a neighbor.

"They don't necessarily want Jesse Jackson or Armstrong Williams.

Derek has that personal quality-you'd like him for a neighbor."

"But," the newsman adds, "he's going to have a
burden to carry if he's not careful. The nets, and the
big radio stations, have an added interest in him
because of all that he can represent. It's a difficult
time in race relations, and suddenly Derek could end
up the focal point for successful, middle-class black
men. He doesn't see himself that way, I know."

Below the Beltway...
another chapter last week. Entitled
Roots," the latest twist posits

Michael Kelly, political scribe at The
New Yorker, in the role of white knight.
His quest is to save TNR from a miasma
of malaise and set it back on the road to

TNR's gain of Kelly is seen by
some as The New Yorker's loss

McGinty is surprised by the notion that his next
move to fame could entail role portrayal. "This is who
I am. What would be a burden is if it wasn't me. I
think I am where I am today because I'm an individ-
ual who worked hard, got some opportunities which I

made the most of." Race may be less a fac-
tor than the unforgiving nature of the busi-
ness, he insists. "If at some point people
don't like what I'm saying or how I'm saying
it, then I won't be working," he says with a
laugh.

An ABC News producer says the process
may not be that simple. "When you consider a man like
Derek McGinty, you can't help but see all the pluses. But
nobody's going to be so naive to ignore his color, even if
his talent is their primary motivation. That makes the
stakes very high, both for him and for a radio or TV
operation that propels him forward. He has everything
going for him right now. That must weigh a lot." MI

Washington, where politics is everything.
Kelly, who covered the Gulf War for

TNR in 1990, was recently named edi-
tor of TNR by publisher Marty Peretz.
Kelly replaces Andrew Sullivan, whose
five-year tenure ended two months ago.
Sullivan was alternately praised and
damned for taking the magazine well
beyond its Beltway wonkishness and
into the far reaches of culture, gender
and lit-crit. What does the homecoming
of Kelly mean for the weekly? "I would
like to see a serious emphasis on Wash-
ington stories and on politics," says
Kelly. He wants "this journal of ideas"
to offer original enterprise reporting on
events and trends, as well as its tradi-
tional menu of analysis.

The reaction-and fallout-in the
capital is a combination of enthusiasm
and a little trepidation. Up on the Hill,
the potential change is seen as positive
because "TNR was losing its relevance
in Washington," a Gingrich aide
explains. Beat writers at Newsweek and
U.S. News & World Report were
pleased, for Kelly as well as for the
magazine. "I think it was a good move
by Marty," says a Newsweek editor. "I'll
even say it was brilliant."

But what may be good news for

TNR is a potential setback for The
New Yorker, which will have to replace
its best Washington writer. And for
The Atlantic Monthly, which was
slowly moving into TNR's realm of
Washington ideas and moderate -left
points of view. And for The Weekly
Standard, Rupert Murdoch's conserv-
ative mag that skimmed much of the
cream from TNR (such as Fred
Barnes). The Standard's quick rise was
aided by TNR's seeming alienation
from pure politics. Now what?

Even Democrats may wince at
Kelly's editorship. He firmly rejects the
premise that TNR will be "left wing."
Or any wing. In the interest of "intellec-
tual honesty," Kelly says, his TNR will
be non -doctrinaire: "Any editor who
tried to impose an ideological slant on
TNR would not only damage the maga-
zine but also thwart the purpose of hav-
ing an independent journal." After all,
Kelly was the writer who burst on the
scene in 1989 in GQ with the roughest,
toughest article ever seen locally on
Teddy Kennedy. Dog-eared copies of
his portrait of the bloated boulevardier
still turn up in lobbyists' files and politi-
cians' research collections.

Once Kelly starts, after the
November elections, he'll face two key
questions: Can TNR take back its
franchise and its territory? And will
he now pose for Gap ads?
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C3's new program

boss wouldn't want

the unit to be like

Warner Bros.-

even if it could

afford to

Cable TV
By Michael Burgi

Eve Szurley, new programming head for C3, has different ideas

Looking for Her Eden
Eve Szurley, the new head of programming for C3-the pro-

gram unit of Comcast Corp. with stakes in cable networks

such as QVC, Speedvision and Outdoor Life-has jumped

into her new job with such energy, it took several days of

phone tag to track her down. "I'm going heavily after developing

comedies and series that could have a sales crossover," said Szurley

when we finally caught up with her. "For example, through our own-

ership of QVC, the fifth largest retailer, we could develop merchan-

dising possibilities to some of the programming. And that could apply

to network shows as well as first -

run. But it doesn't only have to be
that way. We're definitely interest-
ed in developing compelling pro-
gramming, regardless of a mer-
chandising angle."

Szurley has joined the freshman
development company at a time
when it's looking to produce original
programming for itself and possibly
other cable networks. She comes to
C3 fresh from a stint as one of the
architects of MTV Productions, the
theatrical film development arm of
MTV that has put a Beavis and

Butt -Head movie on the big screen
(as well as a film version of Joe's
Apartment, a short that ran on the
network about a lovelorn young man
whose several thousand cockroach
buddies try to set him up with a girl,
with disastrous results).

Szurley's new gig, working with
Rich Frank and Bob Crestani, the
No. 1 and 2 execs at C3, has her eye-
ing the first -run syndication arena
for projects for early -1997 launches.
But the first project with her stamp
on it will be the June 22 opening of
Planet Hollywood in Nashville with

a merchandising tie-in on QVC. It's
that type of unusual deal that Szur-
ley hopes to pursue, not only in first-
run but with the broadcast and cable
networks.

It's expected that C3 will develop
original programming with Speedvi-
sion and Outdoor Life, which are
mostly owned by the Cox Communi-
cations-Times Mirror partnership.
(Comcast owns a minority stake).
And because Szurley worked with
Doug Herzog, president of Comedy
Central, at MTV Productions, C3
could end up working with that pro-
gram -hungry network. "We're defi-
nitely not going to approach the net-
work -development game in the same
way as 20th Television or Warner
Bros.," says Szurley. "We want to be
more inventive about the way you
make deals."

Cable Shorts

Big Year Predicted;

'Learning' a New Look
McCann-Erickson's veteran ad
expenditure forecaster, Bob Coen,
last week released his latest projec-
tions on 1996 spending-and again
cable looks to be generating the
largest percentage gains of all
national TV media. Though he was
somewhat vague on the reasons for
cable's continued strength in gaining
ad dollars, Coen, McCann's senior
vp and director of forecasting, pre-
dicts that in 1996 network cable TV
will surpass 1995 numbers by 20 per-
cent, to a total of $3.2 billion.

That growth outpaces network
TV, spot TV and syndication, as well
as radio, magazines and newspapers.
Coen guesstimates that some of
cable's growth could be attributed to
the tightness of network TV invento-
ry because of makegoods being hand-
ed back to advertisers. "It could cause
some spillover into cable," said Coen.

Separately, the Learning Chan-
nel will revamp its on -air look for the
first time since Discovery Commu-
nications purchased it in 1990. At
the same time, the network will
launch its first -ever consumer -mar-
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keting campaign to promote two
new prime -time series rolling out
this fall, Real History and Science
Frontiers. The network's new
tagline-"Adventures for your
mind"-will be echoed in national
TV Spots, USA Today, TV Week
print supplements in the top 20
markets, national radio and out-
door.

Both the new on -air look and
multimillion -dollar marketing cam-
paign kick off today. Discovery
Communications execs say this is
the right time to start a promotion
effort because the network has
grown so dramatically in sub-
scribers. Some 17 million homes
have been added since 1994.

Comedy Central it CNN

Updating Your Sales

Pitch Is No Joke, Pal
As the major cable networks have
matured, they have had to revamp
their approach to sales.

For instance, CNN, which has
grown in recent years from two 24 -
hour news services (CNN and
Headline News) to a fistful of news
services, is trying out a new multi-
media sales pitch that includes all
its holdings.

Likewise, Comedy Central is
trying to sell itself with comedy as
it disseminates demographic and
programming information to the
agency world. The channel has cre-
ated and sent out to agencies an
interactive CC trivia quiz on disk
that plays up the strengths of its
net's programming and audience to
remind media buyers and planners
that CC is a prime choice in the
upfront marketplace.

CNN's presentation runs on a
new -generation laptop computer
and incorporates 50 minutes of full -
motion video. About 80 CNN sales
staffers in all the network's domes-
tic bureaus use the laptops to pre-
sent CNN's various offerings, which
have expanded not only to include
CNN International, CNN Airport
Network and a convention -news

service but also CNNfn, a business
news channel with 6 million homes
and CNN/SI, a 24 -hour sports news
channel to launch in December.

"We have to be able to present
the whole portfolio of networks,"
explains Greg D'Alba, senior vp of
ad sales with CNN. "When I was
here 10 years ago we only had to
sell CNN and Headline News.
Putting this together was totally out
of necessity. We simply couldn't sit
in meetings anymore and say, 'We'll
get back to you.'"

D'Alba says the multimedia pre-
sentation allows the sales staff to
jump from any one of CNN's offer-
ings to another with a few mouse
clicks. The presentation can be cus-
tomized to any agency or client. Not
that it's always necessary.

D'Alba recently went to
see a packaged -goods client
(that he declined to name)
with a presentation pre-
pared to reflect the client's
buy from previous years.
Before beginning the pre-
sentation, he was told by
the client that it had adopt-
ed a whole new marketing
strategy and wanted to buy
CNN in a much more tar-
geted way. Instead of his
prepared "tonnage" pitch,
D'Alba walked the client
through the lifestyles -and -
features section of the pre-
sentation that showed the
packaged -good maker oth-
er what types of sponsor-
ships it could buy.

Because Comedy Cen-
tral is still just one channel,
its new sales pitch isn't
quite as festooned with
bells and whistles-but it
does have Dr. Katz, animat-
ed star of Comedy Cen-
tral's original series, Dr.
Katz, Professional Therapist.
The presentation was sent
out to agencies and clients
two months ago on disk,
but it's also being used by
the sales staff of Larry
Divney, Comedy Central
senior vp of ad sales. The

presentation is a mock quiz on
demographic details of the network.
For each correct answer, a piece of
the Comedy Central logo, which
covers what appears to be a naked
couple, drops away. (Party -pooping
disclosure: In the end, the figures
turn out to be clothed.)

Comedy Central and CNN Net-
works aren't the only ones out there
trying something different. The
Sci-Fi Channel's multimedia pre-
sentation is said to be quite sophis-
ticated. And Discovery Networks
put on an elaborate show-includ-
ing a brief feature film celebrating
the athletes and history of the
Olympics-for agencies at an
upfront presentation in Atlanta at
its Coca-Cola Olympic pavilion. 
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TV Production
By T.L. Stanley

Home Et Garden TV H&C Does D -I -Y
is unmatched

among small cable

channels for

producing its own

programming

When programming executives at Home & Garden Tele-

vision scanned the universe for series on interior

design, landscape architecture, sewing, hobbies and

crafts, they found precious little that they wanted to

put on the air. So, they went the do-it-yourself route, in effect prac-

ticing what they intended to preach. Now, 16 months after its launch,

the cable network produces more than 80 percent of its own pro-

gramming, a feat unmatched by other small cable channels. In prime

time, 100 percent of H&G's programming is first-run. For the fall

HEtG doesn't sit summer out; it airs originals like the
California landscape special hosted by Kitty Bartholomew.

season, H&G TV has readied 11 new
series and renewed 23 others with
fresh episodes. At least 15 one -hour
specials are planned. And while sum-
mer means rerun doldrums to many
networks, H&G TV rolls out a slate
of original specials. Kitty Bar-
tholomew hosts a California land-
scape and interior design festival
called Floriade next month, and spe-
cials are scheduled on topics from
moving and wedding planning to
environmentally conscious living and
pet ownership.

"To be taken seriously, we couldn't
just come out with reruns," says Ed
Spray, H&G senior vp of program-

ming and production. "We wanted to
establish our credibility both with
viewers and cable operators."

The Knoxville, Tenn.-based
H&G TV reaches 15 million house-
holds across the country. Its parent
company, E.W. Scripps, has said it
will invest nearly $75 million in the
network during its first five years of
life. Much of that money goes into
original programming, intended to
reach a growing segment of the pop-
ulation interested in gardening,
home repair and a do-it-yourself
lifestyle. Shooting takes place in 39
states in the U.S., with garden tours
spanning this country, London,

Amsterdam, Barcelona and other
European spots.

A few new offerings on the fall
schedule address the novice as well as
the sophisticate: Meshach Taylor (a
sitcom star from Designing Women)
hosts Urban Gardener, a series that
shows people how to add foliage to
small spaces; All in Good Taste, a
cooking show with a "difference,"
will shoot on location throughout the
country, centering on how food is
incorporated into our lifestyles; and
for the real green thumbs comes
Penelope Hothouse on Gardening,
featuring the well-known gardener in
her premiere TV series.

Also being pitched as exclusive
are several specials take
will take viewers inside
trade shows where con-
sumers cannot go. Broad-
casts from the National
Hardware Show, National
Hobby and Craft Show and
the Consumer Electronics
Show will give an early
peek at some new gadgets
before they hit the store
shelves.

H&G TV has licensed
a few programs, mainly
from England and Aus-
tralia, but produces its own
to insure the series have a
specific kind of show -and -

tell method that walks
viewers through a task.

"Stylistically, we take
the time to let people see
and understand how to do

things. It's not just pointing a camera
at a plumber," says Burton Jablin, vp
of programming. "And we tell the
producers to linger on flowers, a vine-
yard, the fabric on a sofa. It's a sen-
sual way to do TV."

Documentaries

O.J. Inspires Original

Thinking at E! Channel
In the television business, crime
pays and death sells.

Executives at E! Entertainment
Television realized long ago that audi-
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ences can't seem to get enough of
celebrity. But they learned during
their coverage of the O.J. Simpson
trial that if foul play and mischief
are part of the mix, ratings soar.

From that lesson comes True
Hollywood Stories, the net's first
originally produced documentary
series. The first segment, which
aired this spring, profiled Rebecca
Schaeffer, a Los Angeles-based
actress who was killed in her apart-
ment doorway by a stalker. While
the network does not discuss ratings,
the two-hour special is estimated to
have pulled in numbers 150 percent
better than any other show had ever
done in that daypart.

There will be 10 or 12 specials
in the series, with the next install-
ment, chronicling the life and death
of comedian Sam Kinnison, airing
in late summer. Subsequent stories
under consideration include Char-
lie Minor, the record producer who
was killed by a girlfriend; Tejano
singing star Selena, who was
gunned down by the former presi-
dent of her fan club; and Don
Simpson, one of Hollywood's most
successful action -film producers
who died of a drug overdose earlier
this year.

"It's a departure for us because
we've done mostly reality pro-
grams," says Fran Shea, senior vp of
programming. "But it's an area that
we want to grow."

A staff of five researchers and
writers spent nearly six months on
each of the first two documentaries,
gathering information and inter-
viewing celebs, friends, family and
(for the Schaeffer segment) police.
When the series is up and running,
each documentary will take about
three months to put together. They
will air once a month.

E! produces about 70 percent of
its own programming-mostly half-
hour reality shows such as Talk
Soup-and licenses other series
such as Melrose Place and Lifestyles
of the Rich and Famous. It is impor-
tant for the net to keep recogniz-
able shows on its lineup, Shea said.
But with the original programming,
the net will begin to spread its

wings over the next few years.
Some of the original shows

scheduled for the summer include
feature -film premieres, behind -the -
scenes specials on the making of
Independence Day and other movies,
celebrity weddings and exotic vaca-
tion travelogues.

"Eventually, we'll do our own
sitcoms and dramas," Shea says.
"We're moving in that direction."

Sitcom Challenge

Filling the Staffs
Behind the Laughs
Where have all the sitcom writers
gone? Or, more appropriately,
where have all the good sitcom writ-
ers gone? That's what many pro-
ducers in Hollywood are asking as
they strive for the right mix of expe-
rienced veterans and fresh new-
comers. With a flood of sitcoms

saw the same thing you did when
you read the script," Levine said.
"It's like a feeding frenzy."

Another concern is the bottom
line. Networks are very budget con-
scious, meaning they are spending
less on writers, who in turn are
demanding ever-increasing pay-
checks.

Sound like a catch -22?
It's even more difficult for pro-

ducers whose shows have been
picked up by the netlets. Budgets
are modest, and so is the exposure.
"There are only so many A -list
writers, and everybody wants
them," says Winifred Hervey, exec-
utive producer of the WB's Steve
Harvey Show. "What writers have
done is wait until the bigger nets
announced their schedules before
they committed to anything. That
made it tough for us, because the
WB announced early."

Furthermore, producers say,
the business has changed to

Sitcom producers are trolling for writers in

stand-up clubs, theaters and ad agencies.

hitting the networks' prime -time
fall schedules (63 in all; two dozen
of them new), scores of writers are
needed. The question is, just how
much talent is there to go around?

The answer, producers say, is
not much.

Ken Levine, one of three execu-
tive producers of CBS' Almost Per-
fect, says he and his colleagues on
the show read more than 150 spec
scripts just to find three writers for
the Nancy Travis sitcom.

"You really do have to read all
these scripts because the next Jim
Brooks could be in there, and you
want to be the one to find him,"
Levine says.

But when you do find a writer
that strikes your fancy, new prob-
lems loom.

"You call the agent and realize
every show runner in town is after
the same person because they all

become a title -driven one. In the
past, writers were trained for at
least two or three years, honing
their craft. More recently, they are
elevated from story editor to show
runner in a few short years. "Now,
if you don't have a new title after
every year, something's wrong,"
Hervey says.

The upshot is this: producers
are trolling the worlds of stand-up
comedy, theater, advertising and
other fields for writers. While it's a
risk, they say it could be the only
way to assemble a staff these days.

"Sometimes it comes down to
personality," says Dennis Rinsler,
executive producer of the WB's
Nick Freno: Licensed Teacher.
"You spend a lot of time locked in
a room with the writers. You just
have to ask yourself, 'Can I work
with them day in and day out, lots
and lots of hours?"'
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Magazines
By Jeff Gremillion

With an engaging An Angle on Academics
mix of the personal

and professional,

lingua Franca'

reaches beyond

campus boundaries

LF editor
Jeffrey Kittay

puts a wry spin
on academic

affairs

Academic types get a pretty bad rap from us regular, igno-

rant lay people. It starts in college. Nothing screws up

Beach Blast Weekend at the Tappa Keg house worse than

when your Contemporary American Lit teacher marks up

your paper on the Biblical undertones in Joyce Carol Oates' Where

Are You Going, Where Have You Been? so thoroughly that it appears

as if a small animal has bled to death on it. After college, we enter

the corporate world and periodically, over adult beverages at happy

hour, grouse about how easy those absent-minded, bone-dry college

profs have it and threaten to ditch
the rat race for the ivory tower.

Well, the truth is that academics
are people, too. And the indepen-
dent, New York-based Lingua Fran-
ca gleefully proves it issue after
issue, covering from the outside
what the official college magazines
genteelly cover from the inside. The
wry "review of academic life" is an
engagingly written bimonthly-
increasing to 10 times a year next
January-about the human emo-
tions and ambitions that fuel insti-
tutional scholarship. "If you go to
the conventions and listen to what
academics talk about, not in their
speeches, but at the bar after-
wards," says Lingua Franca found-

ing editor -in -chief Jeffrey Kittay, a
former Yale math teacher turned
journalist, "that's the most vital
information.

"The magazine has a particular
combination of the personal and
professional.
researching things like medieval
studies, yet there's someone who
wants to plunge a knife into some-
one's back for stealing an idea and
publishing a paper," says the editor.
"That's what makes Lingua Franca
so delectable to our readers. There's
that mix of ideas that are supposed
to be very cerebral, and the basest
of human passions."

Lingua Franca, a 1993 National
Magazine Award winner for general
excellence, carries a $24.95 annual
subscription price and a modest cir-
culation of 18,000 that belies its
impact. Its stories on sex scandals
and murder and all other manner of
foul play on college campuses have
been picked up far and wide in oth-
er media and have rocked the acad-
emic community.

A piece in the current issue has
drawn more media feedback than
any other since the magazine
launched six years ago. NYU
physics teacher Alan Sokal chose
Lingua Franca to expose a high-
brow hoax. He concocted a bogus
academic treatise and loaded it with
ridiculously big words and unim-
pregnable arguments shrouding the
article's innate silliness; then he

convinced the venerable academic
journal Social Text that it was legit
and got it published. A Lingua
Franca article yet to be published
reveals that a photo of Oscar Wilde
in drag, widely cited in academic
circles exploring homosexual
themes in Wilde's work, isn't of
Wilde at all but of a woman.

But rather than tearing down
scholarship, Kittay says his maga-
zine is out to rejuvenate it. "People
are talking about 'epistemic relativ-
ity' because of what Sokal did," he
says. "He injected real passion into
a discussion that was getting dan-
gerously obtuse and drained of vital-
ity. People are saying, 'There's red-
blooded stuff going on out there.'

"We love to puncture pretension,
but we also like to do just the oppo-
site, to show the good things being
done that affect everyday life," Kit-
tay adds. "We actually have a big
affection for academic life. If we

Desirable Demo

Ad Sales Climbing

At Ivy League Network
The Ivy League Magazine Network,
linking the alumni mags of the
nation's most prestigious universi-
ties so that the cream of the college-

educated crop becomes the com-
bined readership, is, you'll have to
admit, a heckuva good idea. Even as
a proud state -school grad, I wish I'd
thought of it.

The network, created in 1970
more as an alliance among editors
that as an advertising -sales venture,
has in the last two years changed its
focus to the business side. And,
according to Laura Freid, publisher
of Harvard Magazine and executive
director of the network, the shift has
paid off. Ad sales have climbed
nearly 25 percent in the last year, as
new national advertisers including
Cadillac and Paine Webber have
taken note of the Ivies' (as they're
called) choice demographic.

Ivy League alums are a well-
educated (naturally) and affluent
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target group. Their median house-
hold income, according to net-
work press material, is $132,300,
topping other well-heeled reader-
ships such at those of Town &
Country and The New Yorker.
Nearly half of all Ivy readers,
astoundingly, have total assets
valuing more than $1 million.
And, perhaps more importantly,
Ivy readers (total circulation:
746,000) have an uncommon per-
sonal connection to these titles. "I
get letters from readers who feel
they own the magazine; they act
like stockholders," says Freid.
"Getting into these universities
are highlights in their lives. A
reader once called when she was
having a bad time to say how
much she looked forward to get-
ting her alumni magazine. It
reminded her of what she had
achieved."

There is still an editorial com-
ponent in the network, says Dart-
mouth Alumni Magazine editor
Jay Heinrichs. The editors go on
annual retreats to discuss, among
other things, how to thoughtfully
cover their universities while
avoiding both the appearance of
happy -faced boosterism and the
ire of administrators allergic to
bad news. Two network editors-
Bruce Anderson of Stanford and
Tony Lyle of Penn-were canned
last year when administrators
deemed their editorial decisions
damaging to their schools. "We
have our own special problems,"
says Heinrichs of the Ivy editors.
"We talk about how to do appeal-
ing things for our readers and not
get ourselves fired."

All told, the network publishes
67 times a year and includes
Brown, Cornell, Dartmouth, Har-
vard, the University of Pennsylva-
nia, Princeton, Yale and Stanford.
Columbia is the only Ivy not rep-
resented because its alumni mag
doesn't meet the network's fre-
quency requirement. And Stan-
ford, not technically an Ivy
League school, was invited to join
last year because of its "nice West
Coast reach," says Freid.

Body Language

'Life' Pulls Off Clever

Olympics Coverage
To say Life is covering the upcom-
ing Olympics in its July issue may
be misleading. In fact, it has
uncovered Olympians in its
"Naked Power" cover story, a pho-
to essay by Joe McNally featuring
pictures of nude American ath-
letes including Carl Lewis, Gail
Devers, Jackie Joyner-Kersee and
members of the U.S. synchronized
swim team.

"We had a meeting a year ago
to decide how to do our Olympic
coverage," says Life senior editor
Robert Sullivan, who coordinat-
ed the project. "Joe had worked
with Jackie Joyner-Kersee for SI
for Kids and remembered being
blown away by her body. The ath-
lete's body is carefully crafted
for a purpose of the highest
order." McNally suggested classi-
cally styled nudes and, adds Sul-
livan, "We started to wonder if
we could pull it off-no pun
intended."

The results were so strong,
says Sullivan-who, coincidental-
ly, is an alumni contributor to the
aforementioned Dartmouth
Alumni Magazine-that Life split
its press run four ways and has
had four different covers distrib-
uted to newsstands. "It's a rare
subject," says the editor, "where
you'd have a variety of photos that
would work so well."

Most of the photos are elegant
and serious, a nod to ancient
Greek -inspired sculpture. Then
there's the four -man water polo
team, smiling mischievously and
wearing nothing but strategically
placed polo balls. "Black -and -
white photography can be very
stirring and dramatic, but page
after page of it can turn from the
stunning into the almost somber.
We wanted some relief from that,"
explains Sullivan of the comical
shot. "This is the beat we were
looking for to break that tension."

The models found the Life
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Frontal nudity: (clockwise from upper left) Life's four-
way split run features elegant, unclothed images of
Jackie Joyner-Kersee, Russ Bertram, Gwen Torrence
and the U.S. water polo team. (below) The inside look.

experience pleasurable. "Joe was a
lot of fun to work with," says diver
Russ Bertram. "It was unlike any
other shoot I've done, being total-
ly nude, but he made it very com-
fortable, enjoyable, relaxing."
Adds fellow diver Mary Ellen
Clark, who posed atop a building
in downtown Miami: "We had a
blast! It was liberating out there
with the wind blowing."
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CONGRATULATIONS TO
THE ADVERTISING COUNCIL'S

1996 SILVER BELL AWARD
WINNERS.

SPECIAL RECOGNITION
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Consumer Resource Network
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Random House Entertainment
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Starwave
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ABC Television
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Cable Network
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Weekly Magazine
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The New York Times

Out -of -Home
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MOVERS

CABLE
Gail Gleeson and Karen
Hanley have been named
vps of programming and
production for The Travel
Channel. Hanley was former-
ly the network's vp of co-
production and acquisitions.
Gibson was director of pro-
duction and operations...Bill
Abbott, John Carrozza and
David McCoy have been
promoted to vps by Interna-
tional Family Entertainment.
Abbott has been elevated to
vp of eastern sales from
director of eastern sales. He
joined IFE in 1988; Carrozza
joined IFE in 1994 as director
of sales planning. He is

upped to vp. McCoy joined
IFE in March 1996 from
Comedy Central, where he
was vp of affiliate ad sales.

PRODUCTION
Cynthia Lieberman has
been named vp of advertis-
ing promotion and publicity
at New World Genesis, con-
centrating on Access Holly-
wood. She was formerly vp
of television marketing for
Samuel Goldwyn Televi-
sion...Melissa Martin has
been named business
administrator for Hearst
Broadcasting Productions.
Previously, she had been a
financial analyst with the
Massachusetts Water Pollu-
tion Abatement Trust...Cyn-
di McClellan and Dwayne
Bright have been named
account executives with
Twentieth Television, promo-
tions for both. McClellan had
been a sales trainee. Bright
had been a junior account
executive with the company.
Also at Twentieth, Ken Hor-
ton has been tapped as
president of Ten Thirteen
Productions, producers of
The X -Files. Horton joins the
company from 20th Century

(continued on page 40)

The Media Elite
BY MARK HUDIS AND ANYA SACHAROW

La -La Land Laughs
Los Angeles is bursting
with thefah-bulous. In
tribute, Los Angeles mag-

azine will trumpet the best of
the Left Coast city in its "Best
of L.A." issue, out next month.
Some revelations are fairly

pedestrian (Vanessa Williams'
favorite workout spot is the
drop -dead trendy Winsor Fit-
ness. Yawn.). But some are, in
L.A.-speak, bitchin'.

Which superstar do you
think loves to grab a manicure

Jay Leno is a secret
Bob's Big Bol
burger guy

Baywatch's Yasmine
Bleeth says one of
her favorite L.A.
indulgences is a
milk-and-cuke-and-
honey bath

Michael Jordan flies
to L.A. just to get
his nails done.
No, really.

at You're Soaking In It? Zsa-
Zsa Gabor? Sharon Stone? No
siree, it's everyone's favorite
Tomahawk-slammin' beauty
queen, Michael Jordan. After
sinking 800 three -pointers in
four minutes, the king of the
court likes to pamper his digits
with some high -maintenance
cuticle care, apparently. (Why
fly from Chicago to L.A. for a
manicure? Because he can.)

But the sentence you'll want
to read over and over again
comes from the mouth of gravi-
ty -defying Baywatch star Yas-
mine Bleeth. She says she loves
to pamper her figure with a full -
body treatment at Beverly Hot
Springs. "They use cucumbers
and milk," she effuses, "and
then they pour honey all over
you." (Who owns the place,
Mickey Rourke?)

When you're finished being
milk-and-honey-and-cucum-

bered, Bleeth explains,
"you're on the cushion and
they hose you down. It's
just not sexy-but you feel
fresh as a baby's butt."

And how does Sandra
Bullock keep her girlish
figure intact? Why, by
snarling tacos, of course,
at Tito's Tacos. Leno

keeps the chin in shape by
munching down on a Bob's

Big Boy. You were
thinking maybe

he did
sprouts?

-MAH
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How Media's Top Analyst Works the Media
I you're a media reporter
looking for a financial
brain to tell you what the

latest mega -merger or corpo-
rate acquisition means, who you
gonna call? Not Bill Murray.
More than likely it will be John
S. Reidy, the chief media ana-
lyst for Smith Barney.

Reidy is the go -to guy
when deadline looms and you
don't know Edgar Bronfman
from Bronson Pinchot. The
58 -year -old analyst, oft -quot-
ed in The Wall Street Journal
and The New York Times and
a regular on CNNfn, CNBC
and Wall Street Week With
Louis Rukeyser, relishes the
spotlight.

The reason you see him
all the time, of course, is
because Reidy is a Wall
Streeter who knows what
the media need. "A great
way to get quoted is to toss
off little negative doo-dads-
say something negative and
sensational about management
or a company," he advises
would-be sound -biters. "But
it's unwise to bare your soul to
the press."

Like the time Reidy ruffled
feathers by commenting on the
Helena Rubenstein cosmetics
company, saying, "Never before
in the history of man has a
company been driven so far
down in such a short period of
time." The lesson? "Things like
that really bother corporate
management," he says. Noted.

Though Reidy rarely watch-
es his own TV appearances, he
does know what shouldn't be in
the picture. "If you drink cof-
fee and eat a donut before your
appearance, you want to make
sure you don't have donut on
your mouth when you start

talking." Check.
Unlike most numbers guys,

Reidy's media savvy means
people recognize him a lot. "I
just attended a college re-
union," he says. "I won't give
you the year or the university,
but I was amazed at the num-
ber of people who came up to

Reidy never watches
himself on TV. How come?

me and said, 'We see you all
the time."

Lest you think he's all
finance, Reidy has dreams too:
"My fantasy is to succeed
Louis Rukeyser. That would be
fun." Yeah. fun. -MAH

MEDIA DISH

Ace...in the Hole

In a recent round
at the Tournament
Players Club at
Sawgrass in Ponte
Vedra, Fla.,
Adweek Maga-
zines executive
editor Eric Garland
became the 30th
person in the
course's 15 -year
history to shoot a
hole -in -one on 17,
one of the most
difficult par 3's on
the pro tour. Golly.

'Time Out' Fetes Four Shorts

At the SoHo bar NV, Time Out New York feted the film
4 Tales of 2 Cities. (L to r) Cyndi Stivers, TONY editor -in -
chief; director Martin Scorsese; and actress Illeana
Douglas, who directed one of the shorts in the film.

DI OVER
THIS:

A magnifying glass bends light rays,
making close objects larger and sharper

- two words that perfectly describe
our viewing audience.

DID ONIT
CHANNEL

LATIN AMERICA/IBERIA
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MOVERS

Lieberman takes Martin moves L.A. Times ups
Access road to Hearst Prod. Heitzman

(continued from page 38)
Fox Television, where he was
senior vp of current program-
ming...Universal Television
has signed Oliver Goldstick to
a multiyear comedy develop-
ment deal. Goldstick had been
supervising producer of Part-
ners and Coach.

RADIO
ABC Radio Networks has
named Markus Garvey direc-
tor of market development for
the ad sales office in Los Ange-
les. Garvey previously worked
for KNX Newsradio in
L.A....Veronica Lally has
joined McGavren Guild Radio,
an Interep company, as an
account executive. Lally joins
McGavren from Zeno/MBM,
an office equipment compa-
ny...Felix Perez has been
named president of Katz His-
panic Media. He had previous-
ly been general sales manager
of Univision's WXTV-TV, in
New York.

STATIONS
WQXR-FM in New York has
named Penny Gaffney sales
manager in charge of agency
sales. Prior to joining WQXR
in 1987, she was with WMCA-
AM.

PRINT
Kay Heitzman, former director
of marketing for the Los Ange-
les Times, Valley and Ventura
County editions, has been
named to the new position of
director of consumer promo-
tion and marketing under the

Times' recently consolidated
division...Promotions at PC
Week: Stan Gibson has been
upped to executive editor of
deployment, from deputy
news editor. He has been with
the magazine for four years;
Beth Stackpole has been
named executive managing
editor of deployment from
managing editor of deploy-
ment; and Mike Moeller has
been promoted from senior
writer to senior editor. Moeller
has been with PC Week for
two years...David Sparrow
has taken flight at Men's Jour-
nal, where he was named
senior editor. Sparrow had
been a freelance writer...Jef-
frey Saks has been named
creative director of Fitness.
Most recently, Saks was new
media arts director and special
projects director at Meredith
Corporation...Request has
tapped Mark Oltarsh as its
new eastern ad manager,
based in New York. Oltarsh
joins the magazine from
KGB...Buzz has named Scott
Kramer vp of marketing and
development of Buzz Enter-
prises, a new corporation
established to launch and
develop companies to work
symbiotically with Buzz.
Kramer most recently was
director of marketing at Los
Angeles...Lawrence Peters
has been named classified ad
director of Rolling Stone and
Us. Peters comes over from
Hearst Magazines, where he
was most recently director of
direct response ad sales.

Warming Up the New Media Week Crowd
Silicon Valley descended on
Silicon Alley last week for
New York New Media

Week, perhaps the biggest gath-
ering of techno-geeks anywhere
since last April's Star Trek con-
vention in Pasadena, Calif. The
festival attracted tens of thou-
sands of computer types to
Gotham. Such cyber luminaries
as Jim Barksdale, ceo of
Netscape, and cyber author
Douglas (Media Virus) Rushkoff
were on hand, but Bill Gates
didn't show.

The week's must -attend event
was the iMAGIC black -tie awards
gala at the Palladium nightclub,
to honor the best work of the
industry. Comedian Charles

Fleischer hosted and tossed new -
media jokes to a subdued crowd
("Right now some of you are get-
ting e-mail..."). Performance
artist Anita Liberty acted as
online host to a concurrent Prodi-
gy chat room and promised she
would not go off and have any
cyber sex. Not all the show -goers
were in a party mood, however.

Visiting from Tuscaloosa,
Ala., Sean Michael from Heck-
lers Online denounced the
industry's continued efforts to
create cyber stars with events
like the awards. "The celebrity is
the one who hands over the reins
of power to the users," he said.
Obviously he's not a gossip
columnist. -AS

'Traveler' Honors Its Yucatan Amigos

(1 to r) Tom Wallace, editor, Conde Nast Traveler; Michael
Roux, ceo, Carillon Importers; Barbara McKinnon, eco-
tourism award winner; and CNT publisher Lisa Henriques

What is ecotourism and
why do we at Conde
Nast Travelercare?"

asked publisher Lisa Henriques
last week at the beginning of the
maga7ine's second annual Eco-
tourism Award ceremony. As
she defines it, ecotourism is bal-
ancing environmental preserva-
tion with vacation use-"sustain-
able travel," she says. Henriques
has never done any ecotouring
herself, but some 10 million
Americans say they have and 40
million more say they want to.

This year CNT gave the

award to Barbara McKinnon de
Montes, president of Amigos de
Sian Ka'an, an organization corn-
mited to the preservation of the
jungle southwest of Cancan on
the Yucatan Peninsula. Amigos
have so far kept the 1.5 million-
acre reserve of Sian Ka'an free of
overdevelopment.

Last year's prize went to Stan-
ley Selengut, for the ecologically
sound hotel he built on the island
of St. John in the U.S. Virgin
Islands. "It's like recycling," says
Henriques. "Everyone wants to
jump on the bandwagon." -AS
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Minimum run for any ad is one calendar month (3,4 or 5 issues, depending on the month). inch display ALL ADS ARE PREPAID. Monthly, quarterly, semi-annual and annual rates
New ads, copy changes, and cancellations are due by the fourth Thursday of the current available. Orders and copy must be submitted in writing. Mastercard, Visa, and American
month for appearance the following month. RATES: $36 per line monthly; $234 per half- Express accepted. Call M. Morris at 1-800-7-ADWEEK. Fax 212-536-5315.

ADVERTISING INTERNET
RESOURCES

Need ideas? www.radio-online.com/IDEABANC

Internet sites from $200
Ltd time FREE domain name search.

CYBER GATEWAY, I NT'L
Call Randi Toll Free at 888 -WEB -1212 x129

Media web sites, data, rates! www.amic.com

ADVERTISING SPECIALISTS

50% OFF RADIO TIME. 1-800-800-5407

ADVERTISING SPECIALTIES

FULL SERVICE BUREAU FOR ALL YOUR
OFFSET PRINTING AND PREPRESS NEEDS

Design Film
Printing Direct from disk

IRIS Proofing Cyclone/Fiery
1-4 color offset printing Shod & Long Run

Scitex Scanning Paper prints

FREE
IRIS

COLOR
PROOF

WITH ANT
PRINTING

JOB

Comp U 
PRINT

315 W. 57'" STREET
NY, NY 10019

TEL: 212 333-4009
FAX: 212 333-4034

FREE
COLOR

SEPERATION
FOR ANY
PRINTING

JOB OVER
$1000

UP TO 11",(17'

Unique Promotion
The PakTite T -Shirt!

Our X -Large, Heavyweight

PakTite T -Shirts are compressed

into this lily package...
Compressed under 50 tons of pressure

It's Full Si:C. I11111 it is'

fro

T -Shirt

IS packed

in 0 4" long.

27/8" wide.

13/4" deep unit.

RUT, amazingly

contains a loll -1i71'

T- Shier n idl 1e1111- hwr,'

Call for more information. samples, and ask
about our mock-up capabilities.

1..1,, pw 1. bwrit. 'hap, at/id/fig/

PAXTrTES By
III 3 `,IR113.1.Sr't 3.11itst III SP.\

lacpi RI I
(31

T1TE
I ,X 21y,

We've NUM() it in so you,.. it out'

Catch a Creative Genius
ADWEEK

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING SPECIALITIES

 Beach Promotions  Golf & Sport Towels
 Team Licensed & In -Arena Promotions

3 Strikes - America's Towel Superstore OFFERS IT ALL!!

/1 merim's 'Towel Superstore
I STRIKES CUSTOM DESIGN, AS CHURCH STREET, STAMFORD, El 0690A ..MATRIPL:-

TEL (203)359-4559  FAX (203)359-2187 111...... INSIDE 711

We produce promotion towels for some of America's

largest (and smallest) companies. All towel sizes from

wash cloths to beach towels. Regular silkscreening and our

patented MATRIX photo/4 color -process reproduction technique.

Complete graphics and design services. NEW Packaging!
Call for more information and samples Cornprexiol towels to

replicate your Praha

FUU.

ADVERTISING SPECIALITIES

P E 644
"The Advertising Specialty & Business Gift People"
WE WILL IMPRINT ANYTHING ON ANYTHING!

Cell For
Free Catalgg
est & Receive

oan Free Gift!

(908) 449-3443
Fax: (908) 449-3560

1955 Route 34
Wall, NJ 07719

 Buttons
 Bumper Strips
 Labels
 Umbrellas
 Vinyl
 Magnets
 Key Tags

 Pens & Pencils
 Balloons
 Calendars
 Caps & Visors
 T -Shirts
 Jackets
 Cups & Mugs

ART/DESIGN SERVICES

FREELANCE
ADVANCERS

hE1DyoursElf
212 661 0900 to the most reliable

freelance service
unlike a lot of the in the arEa
new "johnny-come-latEls",
we're NY -based former Freelancers
who know the business and have a time -
earned rep for helping the bEsthElp themselve s

multi-platform/multi-mEdia
graphic designers.art dirEctors illustrators camp/meth

expert production artists editors copywriters proofrEaders

ART/DESIGN SERVICES

Primo Print &VVWW (Mac/PC): 718.399-0690

For a copy of our logo sample sheet or
studio brochure, call (800) 353-0321.

NEED A WEB, CALLA SPIDER.
Need great print, call (212) 226-5686.

ART/DESIGN SERVICES

LOGOS! for All Media 718-251-1168

ART DIRECTION

TALENTED AD/DESIGNER
Beautiful print/collateral/adv/promo portfolio.
Concept to finished Mac exp. 212-496-0453

ART DIRECTION

Not just an AD., A CREATIVE GUN FOR HIRE
718-627-0948

Sr. AD/Designer- Strategic & versatile, nail awards,
beautiful print/DM/ads, MAC (212)355-4020.

Ads catalogs logos concept to finished
with positive attitude ... 718-251-1168

FROM MARKERS TO MACS
A.D./graphic designer. Concept - production.

Print/catalog/direct response/retail.
Call Michele (212) 362-0733

CONCEPTS & GRAPHICS THAT SELL
with Mac/All Media. (212) 873-2381

CELEBRITY PLACEMENT

I'LL FIND/NEGOTIATE ANY CELEBRITY
FOR YOUR AD CAMPAIGN

TV, VOICE OVER, PRINT, MUSIC, P.A.
LARRY UNES (312) 281.7098

Want athletes for your ad campaign, but on a
budget? Top pro bowlers are reasonable and
available. Call Lou Barbera @ 718-592-0355

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

If you had
Clients & Profits;
this job wouldn't

be late.
Imagine: Online job status reports.
Hot sheets. Weekly traffic reports.
Work -to-do. Client job summaries.
Ready any time, from anyone's PC.
Costing, billing, accounting, too.
Clients & Profits delivers. Demo $45.
Mac & Windows. Available today.

800 272-4488
e,na/: VgorkirigCmpPAOL.COM

partent

ner

Professional help
for creative minds.

It's the most
powerfulflexible,

agency management,
job tracking, scheduling,

billing & accounting
software ever developed.

,1 nit

Mac or Windows
610-666-1955

Classified Advertising
1-800-7-ADWEEK
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COMPUTER SOFTWARE

ADMAN®
It's Now In Windows...It's Now In Macintosh
Now, the most popular billing, accounting and financial management
software improves its productive superiority. Over 1400 agencies have
the DOS Version now. Move up to Adman Windows or run it on your
Mac. -For Advertising and PR agencies no system offers more.

0111-800-488-1544
for information and a demo disk.

Dealers Welcome to Inquire.

MRP
Marketing Resources Plus

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

Need hel with ADMAN?
Authorized dealer- I provide sales, training &

consultation on system set-up, upgrades &
implementation. Over 14 years in ad agency

finance. Steven Cass 518-581-9232

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

TAKE
The complete
.AnaFm

CONTROL
System

 Time & - Job Costing

 Media Estimating

OF YOUR
. Traffic Control , Payables

 Purchase Control

TRAFFIC
Payroll CONTRO.L

NIPPY 1tS2 FQ

COMPUTER TRAINING

Art Directors
Production Managers
Designers
Prepress Professionals

QuarkXPress, Illustrator

Photoshop, Director, Live Picture

1, -on -1 and small group training
i..- Supervised practice tutorials

Beginner flirt' advanced courses
Start at your own level
Master production techniques

 Flexible hours, 7 days a week
 Phone technical support

PREPRESS .Itot'slenfrnersotoo late

TRAINING the right way"

DESIITOP AMMO?
250 west 57 street # 730 ny ny

212 245 9391

SUBSCRIPTION QUESTIONS?

Need Information about a subscrip-
tion to ADWEEK, BRANDWEEK, or
MEDIAWEEK? For fast service, call
our subscriber hotline TOLL FREE:

1-800-722-6658.

COPYWRITING

"CAN DO" COPYWRITER CAN DO FOR YOU
what I did for P&G, S. C. Johnson, General

Foods, Bristol Myers, Lever: Build business,
win awards. Freelance. Tel: 212-447-7873.

KILLER KONCEPTS & KOPY 212 260-4300

Cadillac copy, Pontiac prices. 800-200-0397

Response -Getting Direct Marketing Copy 718-353-2185

MARKETING & PR PRO
Program development; copywriting for

brochures, speeches & direct mail; media
relations. Blue chip exp. 212-645-3358

COMPUTER TRAINING

INTENSIVES
COMPUTING SEMINARS

SHCKXWAVE AND WORKSHOPS FOR THE

ALIALE
DESIGN PROFESSIONAL

PARSONS SCHOOL OF DESIGN
Professional Design Studies

.1* 212.229.8908
www.newschool.edu/parsons/pds

PARSONS is a division of 1117 The New School

CONCEPTS & COPY

FULL -SERVICE CREATIVE TEAM
freelance network for concept, copy, design,

production & placement in all media, incl
print collateral, direct mail, broadcast &

interactive. 310-274-6176.

COPYWRITING

VICTIM OF FIRST DEGREE MERGER.
Last week I was a CD Writer genius. Now I
can be yours. Free-lance 718-638-1938

RENT AN AWARD WINNER
Stan Moore (201) 391-2329

Carol Dunitz, Ph.D.  (313)747-6266
Speeches, Scripts, Sales Literature, etc.
Internet Hotline  http://lastword.com

I Write Financial, 212-989-4136

COPYWRITING

AV E
Intro offer on concepts
and copy that can
save a client, save the
day or simply save
you some money. Call
( 21 2) 348-9181

ASK Avon, Avis, Bally Shoes,
Bergdorf Goodman, Citibank,

H. Stern Jewellers, Hostess, UN Toys,
M&M/Mars, Maybelline, Ralph Lauren,

Prudential, Sony, U.S. Navy
ABOUT MY COPY. 203-454-4771

BEEN THERE. DONE THAT.
17 yrs. w/top NY agencies --O&M, JWT, Y&R.

Print, DM radio, TV. Quick read. Quick re-
sponse. Geoff Moore 800-484-7044, ext. 2679.

COPYWRITING

CLIO-WINNING COPYWRITER.
Fast. Funny or serious. No felony convictions.

(202) 232-0300

WRITE IT A LITTLE SMARTER,

A LITTLE FASTER,
10 years of award -winning experience

in all media in all product categories.
If you want it smart and fast, you want me.

(212) 759-8028

FREE!

ONE SLIGHTLY DUSTY CLIO
TO THE FIRST TEN CALLERS.

Peter Nicholas writer/producer
212 362-6556

Aren't You Tired Of Being Misunderstood?
I understand.

Ask IBM, NYNEX, MCI, PBS, Sharp, Tenneco
Ken Norkin, copywriter. 301-891-3614

HITMAN FOR HIRE.
HEAVY HITTER A.D./WRITER

I can make your problems go away.
(212) 628-3748

AWARD WINNING COPYWRITER
Fresh, fast, versatile. All media. 212-737-8977

PROMOTIONS WITH STYLE
Concepts  Copy * Creative Design
Brochures  Media Kits and more!

212-228-0825 or Lizpro4@aol.com

WORDS TO THE WISE!
Hire former CD/agency owner for

strong words/big ideas. 201-263.8928

Fetching Copy. AD DOG 1 800 9AD DOG9

For laughs & more: (212) 737-5741

Art/Copy team. Hvy print, TV, radio. (914) 356-8127

Corporate videos, interactive, brochures,
mail; financial/tech/food/more 212 953-9667

Copywriter. Fast. Fearless. Freelance. (212)724-8610.

FREELANCE COPYWRITER
Thinks strategically. Writes creatively.

Good. Fast. Very experienced.
Call Pat (212) 595-6780

"ORIGINALCOPY" IS NOT AN OXYMORON!
the style: clever, convincing, captivating

the source: 718/435-4760

MEDICAL/PHARMACEUTICAL/TECHNICAL
Copy & Research An Salant: 212-757-4290

Writer Online. Strong in high-tech, industrial
and financial. Turnkey Web development.

jccope@aol.com  219/273.5369

YOU'RE NOT IMPORTANT ENOUGH
that's what some writers think. See the

difference. Quality work, fair prices, and a
professional friendly attitude. Call Mike

914-776-7385 for free information.
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CREATIVE SERVICES

HEALTHCARE ADVERTISING
To the Consumer. To the Trade. To the Point.

David Upright 201-358-8877

NEW CREATIVE TEAM
Ex -creative directors now art/copy team.

Call to see our work
201-263-8928 and 212-877-9037

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES

FIND THE BEST
design managers, creative direc-
tors, designers and design firms-
worldwide. For the best communi-
cations, product, and environmen-
tal design specialists, including new
media, user interface, packaging,
identity and every aspect of interior
design and architecture screened
for your particular needs, call us.
Our clients are in every industry.

RITASUE SIEGEL RESOURCES
ph: 212-682-2100 / fax: 682-2946
20 East 46th Street, NY, NY 10017

www.CORE77.com
RitaSueS@aol.com

CAREER MANAGEMENT services for advrg,
mktg, & media professionals (212) 605-0324

INSURANCE

ARE YOU PAYING
TOO MUCH FOR

YOUR INSURANCE?
We specialize in insurance for

advertising & media firms.
Our rates are the most

competitive in the industry!

Advertiser's Professional Liability
Property & Liability Coverage
fife & Disability Insurance
Group Health, Dental, & Pensions
Homeowners, Auto, Jewelry & Fur
Coverage for Freelancers too!

Call for a quotation with no obligation.
Adam Wolfson, CIC @ 212-370-3900

Arnold K. Davis & Company, Inc.

INTERNET ACCESS

Complete INTERNET solution packages & discount
computer sales for corporate customers

Visit our site: http://wivw.tecnetnet
To open an account call: (212) 972-8467

American Technostructure, Inc.

Classified Advertising

1-800-7-ADWEEK

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES

Heroes For Hire
(Temporarily)

Professionals from Paladin can save the day, any day. They're
perfect for special projects, overflow work, new business

pitches, flex schedules or long-term contract jobs.

Our roster includes advertising, marketing, research, sales
promotion and direct response pros. Plus PR and communications
people, account managers, media planners and buyers,
production and traffic managers.

And always, the full range of art and copy creative talent - from
senior level creative directors to electronic production artists. All
stay on our payroll with mandatory deductions made...by Paladin.

Give us a call. We understand your needs. We provide interim
staffing solutions that can make a hero out of you.

Chicago

4ri

PALADI
212/545-7850

http://wwwpaladinstaff.com
New York

USE ADWEEK MAGAZINE
TO GET NATIONAL EXPOSURE

INTERNET PROVIDERS

PFM

o

o

Communications, Inc.
A Bell Technology Group Company

Special offer with T-1 rentals...

SGI WebFORCE
INTERNET SERVER

for
info

per
month*
*System rental
with PFM T-1

connection for as
long as you keep
your connection
(minimum of one
year). Please call
for current T-1

pricing.

WebFORCE Indy includes: 17" Color Monitor, 150Mhz R5000PC RISC, 32Mb RAM. Indy Cam.

1 Gig Hard Drive. Keyboard 8 Mouse, and a suite of Web Authoring & Serving software.

(212) 254-5300
email to: webforce@pfmc.net

611 BROADWAY, FOURTH FLOOR. NEW YORK. NY 10012
1024

INTERNET MARKETING

OSIRIS'. Ask's
Have you had clients inquire about Web Sites

lor their businesses?

Are you interested in making money for yourself and
your agency while providing your customers with a

quality Internet presence -providing service ?

lithe answers to these questions are a resounding YES.
then OSIRIS Corporation's Referral and

Authorized Reseller Programs should be otirserestioym.

OSIRIS provides Web Site design, domain name regitration,
CUStORIprograrnming, database and point -of -sate integration
secured credit card transactions, FTP services, e -mad
account, custom news group and more. Our reierral programs
earn you a flat S.A. PROFIT Our resel kir program enables
agencies to earn margins of up to 20% or more. With
more and more businesses advertising their Web Sites, the
need for providers in the industry is clear.

. We Build Internet Success!

1-800-8-OSIRIS

MARKET RESEARCH

NEW BUSINESS RESEARCH SPECIALISTS
Focus Groups, IDI's, Trade Interviews
Call Richard Kurtz @ (212) 869-9459

MARKETING SERVICES

NEW BUSINESS EXPERT
Gather & Analyze info; develop positioning;

creative strategies; write presentation.
Call Bob at (212) 213-8269.

MARKETING SERVICES

CREATIVE AND EFFECTIVE
ethnic marketing & promotion.

For brochure, call (800) KWANSAA.

ATTENTION: PRODUCT MANAGERS
Medical P.R. agency. Outside -the -box

creative. RX/OTC. Professional/consumer.

Strategic alliances. Call Geoff/Rich

212/675-2250

MEDIA BUYING &
PLANNING SERVICES

NEVER A FEE!
1 Order -1 Bill Newspaper Placement Service,

ANYWHERE!
Experienced, reliable, we're good!

Mid -Atlantic Newspaper Services, Inc.,
717-234-4067 ext. 239.

ARE YOU AN ADVERTISER OR SMALL
AGENCY WITH BIG MEDIA NEEDS?

Find out why our clients would never go
anywhere else for their buying and planning.

Ask about our FREE INTRODUCTORY
OFFER. Call (212) 704-9965 (ext. 235).

CALL 1-800-7-ADWEEK
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MARKETING SERVICES

Zeroes yourr-
 BACK-TO-SCHOOL
P promotion make the gracle?

CALL THE 4, Mobile Marketing
Programs

PROFESSIONALS v Media -driven Sales.
Promotions

MARKETING WERKS, INC.
So.114C'S Promotion Agency
800-MWI-WERK  FAX 312-357-1040

AMP'

MEDIA BUYING &
PLANNING SERVICES

CMW MEDIA

Media Planning & Buying.
Media Management. Evaluation of all

media services and functions. Senior level
experience at major agencies.

(800) 431 -MEDIA (800) 431-6334

JD Media (516) 785-2289 - 25+ yrs. buying
exp. Perfect for spec. proj., overflow, new
business pitches, etc. Reasonable rates.

CMW MEDIA
Media Planning & Buying.

Media Management. Evaluation of all
media services and functions. Senior level

experience at major agencies.
(800) 431 -MEDIA (800) 431-6334

LOVE your BIG ADS, BUT
HATE to do CLASSIFIEDS?

Well do them for you!
MEDIAPLUS 1-800-889-5110x306

EXPERT PLANS & BUYS 201-379-2334

NEWSLETTERS

CORPORATE NEWSLETTERS
Design '.Vriting Production

203/637-8154

MARK YOUR
CALENDARS
July Deadline

SERVICES &

RESOURCES

Thursday
June 20

3:00 p.m.
All copy must be submitted in writing -

PRINTING

JOHN ZAP PRINTING, INC
Accurate. on -rime Cost-Eftectrve

Web B Sheet Pe, Printing
Books 6 Magazines Direct kW Protects
Market,. Training A Software klnuals

NV 212-736-4379 CT 203-972-8079

PROOFREADING

EDITORIAL EXPRESS
EXPERIENCED - FAST - PRECISE

Advertising  Collateral
Catalogs  Annual Reports

Magazines  Manuals
Call: 508-697-6202
Fax: 508-697-7773

P 0 .F! DISPLAY

PLASTICRAFTERS
DIVISION OF GEORGE PATTON ASSOCIATES INC

AMERICA'S CHOICE FOR STOCK OR CUSTOM ACRYLIC DISPLAYS
Sign Frames  Brochure Racks  Poster Holders  Kiosks

 Custom sizes, designs and prototypes quick y fabricated!
 Silk screen logo imprinting available for increased brand recognition.
 Complete fulfillment (drop shipping. special packaging, etc.) offered.

Call 1-800-572-2194 for a free brochure!

PRINTING

OUT OF HOME LITHO
CO-OP FULFILLMENT SERVICES  DEALER SNIPES

77" PRESS CAPACITY - SHORT AND LONG RUNS
TRANSIT SIGNS  BUS, SUBWAY, AIRPORT, TAXI

OUTDOOR POSTERS  MALL POSTERS  BACKLIT
VINYL, OPALINE, STYRENE, WET -STRENGTH, COATED, UV

Compton & Sons, Inc.
Posters Since 1853 - St. louis, MO

CENTRAL SHIPPING LOCATION - LOWEST COST

SAME -DAY QUOTING - FAST TURNAROUND

E-MAIL 71760.1176@COMPUSERVE.COM  800-325-1451

Fax Art For Quick Quote (314) 991-4726

USE THE CREATIVITY AT HAND!
We know from experience that our
advertisers get better response from
our readers when they send their own
artwork. A creative ad stands off the
page and gets noticed. When placing
an ad, send it camera ready!

CALL 1-800-7-ADWEEK

RADIO COMMERCIALS

Our Productions Sound Great
Until You Hear Our Prices.

Then They Sound Unbelievable.
800/789 -RADIO

Sounds Almost Too Good To Be True.

RADIO COMMERCIALS

YOU HIRE
RADIO

EXPERTISE.

OUR HEART
AND SOUL

WE THROW IN
FOR FREE.

=5111111111
ChuckBlore
CIERTEMMIMII

Call Mark Savan
(213) 462-0944  (800) 443 2020

RADIO PRODUCTION

How to
do radio
that can
out -pull

newspaper
3 to 1.

DICK ORKIN'S
Nrenererverwirrirwler101
RADIO RANCH

"If you don't know the Radio
Ranch, you don't know Dick."

FAX (213) 856-4311
74250.110@compuserve.com
http://www.radio-ranch.com

FOR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING CALL
1 -800 -7 -AD WEEK
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RADIO PRODUCTION

FREE BUT WEIRD!!!!!!!!
Mal Sharpe's Marron -the -Street Productions Announces the CD

COYLE AND SHARPE ON THE LOOSE
Masters of the put-on. Sick terrorizations from the streets
of San Francisco in 1964. Hear the historic beginning of
humorous real people interviews.

"listed here are 10 of the most notable releases that
almost got away last year because they didn't have the
distribution of a major label...Coyle And Sharpe On
The Loose." -NY limes Jan 11,19%

Available now on Henry Rollins new label-213CD
But..........Free, If you're an agency creative get it free with Mal's

new radio and TV Demo or buy it at your record store-Limited Offer

Man -on -the -Street Productions Call (510) 843-7655

RADIO PRODUCTION

Which dog just heard the
Sarley, Bigg & Bedder demo?

Call for our radio dente. 213/969-9767  Fax: 213/969-9343

Sarley, Bigg & Bedder
Radio at its best

RADIO PRODUCTION

TURN YOUR
SCRIPTS IWO
WORLD -CLASS

RADA
Work with the world's hottest
voice talent, musicians, radio
directors and sound designers!
Fax or bring your scripts to
our new, state -of -the -universe
Hollywood recording studios.
And hear a world of difference.

WarldilrbieWadio
I N C O R P O H A t ED

(Formerly Paul So Walt Worldwide.)

CHECK OUT OUR
Phone: 213 957 3399 Fax: 213 957 7050
Email: wadio@wwwadio.com

NEW CD!

RADIO PRODUCTION

Wieden & Kennedy.

Nike.

Stash Tea.

Northwest Natural Gas.

Coca-Cola.

Lennox.

Tillamook Cheese.

Adidas.

Portland 503-224-9288.

LA 213-658-5027.

tq cliolar4
Fresh radio. Made from scratch.

RADIO PRODUCTION

THROW US YOUR

BONES.
Brilliant scripts by Monday.

Flawless production in a week.

(310) 937-0707

RADIOLOGY
SLIDE CHARTS

NT
TOR

Slide -Charts
Wheel -Charts

& Pop -Ups
jTop quality dimensional

marketing products
designed to fit your budget.

1

have a
Slide-CharAlreadtyor Pop Up?

Call us for special
introductory pricing.

AA113ItICA\ P.O.

SLIDE -CHART CORPORATION

Box111,Wheato IL_n 60F14890111

Fax

Beginning in August our Area Code Changes to 630

SLIDE CHARTS

Slide Charts, Inc.
=NW

Design through production, we do it
all. For a FREE custom working model

and price estimate, call or fax us.

(i1)708-543-6000 (F)708-543-1616

STOCK FOOTAGE

IVIDEO RESOURCES NY INCI

I
I

World's largest Collection of Rare T.V.
Shows and Commercials from the Golden

Age of Television, Educational Films'
Cartoons  Silent Films  GoVt Films 

We're one stop shopping.
800-442-7055 * Fax (212) 595-0189

I

I

TELEPHONE SERVICES

In boundTELEMARKETING

We're the answer for
your marketing dollars!

800-249-9194

For Classified Advertising Rates

Call M. Morris at 212-536-6493
or 1-800-7-ADWEEK
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TELEPHONE SERVICES

FIRST
DATA
CORP.

CALL INTERACTIVE
Lead generation  Sampling/couponing  Sweepstakes entry

Database development and enhancement  Polling
Response tracking  and more

Where your customers make the call,
and you get the results.

CALL
INTFRALMVP 1-800-468-7350

TRANSLATIONS/
LANGUAGE SERVICES

Quality translation, typesetting and
audio-visual services in all languages.
ADAPTIVE LANGUAGE RESOURCES, INC.

Caw 800/671-2034 FAX:617/924-0280

TRANSLATION SERVICES

SPANISH COPYNOICING 212-744-2280

TV PRODUCTION

Phenomenal Film And Video Productions
For Limited Budgets. Call Joan at Richman

Films 212-582-9600

Reach Your Ad Community In Adweek Magazines

VIDEO PRODUCTION YELLOW PAGE SERVICES

O'Halloran Advertising, Inc.
National Yellow Pages Specialists Since 1972

Call for FREE Evaluation
Mark ()Halloran, Sr. Vice Pres. (800) 762-0054

da32113E2Iii
Find Hundreds of Great
Jobs In Adweek Online!
Search ads from all six classi-
fied regions of Adweek,
Brandweek, & Mediaweek.

Order your starter kit today for
$29 (usage: just 89C/minute).

Call 1-800-641-2030 or 212-
536-5319

e-mail: adweek@adweek-online.com

CALL 1-800-7-ADWEEK

OFFERS & OPPORTUNITIES

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

INCREASE YOUR INCOME
Agency Principals,

Account Execs
Block Advertising & Marketing is
looking to open discussion regard-
ing the merger of talent, resources,
& facilities. Keep your accounts --we
will provide support & services to
help you generate additional in-
come.

Please contact:
David Block, Pres.

201-857-3900
Fax: 201-857-4041

Email: Blockmark@aol.com

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Interested in SELLING
your agency or RETIRING

from the business you control?

Well -financed multinational advertising
agency seeks to buy successful recruit-
ment, direct marketing or yellow
pages agencies. Also interested in
talking to you if you control $1m+
in billings and want to retire.
Write- ADWEEK Classified, Box 3853,
1515 Broadway, 12 fl., NY NY 10036

Classified Advertising
1-800-7-ADWEEKFOR A

Find Hundreds of Great Jobs In Adweek Online!
Search ads from all six classified regions of

Adweek, Brandweek, & Mediaweek.

Call 1-800-641-2030 or 212-536-5319
e-mail: http://www.adweek.corn

EMPLOYMENT

Record ""rowth/
CreS6'6')Wi'Ards,

And Made A
Lasting Impression On

The Competition.

Clearly, There's Just
One Thing Left For Us To Do.

To put it simply, Austin Knight - a
$250 million, full -service advertising
agency - is on the move, and we've
got the opportunities to show tbr it. If
you're an Account Executive (or
Assistant AE) with 2 or more years of
account management or media plan-
ning experience (college marketing or
enrollment expertise a plus), looking
tbr the chance to go as far and as fast
as your ambition will take you, fax or
mail your resume and cover letter to:
Austin Knight Inc., 29 West 35th St.,
NY, NY 10001, Att'n: G. Rossi. Fax
212-695-5164. No phone calls please.
An equal opportunity employer.

Austin
=Knight

MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITY

FOR SENIOR AD
Inspire us -- with the quality of your
work, fresh ideas, clever solutions
to marketing dilemmas. Most im-
portantly, there's a staff of talented
designers who could use your
direction and inspiration. We need
someone with the rare ability to
keep their eye on the big picture
without losing sight of the details.
Must know Quark, Photoshop, Il-
lustrator. Multimedia/Web experi-
ence a big plus. Samples
appreciated.
Enjoy the less frenetic pace of life
in New Hampshire, but plan on pro-
ducing the same quality of work
spinning out of the urban rat race.
We're an up-and-coming mostly
print agency working on national
business -to -business.

Benefits, profit-sharing, etc. Non-
smoking office. You will reap what
you sow.
Box 617, ADWEEK, 100 Boylston
St., Ste 210, Boston, MA 02110

Reach your ad community in

ADWEEK CLASSIFIED

RATES for Employment and Offers & Opportunities 1-800-7-ADWEEK Classified Manager: M. Morris Classified Asst: Michele Golden
MINIMUM: 1 Column x 1 inch for 1 week: $148.00, 1/2 inch increments: $74.00 week.
Rates apply to EAST edition. Special offers: Run 2 consecutive weeks, take 15% off sec-
ond insertion. Frequency, regional -combination, and national discounts available. Charge
for ADWEEK box number: $30.00/week. Replies mailed daily to advertisers. Readers
responding to any ads with box numbers are advised not to send samples unless they are
duplicates or need not be returned. We are not responsible for recovery of samples.

The Identity of box number advertisers cannot be revealed. If ADWEEK must typeset
ad, charge is $15.00. Deadline for all ads In ADWEEK EAST is Wednesday, 4:30 p.m.
If classified is filled prior to closing, ads will be held for the next issue, Classified Is corn-
missionable when ad agencies place ads for clients. No proofs can be shown. Charge
your ad to American Express, Mastercard or Visa, ADWEEK CLASSIFIED, 1515 Broad-
way, 12th fl. New York, NY 10036. 1-800-723-9335 Fax: 212-536-5315.
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Black Entertainment Television is seeking two proactive and highly motivated
professionals for its NY Advertising Sales office to provide sales support and act

as liaison between sales and advertising agencies.

 SALES ASSISTANT
Major responsibilities include order entry into JDS 2000 Sales/Traffic system;

mailing of contracts; handling changcs/inakegoods and daily schedule maintenance.

 SALES PLANNER
Major responsibilities include checking inventory availabilities; completion of

sales plans, agency flow charts and post analyses; daily schedule maintenance and
handling of client requests.

BOTH POSITIONS require 1 to 3 years direct or industry related experience,
typing 40+ wpm, excellent communication, organizational and math skills, Lotus

for Windows and Ami Pro. Familiarity with agency
allocations and traffic procedures is desired.

If you want to be part of BET's exciting future, send your
resume (indicate desired position) and salary requirements

to: Glenda Biedermann, Dir, Integrated Sales Mgmt,
BET, 380 Madison Ave, 20th floor, New York, NY 10017.

BET i.v an Equal
Opportunity Employer

MEDIA OPPORTUNITIES
Bozell Worldwide, Inc., a major international advertising agency, is seeking
several media professionals specializing in the planning area. Candidates will
need to possess a solid planing background, with 2+ years experience as a
media planner. They should be motivated self-starters with strong verbal and
written communication skills and superior math and analytical skills. Applicants
must be team players with a high level of interpersonal skills, able to manage
multiple projects while meeting deadlines and with major attention to detail. Com-
puter literacy is essential with Donovan experience a plus. An undergraduate
degree and the ability to work well under pressure necessary. If you meet these
qualifications and are interested in working in a fast -paced, friendly environ-
ment, please fax your resume with salary requirements in confidence to Danie
Twymon at (810) 358-8874 or mail to:

Bozell Worldwide, Inc.
1000 Town Center, Suite 1500

Southfield, MI 48075-1241
EOE/AAIM/F/H/V

OUR TERRIFIC SALES ASSISTANT
JUST GOT PROMOTED.

NOW, WE NEED SOMEONE JUST AS GOOD.
Publisher at top NY -based magazine company needs an efficient, highly or-
ganized, and articulate assistant to help manage workload for multiple salespeo-
ple. You must be professional in demeanor, intelligent and service -oriented on
the telephone, and skilled in the usual computer software. At least 3-5 years ex-
perience required. Generous salary and benefits.

Send resume to:
ADWEEK Classified, Box 3859

1515 Broadway, 12th fl.
New York, NY 10036

We're an Equal Opportunity Employer.

SPOT TV BUYERS
Requires 2+ years spot TV negotiating experience. Retail accounts
and/or buying service experience a plus. Will be buying Eastern and
Midwest markets, both large and small. Send resumes to:
Mary Caporale
Focus Media
2800 W. Higgins Road, Suite 500
Hoffman Estates, IL 60195

No phone calls please.

FO2US
E D I A

CEO
STRIKE TEN ENTERTAINMENT

BOWLING, INC.
Search underway for CEO of Strike Ten Entertainment, a wholly
owned subsidiary of Bowling, Inc., created to be the focal point for all
Bowling marketing. This position reports to the Board of Directors and
represents the marketing interests for all principal bowling organiza-
tions including professional, membership and proprietor organiza-
tions. Key goals will be to increase the awareness of bowling as both
a sport and family entertainment activity. The CEO of Strike Ten Enter-
tainment will direct four core areas: TV and Sponsorship, Consumer
Category Marketing, Bowling Center Marketing programs, and Market-
ing Services. The CEO will utilize internal staff, external resources and
the Bowling Single Delivery System (SDS) organization in developing
and delivering marketing programs.
Successful candidate will be an energetic pro -active leader from the
sports, media or entertainment industries. Professional experience
should include positions in a general management or a senior market-
ing role with a successful track record. Knowledge and experience
dealing with Board -level interactions and marketing to multiple consti-
tuencies having differing characteristics is important. Ability and expe-
rience in delivering substantial sponsorship support for a Sport or
portfolio of sports/entertainment properties is essential.

Bowling Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
Send cover letter with resume and salary requirements to

Guy Rogliano
COMPO Consulting Group

495 Post Road East
Westport, CT 06880

DIRECTOR OF COMMUNICATIONS
Leading public health organization seeks Director of Communications in
NYC. Responsibilities include development and management of media
sponsorships, publicity campaigns and collateral to support a variety of na-
tional and local events, as well as management of the organization's ongo-
ing public relations and marketing communications functions, and a pub-
lications division. Position will both take and make multiple reports, and
develop and manage a staff of 4-6 professional and support personnel, as
well as internship volunteer programs. Candidate should have a bachelor's
degree and a minimum of 10-12 years of experience in positions of increas-
ing responsibility. Please send resume and cover letter, including salary
range and references (must be received by 7/12), in strict confidence to:

ADWEEK Classified, Box 3864
1515 Broadway, 12th fl.

New York, NY 10036

ARE YOU JUST BUYING TIME?
J.W. Messner Inc., one of the country's largest independent automotive agen-
cies is seeking (2) qualified media planner/buyers. This unique position in-
corporates strategic planning, client presentations, and media negotiating. We
have immediate openings in our Pittsburgh and Cincinnati offices. Qualified
candidates should have at least 3-4 years buying experience. We offer a salary
commensurate with your experience and an excellent benefit package. Please
send resume and salary requirements to:

Human Resource Director
J.W. Messner Inc.

161 Ottawa N.W., Suite 403, Grand Rapids, MI 49503

SALES PROFESSIONAL NEEDED
Leading magazine company has a top sales position open. 3-5 years selling ex-
perience; an understanding of consumer magazines and high tech marketing a
plus. Creative thinker, great presenter, hard worker and proven go-getter all re-
quired. Generous pkg. of salary & comm & benefits. Send resume & sal. history:

ADWEEK Classified, Box 3863, 1515 Broadway, 12th fl., NY, NY 10036

USE ADWEEK MAGAZINES TO GET NATIONAL EXPOSURE
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HASBRO

HASBRO
PICTURE THIS.
With more products, more packaging and more
exceptional creativity than virtually any company in
our industry, Hasbro - generating more than $3 bil-
lion in sales - offers exceptional opportunity and
visibility for innovative Graphic Designers.

GRAPHIC DESIGNER

Working as part of a creative team, you'll put your
talents and expertise to work in our fast -paced, state-
of-the-art environment, creating a wide range of
innovative designs for packaging, collateral, point -
of -purchase and other materials. Specifically, you'll
generate design ideas using marketplace trends,
theme development and brand strategies; supervise
and project manage photography, using both
inhouse and outside services, as well as communi-
cate closely with marketing and sales.

The high-energy, high -impact individual we seek
will need 5+ years of graphic design experience in
consumer packaging, collateral and photo direction,
enhanced by strong project management and com-
munication skills. Proficiency in Quark, Illustrator
and Photoshop for Mac is essential.

An attractive salary. Comprehensive benefits.
Tremendous creative potential in a team based work
environment. You'll find them all and much more at
Hasbro. For consideration, please send your resume
with salary history to:

I lasbro Inc.
Human Resources
Dept. A -951G
1027 Newport Avenue
Pawtucket, RI 02862

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/DN

ADVERTISING SALES MANAGER
TKR Cable Company is currently seeking an advertising sales manager for our
170,000 subscriber cable system in Central New Jersey. Individual will be
responsible for managing advertising sales activities, developing and meeting
revenue & cash flow goals. This person will hire, train, motivate and supervise

account executives and support staff. 2-5 years experience in cable ad sales or
management required. Excellent salary and benefits.

Send resume & salary history to:

TKR Cable Advertising
ATTN. Director of Advertising Sales

235 West Nyack Rd, West Nyack, NY 10994
Equal Opportunity Employer

For Classified Advertising Rates

DIRECTOR OF MEDIA

PLANNING & ANALYSIS
If you're ready to meet the
responsibility and challenge
that come with dynamic
growth, this is your opportuni-
ty to excel with MCI. With our
entrepreneurial flair and mar-
keting savvy, we're positioned
to take the lead in communi-
cations. To help us get there,
we're seeking an individual to
direct media strategy for all
brand advertising, both busi-
ness and consumer at our
metropolitan Washington,
D.C., office.
In this high -profile role, you
will work with brand advertis-
ing and marketing depart-
ments as well as outside
agencies to develop long-
range media strategies and
short-range tactics to reach
goals. This will involve manag-
ing a multi -million dollar bud-
get for national broadcast,
print and multimedia and
supervising a staff of 8-10.
To qualify, you need at least
10 years' experience with
media planning and analysis
in consumer or business

advertising with exposure
to broadcast advertising on
a nationwide scale. Prior
responsibility for a $100m
media budget is preferred.
You must have strong man-
agement skills with demon-
strated ability to build a
team. Strong analytical skills
are essential, as is ability
to thrive in a fast -paced,
multi -project environment.

We offer competitive salaries
and attractive benefits,
including employee stock
ownership and pension plans.
For immediate consideration,
forward your resume to: MCI
Telecommunications Corp.,
Dept. ZMDIR, 601 South 12th
Street, Arlington, VA 22202;
Fax: (703) 415-6414. MCI is
proud to be an equal opportu-
nity employer, M/F/D/V.

MCI.

I hate New York!
We all left the city, and look at us now. We own our
own shop. We have great national consumer accounts.
We work in a brownstone. We're looking for a Senior
AE. Qualifications include: 4 years account manage-
ment -national consumer products (health care a plus).
Know the business, or don't bother to send your resume.

4169 Main Street  Philadelphia, PA 19127

Call M. Morris at 212-536-6493
or 1-800-7-ADWEEK

REACH YOUR AD COMMUNITY
ADWEEK MAGAZINES
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PRODUCT
MANAGER

Tyco Toys, Inc., the third largest
toy manufacturer, has an opportu-
nity for a Product Manager to join
the Marketing Department and work
on the highly successful girl's
activity product line at our Mt.
Laurel, NJ corporate headquarters.

You must be a high energy
person with 3-5 years' market-
ing experience in toys or
consumer products. Preferred
candidates must also have a
packaging and product
development background, have
excellent PC skills (specifically
Lotus 123, WordPerfect and
Windows), have good written
and oral communication skills
and be creative, resourceful
and detail -oriented.

We offer a competitive salary and
benefits package. Please send
resume, including salary history, to:

Manager -Personnel
TYCO TOYS, INC.

6000 Midlantic Drive
Mt. Laurel, NJ 08054

WOO
EOE M/F

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
FOR CREATIVE AGENCY

Account Executive who knows
good creative work when they see
it and has the ability to sell it. We're
a mid -sized national advertising
agency located in one of the most
progressive and growing areas of
the southeast. We're considered
one of the foremost creative agen-
cies in the nation. Our people are
top-notch. Our culture is team -
oriented and enthusiastic. Our
clients are few but elite. We need a
strong, strategically minded AE
with 3 to 5 years agency experi-
ence to head up collateral portion
of international client's business.
Strong organizational skills a must.
Do you fit? Send resume and salary
history to: ADWEEK Classified --
Box 00168, 1515 Broadway, 12th
fl., New York, NY 10036.

ACCOUNTING CLERK
Nat'l Radio Syndication Co. seek-
ing accounts payable/accounts re-
ceivable, and special accounting
projects person. Real world a plus.
Individual must be computer liter-
ate & have 2-5 years work experi-
ence. Mid 20's.

Fax resumes to:
Sheri

(212) 679-3310

the

challengt
IBM, a world leading

technology company,

has immediate openings

for innovative,

results -oriented

professionals in the

Somers, NY office

representing our award

winning ThinkPad,

IBM PC and Options

by IBM products. We

offer an excellent

environment with

outstanding career

and personal growth

opportunities.

Public Relations Program Manager
We will depend on you to develop creative PR strategies and implementation plans, interface
with media, analysts and public relations agencies, and coordinate international efforts. Your
responsibilities will also include writing press releases, backgrounders and other press
materials. To qualify, you must have a minimum of 5 years' PR experience, excellent technology
trade media contacts and PC industry knowledge.

Media Specialist
You will develop story pitches and written media materials and interface with technology trade
media. A minimum of 3 years' PR experience is necessary.

Successful candidates will have demonstrated leadership skills and the ability to multi -task
in a fast -paced, high energy environment. Knowledge of the PC marketplace and
technology is a plus.

IBM offers an excellent salary and benefits package. For prompt consideration, please forward
your resume, indicating Job Ref. #IBMRAZ366 on resume and all correspondence, to: IBM
Staffing Services, P.O. Box 18404, Raleigh, NC 27619-8404; FAX: 1-800-262-2494; e-mail:
jobs@vnet.ibm.com. Visit our website at http//www.empl.ibm.corn/carus.htm to learn
more about our current opportunities. IBM is committed to creating a diverse environment and
proud to be an equal opportunity employer.

Wanted: Gifted Writer
With Stark -Raving Fear of Mediocrity

In our opinion, there is no more
frightening word in the English lan-
guage than "average". We're The An-
derson Group, a $20 million agency
located on beautiful Hilton Head
Island, South Carolina. And we're
looking for a writer who feels the
same way. Someone with great
ideas, exceptional writing skills and
an entrepreneurial sprit. Someone to
work on such blue-chip accounts as
Gulfstream, Disney, Marriott and ITT.
At least three years experience is
preferred but we'll look at anyone
who is really good. We're in the
midst of something special. We need
a special writer to be a part of it.

FAX your resume to:
David Anderson/Creative Director

803-686-3711

CAREER
SURFING?

www.rga-joblink.com

Roz Goldfarb Associates
(212) 475-0099

PUBLISHING

I

_1 J '

f' r.
I

Yankee Magazine, the magazine celebrating New England for 60
years, is currently seeking a Marketing Services Director for our
BOSTON office. This is an excellent opportunity for an experienced,
dynamic, and innovative individual yearning to make a significant
contribution to one of the most respected publications.
You will be responsible for managing research, promotion; for rela-
tionship and event marketing; for developing research, marketing
direction, and support strategy with our sales staff; and for the over-
all planning and budgeting of the department in support of increased
advertising revenues.
To qualify you must possess a Bachelor's Degree and 5+ years
experience in forecasting, competitive analysis, pricing and packag-
ing; planning and executing marketing strategies. If you are creative
and have excellent analytical, decision -making and communication
skills and are ready, willing and able to travel; have PC + basic MAC
desktop skills don't delay, please send your resume, letter, and
salary requirements to: Yankee Publishing Inc., PO Box 520,
Dublin, NH 03444. EOE.

* * * Classified Advertising M. Morris at 1-800-7-ADWEEK * * *
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WAS

Lycos

is one of the most

comprehensive

sources for Web

Sites. News and

Reviews and was

recently rated

Number One by PC

World. Lycos offers

competitive salaries

in a dynamic. fast -

paced environment.

A Great Opportunity Awaits

You in CyberSales

Advertising Account
Managers (Job Code LMAAM)
Lycos, the leading Internet navigational company is
seeking ad sales reps for New York City San
Francisco and Los Angeles. Qualified candidates
will have a proven history in media sales or the
advertising industry. Salary plus commission and
benefits. An additional New York position is avail-
able in International Ad Sales. Candidates with
multi -language or international experience are
encouraged to apply.

Inside Sales (Job Code LMISR)
Positions available in inside sales with growth
potential to outside sales, selling electronic Yellow
Pages and Lycos' on-line ad products. Salary plus
commission and benefits.

To be considered, fax your resume, 6+ references,
salary (base and total compensation requirements) to:
(412) 261-1666, Attention: Ann Pepke or send to:
Lycos, Inc., 555 Grant St., Suite 350, Pittsburgh, PA
15219-4408, Job Code . No phone calls, please.
Lycos is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Please see our posting on the intemet (http:/Avww.lycos.corMycosinc./jobs.html)
for detail on these positions and more.=11=1111111_

SEEK REP TO REAP!
This well -established Southeast
company is expanding. In addition
to offering full -service production at
our own newly -built, state -of -the
art, 39,000 sq. ft. studio/post/
office complex in Nashville, our ex-
perienced field producers and
directors (cutting edge, real people,
humor) have shot in 20 major cities
(US & Canada) this past year alone.
We're seeking the right indepen-
dent commercial rep to help us
capitalize on our success to date
and open new agency doors.
Contact Bill at Film House, Inc.

800-950-2878

PROMOTIONS DIRECTOR

Fast -paced, full -service agency in
Chicago seeks aggressive, detail -
oriented professional with 5 yrs.

exp. including special events pro-
duction. You will direct individuals
who create exciting events in

nightclubs around the country.
Work with Fortune 500 companies
committed to marketing their pro-
ducts in "alternative ways". Fax re-
sume and salary history to:
Human Resources 312-482-9056.

Westchester, NY
Openings for Account Executive,

Media Planner, Production/Traffic

Manager, and Computer Graphics

Artist at growing, creative, surbuban

agency. Experience preferred. Start

immediately. Fax resume and

salary requirements to 914-698-

3377 or mail to SKC Advertising

550 Mamaroneck Ave. Suite 509,

Harrison, NY 10528

ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT TO THE

PRESIDENT
Fast growing direct marketing
agency seeks seasoned, hands-on
assistant. Team player, self starter,
well organized. Strong secretarial
skills. Must be highly proficient on
Mac, Microsoft Word, Powerpoint,
and Excel. Knowledge of Quark a
plus. Good office management and
people skills. Preference to individ-
ual with strong staying power.
Send resume with salary require-
ments to:

ADWEEK Classified, Box 3861
1515 Broadway, 12th fl.

New York, NY 10036

Classified Advertising Call M. Morris at 1-800-7-ADWEEK

A
As one of the largest U.S. toy and games manufacturers, Milton
Bradley continues to experience tremendous success. If you're
looking to join a growing leader, look into Milton Bradley.

PRODUCT MANAGER

In this vital position you will:

 Manage multi -functional product teams to develop and launch
new products from inception to market.

 Develop marketing plans and programs to meet financial
objectives in advertising, promotion, packaging and pricing.

Work closely with Sales to develop product launch strategies
and monitor retail performance.

 Analyze the marketplace for maximization of product
performance.

The successful candidate will have a minimum of 6 years'
experience in marketing/advertising and a BS/BA. Classic
marketing training and an MBA are a plus.

MB
MILTON
BRADLEY

Send resume or apply in person to: Director
of Employee Relations, Milton Bradley
Company, Dept. AW0624, 443 Shaker
Road, East Longmeadow, MA 01028.
No phone calls please. An equal opportunity
employer M/F/DN.

Outdoor National Sales
New York office of Ackerley Out-
door Advertising has an outstand-
ing opportunity for an extremely
self -motivated National Account
Manager with Out -of -Home experi-
ence, strong agency relationships
and a track record of new business
development.

Send or Fax resume to:
Ackerley Outdoor Advertising
767 Third Avenue, 24th Floor

New York, NY 10017
Fax: (212) 644-8356

E.O.E.

COPYWRITERS
Leading computer manuf. seeks
copywriters with marketing back-
ground to write direct -sell ads
placed in national publications.
Send resume WITH SALARY RE-
QUIREMENT to:

Ouantex
400B Pierce St.

Somerset, NJ 08873
attn: Marketing Dept.

Or fax to: 908-764-5689
and visit us at www.quantex.com

AD
NAUSEUM?

If being in advertising isn't what it
used to be and you're considering
a change, call us. We help senior

advertising executives earning
$75-$250k identify their options and
move into rewarding new careers.

There is a way out. Call us today.

CAREER STRATEGIES
50 Main St.,White Plains, NY 10606

914-686-2525 Fax: 686-7364

SENIOR COPYWRITER
Fast-growing 10m agency in scenic
Blue Ridge Mountains seeks sea-
soned copywriter for senior level
position. Must be experienced in
broadcast & print.

Send resume &
non -returnable samples to:

Creative Director
The Alpha Group
218 Patton Avenue
Asheville, NC 28801

ADVERTISING SALES
Growth opportunity with female
teen publication. Must be ag-
gressive, creative and a self-starter.
Experience preferred.

Fax resume:
(212) 988-0621

MEDIA REPORTER
ADWEEK seeks reporter to cover
agency media departments & the
media. Knowledge of the business
& writing skills essential. ABSOLUTE-
LY NO PHONE CALLS OR FAXES!
Reply to Editor, ADWEEK Maga-
zine, 1515 Bway, 12th fl. NY, NY
10036.
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INTERNET SALES
ACCOUNT MANAGER
DIGEX, Inc. is a well established
first -tier Internet Service Provider
with highly experienced, growth -
oriented leadership. We have an im-
mediate opportunity for a pro-
f essio nal , service -oriented
salesperson in the Boston area.

You'll be responsible for managing
your territory's sales through
customer and agency relationships.
This will include selling DIGEX's
high -end Web -hosting services
directly to corporate clients as well
as signing and supporting third
party agents to sell DIGEX Internet
Servers.

To qualify for this opportunity, you
must have a Bachelor's degree, a
minimum of 2 years of technology -
based sales or agent support expe-
rience, and proven presentation
and oral and written communica-
tion skills. Experience with the In-
ternet, WEB server hardware and
software configurations, or Data
Telecommunications is preferred.
Advertising or graphic design in-
dustry experience is a plus.

We offer an excellent base salary, ex-
ceptional commission incentive, and
a full benefits package, including
stock options. For immediate, confi-
dential consideration, please send
your resume and salary require-
ments to: DIGEX, Inc., Attn: HR,
6800 Virginia Manor Road, Dept.
JMBG/0623, Beltsville, MD 20705;
or fax to: 301-847-5215; or e-mail
to: resumes@digex.net. EOE.

DIGEX

HILTON HEAD ISLAND

Top Level PR Executive
Anderson Public Relations is seek-
ing a senior vice president and
general manager to lead and
dramatically grow the business by
building a local, regional, national
and international PR entity from
Hilton Head, SC.

Candidate must be a team player
with proven management skills
and demonstrated leadership abili-
ty as well as an enlightened spirit
for a burgeoning public relations
company. The more creative the
better.

Anderson Public Relations is part of
Anderson Holdings, Inc., which in-
cludes The Anderson Group, a full -
service advertising agency with
state-of-the-art production facilities _

and satellite offices in Charleston,
SC, and Savannah, GA.

Fax resume and cover letter
(NO WRITING SAMPLES!) to

Jeff Cox, President

The Anderson Group
at (803) 686-3711

Classified Advertising
1-800-7-ADWEEK

Maybelline, an 80 year tradition in Cosmetics is moving to
New York City. As the newest member of the Cosmair family of beauty products
which includes L'Oreal, LancOme, Ralph Lauren Fragrances and Redken,
Maybelline's future is destined for greatness. We have opportunities for individuals
with previous package goods experience and a passion for cosmetics. We are
currently seeking individuals who will significantly impact our business and continue
our growth in our Fifth Avenue headquarters.

marketing services director
We are looking for an individual with a minimum of 7 years marketing services
experience who will effectively interact with the Marketing, Creative Services,

9 Manufacturing, R&D, Purchasing and Sales groups. This highly visible position

we re facilitates new product launches and restages of product packages as well
as special promotions. As a key liaison between these departments, this
individual must possess superior communication, organizational and problem
solving abilities.

_rnar_Keti7 marketing services manager
theThisindividual will be responsible for tracking the

progress of projects to ensure timeliness while
concurrently anticipating and identifying problems
for resolution with appropriate departments.

Qualified applicants must have 3-5 years' of
ccessmarketing services or related experience, be detailed oriented

and possess superior computer skills.

coordinator
This group is in need of an efficient. highly motivated
coordinator to provide support with the planning and implementation of all depart-
mental programs. This person should be articulate and computer literate and possess
the ability to interact with people at all levels. The ideal candidate should possess -2

years' of marketing services experience and have a college degree.

In addition to providing an environment which gives individuals the opportunity
to grow and achieve their fullest potential. we offer excellent compensation and
benefits packages. Please send your resume in confidence, indicating position of
interest and salary requirements to:

MAYBELLINE®
Human Resources 34th floor . 575 Fifth Avenue  New York, NY 10017
Please no telephone calls. We are an equal opportunity employer M/F/DN.

A Division of Cosmair I n c

L.A. AGENCY SEEKS

A.D. & DESIGNER
Join our award -winning advertising/
design agency specializing in enter-
tainment/corporate accounts. We
need an art director and designer
to create brilliant and innovative
work. Must be proficient in Quark.
Photoshop & Illustrator. Relocation
package available. Fax or mail re-
sume, samples to:

SAGON-PHIOR GROUP
13425 Ventura Blvd., Ste. 200

Sherman Oaks, CA 91423
Fax: (818) 380-0325 Attn: J.D.

You want to INCREASE your
SEPARATION SALES but...

 The best accounts are covered
 Your equipment is obsolete
 Politics prevent you from calling
 You need more flexibility

Call Steve P at (212) 621-5000.
We can help solve your problems.

Classified Advertising Call M. Morris at 1-800-7-ADWEEK

USE ADWEEK MAGAZINES TO GET NATIONAL EXPOSURE
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HELP WANTED

E

ENTERTAINMENT

TELEVISION

MANAGER, LOCAL AD SALES
El Entertainment Television, a dynamic and established interna-
tional cable television network, is currently seeking a Manager,
Local Ad Sale, position based in Hartford, Conn. Individual will
be responsible for developing and implementing the strategic
direction for El's local ad sales expansion and service effort.
Candidate must be experienced in ad sales promotion, research
and strategic planning and have a minimum of three -five years
experience in sales and sales planning. Cable ad sales experi-
ence required. Salary commensurate with experience. Excellent
benefits package and 401(k) Savings Plan. Please send resume
with salary history to:

El Entertainment Television
Attn: Mgr. Local Ad Sales

5670 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90036

Equal Opportunity Employer

Worthy, motivated, talented, butt -kicking,

happy, computer -literate, bagel -buying,

tie -hating creative director needed for
agency in NC. We've got consumer &
medical accounts that need your attention.
We want the real thing. Now get your
portfolio samples in here before some
dweeh gets the oh.

Overcash & Moore, 32(X) Beechleaf Ct.
Suite 300, Raleigh, NC 27604

FILM & TV JOBS
Entry level to senior level professional
jobs in entertainment nationwide
(cable & TV networks, film/TV studios,
TV stations, etc.). Wm. For Info.,
Entertainment Employment Journal:
(800) 335-4335 (818) 901-6330

r

SALESPERSON
International publishing company
with 11 yrs. experience seeking a
NYC ad sales rep w/3+ yrs. exp. in
selling printed ads. Must be driven,
aggressive, and a proven closer. Ex-
cellent verbal/presentation skills
and finesse a must. Must be able to
maintain account relationships.
Send resume to company head-
quarters @Visitor Guide Publishing,
Inc. 374 Congress St., Suite 610,
Boston, MA 02110.

THINKER -UPPER
Brilliant writer, provocative thinker
to work on high level strategic
assignments for Faith Popcorn's
BrainReserve. 10+ years exp in
mktg, advtg, or communications.
Writing and analytic skills im-
perative. Also needed: Project
Coordinators 2+ years advtg
agency exp.

Fax resume and salary req. to:
(212) 481-9595

SENIOR
ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT

Leading national sales promotion and marketing services agency seeks experi-
enced account management talent in its Princeton office. Qualified candidates
will have a minimum of 6 years' promotion and/or client -side background. Only
excellent strategic thinkers, writers, presenters, and project supervisors should
apply. Candidates must be successful in a dynamic, fast -paced environment. A
thorough knowledge of promotion techniques is essential. Mac literacy is desira-
ble. Send resume and salary history to:

Personnel
P.O. Box 2035, Princeton, NJ 08540

EOE

MEDIA BUYERS
McCann-Erickson Worldwide is
seeking motivated individuals for
Buyer positions in the L.A., Detroit
and Houston offices. Candidates
must have experience buying major
markets on spot TV and radio. 3+
years required, computer skills a
plus. Send resumes to:

McCann-Erickson
750 Third Avenue

New York, NY 10017
ATTN: Maureen McClafferty

SALES ASSISTANT
Production company seeks bright,
energetic, and highly motivated self
starter to work with executive pro-
ducer as production and sales
assistant. Macintosh ability a must
and some sales experience a plus.
Fax resume to:

(212) 987-0650

HAD IT WITH
BIG AGENCY
POLITICS?

Small New York creative shop with

great client list needs bright, aggressive
AE who can take abuse from arrogant,
inflexible creatives. Five years of big

agency torture a plus.

FAX RESUME: 212.604.0004

To "20 Good People" from K&B

Young New York shop is looking for a well

organised, skilled AE and an AD/CW.

Full time or part time.

Fax 21.2-595 6667. Att: Bruno May.

USE ADWEEK MAGAZINE
TO GET NATIONAL EXPOSURE

THE CONVENIENT CLASSIFIED CONTACT FORM
USE THIS HANDY COUPON TO FAX OR MAIL YOUR AD

CLASSIFIED MANAGER: M. MORRIS
MAIL TO : ADWEEK CLASSIFIED 12TH FL.
1515 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, NY 10036

PHONE: 1(800) 7-ADWEEK OR FAX (212) 536-5315

REGION: East New England Southeast
Midwest Southwest West All

ADWEEK

BRANDWEEK

MEDIAWEEK

CATEGORY

*FREQUENCY: lx 2x 4x _

MORE: (Specify)

*Not applicable to Advertising Services Categories

AD COPY (Attached additional sheet if needed)

NAME

PHONE

L

PAYMENT
Li CHECK J MASTERCARD J VISA J AMER.EXP.

Signature

Cardholder's Name --
Card # -

ADDRESS

FAX _
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friendly data-friendly prices
The ADWEEK Directories set new standards for reader -friendliness.
Our popular AGENCY and CLIENT/BRAND Directories continue their record of high
performance at low, low cost with hundreds of new listings for 1996. Our MAJOR
MEDIA Directory is new this year. It offers, for the first time ever, information on all

major media in one convenient reference volume. Taken all together, these three
Directories present the complete spectrum of advertising, marketing and media organi-
zations in America and virtually all the key executives and contacts at those companies.

And the friendliest thing about ADWEEK Directories is the price -$275 each. And you
save $200 when you buy a set of three for only $625. Order your ADWEEK Directories
today and put a wealth of friendly data on your desk.

AND, if you're involved in interactive marketing in any way...or, if you should be,

you must have ADWEEK'S DIRECTORY OF INTERACTIVE MARKETING 95/96.
It contains over 2,000 listings-every source, service and collaborator that you'll
need to improve and implement your interactive marketing goals.

Use the handy card below and pass the second form along to
a colleague or call toll free 1-800-468-2395

1 1111AIEEN
I DIRECTORIES

order card
Send to:
ADWEEK DIRECTORIES
1515 Broadway, New York, NY 10036

Or Call Toll -Free 1-800-468-2395
 YES, I need ADWEEK's friendly desk -top data.
Please send me the following:

 All three for $625 0 Any two for $425
D 1996 ADWEEK Agency Directory @$275
D 1996 ADWEEK Major Media Directory @$275

1996 ADWEEK Client/Brand Directory @$275

ADWEEK's Directory of Interactive Marketing @$199

U.S. and Canada residents, please add $12.00 for shipping and
handling. All other non-U.S. add $45 per directory. Add applic-
able sales tax in CA, FL, GA, IL, MD, MA, NJ, NY, OH, TX
& CANADA.

Name

Title

Firm

Address

City/State/Zip

Phone # (include area code)

D STANDARD ORDER OPTION. Check this box
and your directories will be automatically renewed for
you at this year's prices.

0 Check enclosed for $
Charge my: D Visa 0 MC  Amex

Card # Exp. Date

Signature

IMM NM MO MEM WM MOM IMO EEO OM MOM ME MEM MEM ME MEM MI MOM MO

ADWEEK
. DIRECTORIES

order card
I Send to:

ADWEEK DIRECTORIES
I 1515 Broadway, New York, NY 10036

I Or Call Toll -Free 1-800-468-2395
 0 YES, I need ADWEEK's friendly desk -top data.

I Please send me the following:

I 0 All three for $625 0 Any two for $425

 D 1996 ADWEEK Agency Directory @$275
I D 1996 ADWEEK Major Media Directory @$275

D 1996 ADWEEK Client/Brand Directory @$275

ADWEEK's Directory of Interactive Marketing @$199

U.S. and Canada residents, please add $12.00 for shipping and
handling. All other non-U.S. add $45 per directory. Add applic-
able sales tax in CA, FL, GA, IL, MD, MA, NJ, NY, OH, TX
& CANADA.

Name

ADAD3396--------

Title

Firm

Address

City/State/Zip

Phone # (include area code)

0 STANDARD ORDER OPTION. Check this box
and your directories will be automatically renewed for
you at this year's prices.

 Check enclosed for $
Charge my: El Visa 0 MC 0 Amex

Card # Exp. Date

Signature

ADAD3396



friendly data
The popular Agency and
Client/Brand Directories
PLUS a new Major Media
Directory.

ADWEEN
DIRECTORIES

For fastest service,
CALL TOLL -FREE
1-800-468-2395
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BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST-CLASS MAIL PERMIT NO. 581 NEW YORK NY

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

ADWEEK
DIRECTORIES
1515 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, NY 10109-0025
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CALENDAR

The CAB Local Cable Sales
Management Conference
will be held June 22-25 at
the Atlanta Marriott Marquis.
Contact: 212-751-7770.

American Women in Radio
and Television will hold its
45th annual national con-
vention at the Ritz -Carlton
Hotel in Naples, Fla., June 27-
29. Contact: 818-783-7886.

The Advertising Women of
New York present a Board-
room Breakfast with Meg
Whitman, ceo of FTD Asso-
ciates, July 10. Contact Tara
Sullivan at 212-759-2865.

ICM Conferences presents
Cable Telephony '96 July
10-11 in Chicago. Contact
Thomas Serafino at 312-
540-5698.

The Wireless Cable Associ-
ation will hold its annual
convention July 10-12 at
the Denver Convention
Center. Contact Sherry Crit-
tenden at 202-452-782.

Camp Internet, covering
the latest in Internet mar-
keting, will be held Aug. 3-
6 at the Hyatt Regency
Resort in Beaver Creek,
Colo. Contact Jo Jacobson
at 800-538-5053.

Women in Cable Et

Telecommunications pre-
sents its Telco 101: Cable
Meets Telephony two-day
course in Minneapolis
Sept. 12-13. Contact Molly
Coyle at 312-634-2353.

Magazine Publishers of
America presents a half -day
seminar, Internet Publishing
Operations, Strategy and
Management, Sept. 26 at
MPA's New York headquar-
ters. Registration required.
Contact: 212-872-3700.

Media Notes
NEWS OF THE MARKET

Hearst's WTMV Buy OK'd
The Hearst Corp. received FCC
approval last week for the pur-
chase of WB affiliate WTMV-
TV in Tampa, Fla. The station
is the first WB affiliate for
Hearst, which owns five ABC
stations and one NBC outlet.

ABC, AOL in Style Online
Capital Cities/ABC and Ameri-
ca Online last week launched
the Style Channel, a new online
venture that will use content
from Women's Wear Daily and
W, which are both owned by the
Cap Cities unit Fairchild Publi-
cations. The channel, which will
not have a broadcast counter-
part, will focus on fashion and
entertainment news.

Bergeron's 'Breakfast' Role
One of the stars of FM After
Breakfast, the Fox network's first
foray into daytime program-
ming, has been named coexecu-
tive producer of the series. Tom
Bergeron now joins Peter How -
den, senior vp of programming
at Twentieth Television, as coex-
ecutive producer of the show,
which launches on Aug. 12.
Bergeron formerly hosted Break-
fast Time, the fX cable show on
which the new series is based,
and anchored an Emmy-winning
TV talk show in Boston. Peter
Faiman, Fox's president of pro-
gramming and production, and
Joachim Blunck, exec vp of pro-
gramming and production, are
executive producers.

Interconnect Boosts Service
The New York Interconnect, the
country's largest cable intercon-
nect representing systems cover-
ing 4.2 million cable homes,
selected Maynard, Mass.-based
SeaChange International to pro-
vide its Video Server 100 digi-
tal -ad -insertion technology. The

deal is valued at $5 million. The
new technology will allow the
interconnect to increase the
number of cable networks onto
which it can insert local adver-
tising from 10 to 16 and will be
able to reduce turn -around time
for the scheduling of an ad to
when it runs from 12 hours to as
little as one. The New York
Interconnect is owned by Cable -
vision Systems Corp.'s Rainbow
Ad Sales unit.

NetGravity Announces Deals
NetGravity, the San Mateo,
Calif. -based developer of online
advertising management soft-
ware, last week announced
deals with measurement firm
I/PRO and GNN, the Internet
access division of America
Online. In the I/PRO deal, Net -
Gravity and I/PRO will collabo-
rate to give advertisers better
Internet -marketing tools. GNN

Comedy Central thinks
big kids will get a kick
out of FCN's Tick

has a deal to use NetGravity's
AdServer technology to manage
advertising inventory on the
service.

'T&C' Does Online Registry
Hearst's Town & Country maga-
zine will launch a new online
service, the "Town & Country
Wedding Registry," in August.
The Web site will include updat-
ed, re-edited, wedding -related
articles from past issues of the
magazine. Engaged couples will
also be able to list on the site
the stores where they are regis-
tered for gifts.

Interactive Rep Goes Direct
Orb Communications & Mar-
keting, an interactive rep firm,
has opened Orb Digital Direct,
a unit which will serve advertis-
ers looking to use online media
for direct -marketing. The firm
is a joint venture with Team -

CC Snags
Super-
Spoofers
Comedy Central has cut
an unusual deal with Fox
Children's Network and
Saban Entertainment by
acquiring cable rights to
The Tick, the tongue-in-
cheek animated series that
spoofs superhero car-
toons. Though the show is

owned by Fox, Saban brokered the deal because it has
distribution rights. This September, new episodes of the
cartoon will premiere on FCN on Saturday mornings,
with a run on Comedy Central on Sunday nights. CC has
obtained the rights to 36 episodes in total, 10 of which
are new. The show premiered on FCN in 1994 and is
based on a cult comic book of the same name.
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Media Notes New Pub at 'Esquire'
CONTINUED

Nash, a direct -marketing com-
pany led by Edward Nash, a
direct -marketing veteran who
has held positions at agencies
including Rapp & Collins and
Bozell. Andrew Pakula, presi-
dent of Orb, is also a Bozell
veteran.

Softbank Hired by NBC
Softbank Interactive Market-
ing Sales has been hired by
NBC Interactive Media to sell
advertising on the TV net-
work's Olympic.com site on
the World Wide Web. Soft -
bank, a unit of Ziff -Davis, also
represents NBC.com in the
NBC SuperNet area on the
Microsoft Network.

Sunshine Extends Lightning
The Sunshine Network, part of
Liberty Media's stable of Prime
Sports regional sports networks,
has signed a long-term deal with
the Tampa Bay Lightning hock-
ey franchise extending their TV
relationship into the 2001-2002
season. The deal has Sunshine
carrying 50 Lightning games
per season, including 35 road
games, and providing promo-
tional and marketing support.

Coppola Launches Mag
Film director Francis Ford Cop-
pola will launch a fiction maga-
zine this fall. The tabloid -size
Fiction Now will publish bi-
monthly. Coppola had a previ-
ous print venture, the failed San
Francisco magazine City. Top
pop designer Mike Salisbury is
aboard as art director.

Nick Promos 'Harriet' Flick
Nickelodeon hopes to drive peo-
ple to movie theaters through a
month -long on -air promotion
for Harriet the Spy, its first fea-
ture film, starring Rosie
O'Donnell. A half-hour behind -

the -scenes special will air
through mid -July, along with
interstitial spots and a two-hour
Saturday -night block of spy-
themed shows. Sister Viacom
network Showtime also plans to
air the Undercover With Harriet
the Spy special. O'Donnell and
Harriet costar Michelle Tracht-
enberg will host the Saturday -
night block. The movie opens
July 10.

'Mountain Life' Can Be Yours
Mountain Life, a new lifestyle
book aimed at the affluent, will
launch in October. The New
York Times Information Ser-
vices Group custom publishing
operation will publish the quar-

developer.

Engel, NBC Go to School
Peter Engel Productions, NBC
Enterprises and Rysher Enter-
tainment have united to produce
a new half-hour first -run syndi-
cated comedy called USA High.
The three partnered five years
ago on the Saved by the Bell
franchise, seen on NBC's Satur-
day -morning TNBC block. Pro-
duction begins next month on
the new series; 75 episodes have
been ordered for a fall '97
launch. Rysher will distribute
the show nationally, while NBC
Enterprises will handle interna-
tional distribution. The series
centers on a group of high
school students attending the
American School in Paris. It
marks the first expansion
beyond Saturday morning for
Engel's company.

Twentieth TV Changes
Twentieth Television last week
restructured its development
divisions, separating comedy
from drama, and snagged a few
Columbia Pictures TV veterans

Valerie Salembier got a
friendly nod to take the
publisher's post

to sell advertising for
also served stints as

Cathleen Black, Hearst
Magazines president, has
named an old friend and
former colleague, Valerie
Salembier, publisher of
Esquire, replacing Law-
rence Burstein (see page
4). Salembier leaves her
posts as president of
Meigher Communica-
tions' Quest magazine
and vp for the company's
magazine development.
Salembier began her
career in advertising
sales at Time Inc. and
later was the first woman

Newsweek magazine. She has
advertising vp for The New York

Times and publisher of TV Guide.

to boost its comedy arm.
Mindy Schultheis, formerly of
Columbia, has been named
senior vp of comedy. Michael
Hanel, Fox vp of development,
and Emile Levisetti, from
Columbia, round out the come-
dy hierarchy. A drama head
has not been named. The stu-
dio, which has had hit dramas
in The X -Files, Chicago Hope
and others, has signed a num-
ber of comedy development
deals recently. A few of the
writer/producers already have
projects set for the networks'
midseason schedules.

'Network World' Spins Off
Network World has launched
IntraNet Magazine, which will
publish as a bimonthly supple-
ment, sharing Network World's
150,000 circulation.

RADAR Upgraded
Statistical Research has
upgraded its RADAR radio
audience -measurement service
with RADAR PC 2001. The
new service will provide
RADAR clients with a package
including RADAR Planner, a
reach/frequency program; PC
/SCAN, which contains digi-
tized versions of RADAR

reports; and the new PC/TAR-
GETS, a spreadsheet program
for handling RADAR data to
build schedules. The full PC
capability means users can test
assumptions and evaluate
schedule combinations at no
additional cost.

Hearst Mags to Unveil Vila
Hearst Magazines will launch
Bob Vila's American Home on
Sept. 17 as a special issue.
Hearst will position the book as
a women -friendly home -
improvement title. Vila, who
became famous during his early
involvement with the This Old
House TV show, will now be
competing against the Time Inc.
magazine of the same name that
the program spawned. Former
Home Mechanix editor Michael
Chotiner will serve as editor of
the new magazine; the cover
price will be $3.95.

Mysteries at 'Family Circle'
Gruner + Jahr's Family Circle
will launch Mary Higgins Clark
Mystery Magazine, featuring fic-
tion from top mystery writers,
interviews with authors and book
reviews. The premiere issue will
hit newsstands on July 2 and car-
ry a $3.95 cover price.
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Your Best Source For Every
Digital Marketing Need

If you want to sell on the Net, reach first for
ADWEEK's Directory of Interactive Marketing '97.
The largest, most complete resource of its kind, it
contains data on thousands of companies bringing
clients to the Net and other digital platforms.

Clients can use it to locate specialists to help
broaden their World Wide Web franchises. Agencies
can use it to form alliances with independent shops.
Suppliers can use it to better assess their competition.

Readers can instantly access information about
Web site authorship and developer accounts ... and
quickly locate the companies with the most

   .      OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO     .
ADWEEK DIRECTORIES

1515 Broadway, New York, NY 10036

call toll -free 1-800-468-2395

YES! Please send me the 1997 ADWEEK Directory of
Interactive Marketing for the great low price of $179.*
 STANDING ORDER OPTION. Check this box and your directories
will be automatically renewed for you next year.

 Bill me.
 Check enclosed for $179.
 Charge my  VISA

Offer good till 6/30/96.
Price is $199 thereafter.

 MC  AMEX

Card # Exp. Date

Signature

experience. Every imaginable resource is listed - ad
agencies, Web site developers, software and hardware
manufacturers, CD designers, online services, graphic/
video design firms, consultants, leading media providers,
top brand advertisers, much more.

Each section provides the names of leading
companies, their expertise and scope, top personnel and
the Web sites they've built - along with other digital
products developed for clients. Expertly organized and
cross-referenced by state and by site, this invaluable
reference saves you hours of research finding the
names you need in the world of digital marketing.

                                  
Name

Title

Firm

Address

City/State/Zip

Phone #
U.S. and Canadian residents, please add $12 for shipping and handling. All other non-U.S., add $45
per directory. Add applicable sales tax in CA, FL, GA, IL, MD, MA. NJ, NY, OH, TX 8 CANADA

ADIA366A
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BIG DEAL

FILA USA
Advertiser: Fila USA
Agency: FCB/Leber Katz, N.Y.
Begins: July 1
Budget: $10 million-plus
Media: TV (cable)

Fila USA has gathered its top
Olympian endorsers for its first
brand umbrella ad, a multi -tex-

tured musical splash that will kick off an
ongoing image campaign running parallel
to its seasonal product -specific efforts. It
is part of an estimated $10 million -plus
campaign running through the back -to -
school period.

The initial spot will feature a medley
of shots of such Fila endorsers as Dream
Teamer Grant Hill, tennis ace Gabriela
Sabatini and beach volleyballer Kent

Steffes, shot in a variety of non -sports set-
tings. A ramp -up to the athletes' participa-
tion in the Olympics, the spot, tagged
"Have fun in Atlanta," breaks July 1, pri-
marily on a national cable run that
includes ESPN and a participating spon-
sorship on MTV's Beach House.

"We're showing our athletes enjoying
themselves,...just the opposite of Nike,"
said Howe Burch, File's vp of marketing
and communications. Nike broke an
adrenal barrage of a 60 -second spot on
NBC's NBA Finals, featuring stark
shots of Olympians gutting through
their paces.

Fila, whose total marketing budget will
top $50 million this year, has become the
solid second -tier leader in the sneaker
market. Its sales grew 30 percent last year
to $380 million, according to Sporting
Goods Intelligence. -Matthew Grimm

Real Money
ADVERTISING ACTIVITY IN THE MEDIA MARKETPLACE

BREATHASURE

Advertiser: BreathAsure
Agency: Inter/Media, Encino, Calif.
Begins: July
Budget: $8 million
Media: TV, print
George Kennedy goes grunge in a cheeky
new $8 million advertising campaign for
BreathAsure that features the Academy
Award winner in unlaced high -tops and an
untucked flannel, spreading the gospel of
fresh breath.

The campaign, which will break shortly
nationwide on TV with an additional print
component, takes a self-consciously cheesy

creative approach to woo a younger
demographic for BreathAsure. It will
also incorporate ads later this fall for
BreathAsure D, a new line extension
that doubles as a digestive aid.

The ads feature a sitcom -style,
laugh -track -enhanced setting with twen-
tysomethings lounging on a couch.
Kennedy, cast as one of the roommates,
enters the room and bellows, "Yo, Pops
is in the house." He then assumes the
role of schoolmaster, pulling down an
anatomical chart and lecturing his
roommates on how BreathAsure works
"from the inside out." Kennedy adds,
"It's the bomb!"

The specific target is consumers 18-35,
although BreathAsure, based in Calabasas,
Calif., also hopes to attract even younger
users. Until now, BreathAsure's main target
was thirtysomethings. Print ads will break in
such magazines as GQ, Mademoiselle, Teen,
Sassy and Prevention.

The company also aims to make its prod-
uct's price and size more appealing to a
younger crowd with a new 15 -count package
that retails for $1.99, versus $5.99 for the tra-
ditional 50 -count box.

MOLSON ICE

Advertiser: Miller Brewing
Agency: Young Fi Rubicam, N.Y.
Begins: Now
Budget: Undisclosed
Media: Radio
Molson Ice is bringing two siblings along to
this summer's Polar Beach Party as Miller
Brewing uses the edgy affair to promote

core brands Molson Golden and Molson
Canadian at a time that most ice beers are
declining.

The inclusion of those brands marks one
major change to the event. Gone is last
year's $10 million in themed TV support in
favor of radio spots that can be localized for
giveaways by radio partners in 29 key mar-
kets, said Molson Ice brand manager Bruce
Winterton. Agency is Young & Rubicam,
N.Y. Retail promotions get a bigger empha-
sis too.

Last year's inaugural effort took 200
sweepstakes winners to the Arctic Sea town of
Tuktoyaktuk for a Labor Day concert featur-
ing Hole, Metallica, Veruca Salt and Moist.
This year, the event sticks with a single band,
the Red Hot Chili Peppers, a smaller winning
contingent of 100, and a confined location
aboard a luxury Russian icebreaker that will
cruise to the magnetic north pole-fitting,
given Ice's "off -center" positioning. That's
500 miles north of Tuk.

"Last year was over the top, and this year
we're pushing even further," Winterton said.
The icebreaker, which may land the winners
on an iceberg at the Pole, is "a more unique
place than just a tent on the beach."

To broaden consumer participation, the
promo will be opened up to the Golden and
Canadian brands and expanded to more pack-
ages than suitcases of cans. Added are 12 -
packs of bottles, with under -the -cap winners,
and 12 -packs of cans.

The winner of a promotion with Rolling
Stone magazine gets to cover the concert for
a November issue. A video contest solicits
15 -second ads, with the winning entry actu-
ally airing.

S.O.S. SCRUBBER SPONGES
Advertiser: Clorox
Begins: August
Budget: $5-7 million
Media: TV
After only a few months in test, Clorox is
rolling SOS scrubber sponges into stores
backed with $5-7 million in advertising and
promotional support-more than the Oak-
land -based company spent on the S.O.S.
brand all of last year.

The push into the $80 million kitchen
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sponge category is aimed squarely at 3M's
category leader Scotch-Brite, which did sales
of $33 million in the year ending April 21,
according to Information Resources.

The sponges, which come in regular,
heavy-duty and all -surface varieties, cost
about a dollar each. They were tested in Texas
this spring. TV ads breaking Aug. 15 will
hype S.O.S's unique rhomboid shape, which is
designed to get into corners better. The slogan
will be, "Now every kind of mess calls for
S.O.S." Clorox will also drop a national FSI
after ads break.

BLUE MOON

Advertiser: Coors Brewing
Agency: Mad Dogs Et Englishmen, N.Y.
Begins: Now
Budget: Undisclosed
Media: Radio
An inaugural radio campaign for Coors spe-
cialty beers takes a humorous tack to con-
vince consumers that intriguing flavors actu-
ally are pretty easy to drink.

The campaign behind Coors Brewing's
Blue Moon line hits as the market is seeing
specialty -beer consumers more and more
willing to try exotic flavors.

The wacky effort from Coors and agency
Mad Dogs & Englishmen, N.Y., out to con-
vince consumers that Blue Moon is only
"slightly unusual." In one spot, a bartender
asks: "Hey, Dan, the usual?" When Dan opts
for something "really unusual," the bartender
reveals himself to be an alien here "to con-
quer the human race and farm you, like ears
of corn, for our protein source." When the
shaken customer realizes he wants something
only "slightly unusual," the bartender offers
him a Blue Moon.

The test airs three months in Madison,
Wis., Providence, R.I., and Charleston, S.C.,
accompanied by billboards showing a six -
fingered hand hoisting a pint, and in some
metros during a June 29-30 blue moon.
Coors has trademarked "slightly unusual"
for future use in radio spots and promos tied
to topical events.

Blue Moon, contract -brewed by Matt and
Hudepohl-Schoenling, is in 39 states and rolls
out by Feb.l. Coors has been careful not to
call Blue Moon a micro.

CMR TOP 50
A Weekly Ranking of the Top 50 Brands' Advertising in Network Prime Time
Week of June 3-9, 1996

Rank Brand Class Spots

Prime -Time
Ad Activity
Index

1 MCDONALD'S V234 62 1,036

2 SUBWAY SANDWICH SHOP V234 51 853

3 FORD AUTOS T111 38 635

4 SEARS V321 31 518

5 MCI 8142 29 485

6 KELLOGGS F122 28 468

7 BLOCKBUSTER VIDEO V341 27 451

PIZZA HUT V234 27 451

9 ATEtT LONG DISTANCE B142 24 401

J C PENNEY V321 24 401

11 DOMINO'S PIZZA V234 23 384

12 MASTERCARD 8150 22 368

13 KRAFT FOOD F118 20 334

THE ROCK V233 20 334

15 KFC V234 17 284

WENDY'S V234 17 284

17 AETNA LIFE Et CASUALTY B220 16 267

L'OREAL D141 16 267

NIKE A131 16 267

NORELCO D146 16 267

POLAROID G230 16 267

22 GILLETTE D126 15 251

23 AMERICAN DAIRY ASS'N. F131 14 234

EVEREADY H220 14 234

GATORADE F223 14 234

HONDA TRUCKS T118 14 234

METROPOLITAN LIFE B220 14 234

SAAB AUTOS T113 14 234

TAVIST-D D212 14 234

TYLENOL D211 14 234

U.S. POSTAL SERVICE B612 14 234

32 MERCURY TRUCKS T117 13 217

MILLER BEER F310 13 217

OLIVE GARDEN RESTAURANT V234 13 217

PHANTOM V233 13 217

SNICKERS F211 13 217

STETSON D125 13 217

TACO BELL V234 13 217

UNITED HEALTHCARE B210 13 217

40 CHEVROLET TRUCKS T117 12 201

CITIBANK B150 12 201

JEEP VEHICLES T117 12 201

KMART V324 12 201

MENNEN D124 12 201

MILLER LITE BEER F310 12 201

46 ASPEN D125 11 184

BUD ICE BEER F310 11 184

DIET COKE F221 11 184

FIRST INTERSTATE BANK V211 11 184

FROSTED CHEERIOS CEREAL F122 11 184

Ranked in order of total spots. Includes ABC, CBS, NBC, FOX, UPN and The WB. Regional feeds are counted as whole spots.
Spots indexed to average spots for all brands advertising in prime time, i.e., if McDonald's Index=1308, McDonald's ran
1208 percent more spots than the average.

Source: Competitive Media Reporting
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Media Person
BY LEWIS GROSSBERGER

Rip Van Person
BY GOING TO THE PC EXPO, MEDIA PERSON

learned a valuable lesson: Never go to the PC Expo.
It makes three things hurt: your feet and your head. Promise Media
Person you'll stay home should the impulse to go ever arise in you. You
will thank him for this and so will your extremities.

PC Expos are held in terrible places like the Javits Center. The Jav-
its Center is a huge glass box. Inside it are all kinds of girders and pipes,

not hidden away like decent girders and pipes but right out in the open
where young children can see them. It is obscene.

Also there are people, vast, gushing
streams of them, flowing in all directions,
more people than there are fish in your aquar-
ium screensaver. Unlike fish, however, they all
wear name tags and carry shopping bags for
stuffing brochures into.

The effect of all this is somehow to make
you tired. Not after walking around for an
hour but immediately. The moment you
walk into the PC Expo, you are exhausted.
Actually, you don't
walk, you trudge.

But perhaps what A gabby young
really drains you is being
attacked by the future. crowd, "Apple
Nothing is as exhausting
these days as the future, which no longer
knows its place. At one time, the future stayed
ahead of us, where it belongs. But now it keeps
barging into the present, and instead of the
happy anticipation it wants us to feel, all too
often there is merely menace and dread.

Please! No more change!
Media Person suddenly heard himself

screaming this at the PC Expo, where the
future surrounded him. But no one
noticed. They were all yakking merrily
about six -node clusters, Java applets and
how to send hyperlink via e-mail. Or was it
e-mail via hyperlink?

Computer lingo. Media Person can talk a
little, about as well as French. In neither
tongue does he understand the natives.

Another menace at the PC Expo is flying
T-shirts. At each big exhibit, good-looking,
fast -talking young men and women sling the
company line at crowds of expo trudgers
who needed a rest and sat down, thus
becoming audience. To wake them up, the
spielers resort to quizzes with challenging
questions such as, Who is our company's new
ceo? What year did we introduce the penflo-
rated zinkplister? Those first to answer cor-

woman in an Apple shirt was onstage telling the

has a mission, a vision, a rendezvous with destiny."

rectly get a T-shirt thrown at them. Media Per-
son didn't know any of the answers, which is
just as well because even if he had, he was so
exhausted the T-shirt would have just bounced
off his hapless face.

But don't get Media Person wrong. He
loves the stinking computer revolution. It has
drastically improved his life, though he's not
exactly sure how.

Media Person trudged around to visit his
favorite computer companies, that is, the ones
that make stuff he uses. These are America's
most dynamic and successful corporations and
most of them will probably be gone in five
years, replaced by new companies nobody has
yet heard of making things nobody alive today
would have any idea what to do with.

America Online, for instance, is the
world's biggest, most fabulous online service.
It can do anything, including get you on the
amazingly unbelievable World Wide Web,
though whenever Media Person manages to
get there, the experience is so slow and unre-
warding, he doesn't stay for long. Especially
when AOL's magnificent Web browser
abruptly disconnects him for reasons known
only to itself.

A very gabby young guy in an AOL shirt
was saying you could now get on AOL
France. What a breakthrough, Media Person
thought. Now he could go online and hear
French people talking computers, thus com-
municating in two incomprehensible lan-
guages simultaneously.

Media Person accosted the AOL guy, who
admitted the browser wasn't so hot. "But we've
done a lot of modifications," he said. "It's 30
percent faster." Unfortunately, MP felt that
since entering the PC Expo, he had become 30
percent slower.

As he approached the Apple booth,
Media Person tried to be very quiet and gen-
tle. He suspected the Mac people must be
feeling rather fragile lately, what with all the
corporate horror they've been going through.
They denied it. "I've been working at Apple

for 15 years," said a
gabby young guy in an
Apple shirt. "And
everything's cool."

A gabby young
woman in an Apple

shirt was onstage telling the crowd, "Apple
has a mission, a vision, a rendezvous with
destiny." And Media Person had a ren-
dezvous with a nap.

Say, couldn't this whole PC Expo have
been held online?

But Media Person's trip wasn't a total loss.
He did see one cool (Sorry about that) thing:
Gateway 2000 has a machine that basically
does everything. It has a big, 31 -inch screen
behind which is both a computer and a TV set.
The keyboard is remote: no cable on it. You
can work your VCR through the controls and
also hook up your stereo to the contraption.

Think of it. Media Person could lie on his
couch and have all those wonderful devices
playing at once. And nap through all of it. 
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SEX IS NOT

A FOURIETTER

WORD.

Arecent scientific study has found that a majority of men think about sex 30 times a day. Obviously,

sex has its appeal. But while everyone would acknowledge that sex is healthy and natural, advertising

in a sexually oriented publication such as Penthouse is given long, hard thought. While Penthouse,

to some marketers, is a "daring" magazine editorially, many find that it's extremely "safe" and smart

from a media and business standpoint. Our efficiency far surpasses that of other men's magazines.

At newsstands-where a full purchase price helps gauge a magazine's true worth to its readers-

Penthouse's sales routinely exceed those of Playboy, Sports Illustrated, Esquire and GO. What's more, no men's publication delivers as passionately involved an

audience as Penthouse. Over more than 25 years of publication, we have created a unique and enduring bond with our readers. To maintain those close ties,

Penthouse has evolved with its readers. As their sexual interests have changed so, too, have ours. Study after study has found that the more involved readers

are with a magazine's editorial, the more involved they are with its advertising. Because today's Penthouse is as captivating to its readers as ever, it's as

valuable to its advertisers as ever. If you're a marketer who gets excited by this kind of appeal, contact Audrey Arnold, Publisher, at 212/702-6000.
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